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SUMMARY

This thesis is concerned with the "fieXd-dependence-independence" 
dimension which la held by Herman Witkln and his associates (1954, 
1962) to underlie certain relationships between personality and per
ception. Specifically, I take Issue with Wltkin's claim that the 
"field-dependence" dimension is unitary, and with his attesq>t to ex
plain individual differences in "field-dependence" in terms of 
"socialisation" practices and experiences; and hold that the extension 
of his theory into a cross-cultural setting has provided data which 
the theory, in its present form, is unable to handle.

Â review of the literature had suggested that such factors as 
visual experience, intelligence, and education would cut across the 
"field-dependence" dimension, and might provide a better account of 
individual and cultural differences in performance on Wltkin's tests 
than would the hypothesised factor of "socialisation".

To test these ideas empirically, therefore, I carried out a cross- 
cultural investigation in Hong Kong, selected as being the most suit
able place to 'balance* the two points of view against each other.
Two groups of Ss, one of 9-year-old children, the other of University 
students, were given a test battery which included Wltkin's Rod-and- 
Frame and Bsbedded Figures Tests, measures of intelligence, and quest
ionnaires concerning socialisation experiences (which were sent to the 
parents in the case of the 9-year-olds); and indices of ability in the 
Chinese language were obtained. It was predicted that the "fleld- 
dependence" dimension would fragment, in that Wltkin's tests would be 
unrelated to each other; that Embedded Figures Test scores would be 
more closely related to ability in Chinese and to intelligence; and 
that no evidence would be found for the effects of "socialisation".



Results with the 9-year-olde were more supportive of Wltkin's 
position. The Rod-and-Frarae and Einbedded Figures Tests were signifi
cantly correlated with each otlier, while the latter showed little 
relationship with ability in Chinese; on the other hand, no effect 
of "socialisation" was in evidence, and the role of some intellectual 
factor seemed everywhere apparent. With the students, however, my 
own position received greater support: again, "socialisation" seemed 
to have little effect on "field-dependenca", and the Embedded Figures 
Test was much more closely correlated with an intelligence measure 
than with the Rod-and-Frame Test.

Vty general conclusion is that these principal results constitute 
a cogent criticism of Wltkin's theoretical position, and suggestions 
are made about the type of modifications which are necessary if 
"field-dependence" theory is to continue to be of value In the cross- 
cultural context.
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CHAPTER It THE BACKGROUND



CHAPTER I

1 * Tb# theoretical ft*ameworlc of field depenfleney

(a) Xnâjyidufil àlff<̂ renceg on the Rod>and*»ft*aae and EtobedAed Figures
Teats

The theoretical framework of field dependency was formulated 
Initially to account for patterns of individual differences in 
perception on the Rod-and-fTame and Embedded Figures Teats#

The first of these was devised in a series of experiments by Asch 
and Witkin (l948a*b: Witidn and Asch, 1948a*b) in which an attenpt was 
made to determine the relative importance of visual and postural factors 
in the perception of the upright# In the most advanced of these 
experiments I the researchers developed a technique designed to eliminate 
the normal visual field entirely* by conducting the ei^eriments in a 
dark room using a luminous rod and frame as stimuli# The subject’s 
task was to adjust the rod to a position he perceived as vertical* 
under conditions in which the frame (which surrounded the rod) was 
tilted in various positions to the left and right of true vertical#
Such a tilt in the Arame* as expected* caused a shift in the perceived 
upri^t towards the direction of the frame; but the range of degrees of 
accuracy amongst the different Ss tested was remarkably wide# "There 
wwe Ss who* despite the tilt of the Arame* brought the rod close to the 
vertical; at the other extreme Ss perceived the tilted frame as upright* 
and aligned the rod with it" (Witkin and Asch, 1948b P#782)#

By contrast* the Embedded Figures test involves the visual system 
only, being based on a series of geometrical figures originally used by 
Gottschaldt (l926) and adapted with a number of modifications by
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'Ï7it3cin (1930)# Here the S is presented first with a simple figure, 
which is exposed for a few seconds only, and next asked to detect this 
single figure in a larger, more complex whole in which it. has been 
hidden or embedded* The time taken by S to detect the simple shape in 
the more con^lex one then becomes his score on the test# Again, a wide 
range of scores is found: from very rapid, almost immediate identification
of the embedded figure, to a search lasting many minutes*

The ability underlying performance on these two apparently quite 
different forms of test has been given the label " field-dependence» 
independence” by Witkin and his associates (Witkin, Lewis, Hertsman, 
Machover, Meissner, Wapner, 1934; Witkin, Dyk, Paterson, Goodenough,
Karp, 1962)* A relatively "field-dependent" performance is one in 
which S’s judgement is powerfully influenced by stimuli from the 
surrounding field: that is, he adjusts the rod to "vertical” in terms of 
the A*ame, or he finds great difficulty in detecting the simple figure in 
the cceplex one* On the other hand, a relatively "field-independent" 
performance is one in vhlch 8 can resist the influence of the field, make 
judgements of the "vertical" in terms of postural stimuli, and find simple 
figures eohedded in coo^lex ones with relative ease* Individuals tend, 
claim Witkin et al* (l9&2) to show the same level of "field-dependence" 
or " field«#lndep endence" in their manner of performing on the two 
different tests; correlations between the scores on the two tests are 
reported as being consistently positive and signifieant*

(b) Stability of performance over time and sex difference

Not only does an individual show a similarity in his level of 
ability on these two tests, it is claimed, but also his performance shows
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a marked coxiaietenoy over time* Supporting this contention are test- 
retest correlations for the tests themselves, and data derived from 
developmental studies of "field-dependence" *

For example, three-year-test-retest correlations for the RFT and 
the EFT, fTcMft Bauman (1951)> are quoted by Witkin et al* (1962) as in 
Table 1*

TABLE 1x ’FIELD-DEP»mm;E’ ; TEST- 
RETEST RELIABILITIES,

Men Women
RFT 0,84 0*66

KPT 0*89 0*89

TI:̂ ir argmamxt is further supported by evidence fTom Adevai and McGou#i 
(1968) who obtained a four-year test-retest correlation for the RFT of 
0*66, a result even more apparently convincing than that of Bauman*
But it is with the EFT that the most consistent and reliable results have 
been found, Dana and Coocher (1939) obtained a one-week test-retest 
correlation with the EFT of 0*92; Jackson (1956), in fresenting a short, 
12 item form of the EFT, found its correlation with the full (24 item) 
form to be 0,95 end remarked that the use of almost ary twelve items Arom 
the test would yield a similarly high degree of internal reliability* 
Split-half correlations, say Witkin et al* (1962), are even hi{̂ ier*

Furthermore, longitudinal study of performance on the various tests 
of "field-dependmioe" has provided considerable support for the authors’ 
claim that the ability tapped by the EFT and the RFT shows considerable 
stability over long periods of time (Witkin, Goodenough and Karp, 196?)* 
Though in general there was a trend towards inoregming field-independenoe
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during the course of development amongst the grwps tested, individuel 
self-consistency in perfonsanoe across tests of "field-dependence" was, 
at all stages examined, clearly shown. Of 44 correlations reported 
between tests of "Add-dependence" at different age-levels, 42 are in 
the expected direction and 53 are significant# Test-retest correlations 
for the RFT for 10 to 24-ysar-old groiqps of males and females are all 
significant (p <r#01 ) and range In magnitude from 0,62 to 0,92, leading 
these authors to the conclusion that "•«» each individual tends to 
maintain his relative position among his peers in the distribution of 
measures,,, from age to age," (Witkin, Goodenou^, and Karp, 1967, P,297)« 
This suggests a "hi^ degree of continuity during an individual’s 
development in relative level" of "field-dependence".

An additional finding systematically reported in almost all the 
studies that have b^i made of "field-dependence", and which should be 
noted at this point, is that of consistent sex differences in scores on 
the EFT and RFT, At all Stages of development after the age of eight, 
females are more susceptible to the influence of the field than are males 
(Witkin et al#, 1962; Witkin, Goodenou^ and Karp, 1967)# This is 
consistait with findings from many studies reporting aystmatio sex 
differences in task performance (of, Brovwman et al*, 1968)* These
differences are not restricted to differences in the relative level of 
scores, however; it has repeatedly been shown that males perform more 
consistently than females (see for example table 1 in which test-retest 
correlations for the RFT are higher amongst males than amongst females)* 
This raises the question, to be dealt with later, of whether thesS tests 
measure the same kind of ability in male and female populations.
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(c) mtljÿi’s view of and
the "Socialisation" Hypothesis

The theory idiioh has been developed to eoqplain these findings of 
consistent individual differences, stability over time, and sex differences 
in perception is more than simply a theory of perpetual functioning#
Witkin and his colleagues (1962) have put forward the view that differences 
in level of "field-dependenoe" are one manifestation of underlying 
personality differences in extent of "differentiation" * This concept has 
been used in atteints to tie together a large muAer of variables, spread 
throu^dxmt the areas of perceptual, cognitive, and personality 
functioning, into a single unified theory of perception-personality 
relationships •

Crucial to this theory of "differentiation" is the concept of the 
"global-articulated dimension of cognitive functioning" : "differentiation"
is a process which takes place during development, by which perception 
and experience pass from a relatively more "global" state, gradually into 
a relatively more "articulatsd" one. Perception is said to be 
"articulate" • • • •

"#$# if the person is able to perceive item as distinct iYom 
organised ground when the field is structured (analysis) and to 
impose structure on a field, and to perceive it as organised, 
when the field has little inherent organisation (structuring)"#

(Witkin, 1967# P#234)#
This takes place, according to the timory, not only in perception, but 
also in co^pitive functioning and in the experience of the self# In 
infancy, it is held, the self is relatively undifferentiated; eaqperienoe 
is global; and as the organism grows, so its experience becomes



relatively more articulated, and this shows Its^f in the degree o f  

articulation imposed upon experience, in the degree of development of the 
sense of separate identity, and in the level of articulation of the body 
concept* Thus Witkin et al» (1962) have been at pains to show that the 
relative degree of articulation exhibited by an individual manifests 
itself in his manner of dealing with many different perceptual and 
intellectual tasks, with his concept of self, and with his body image; 
the stable individual differences found in the original experiments with 
the rod and Arame are held to be but one exasple of this:

"TW fact that the various indicators of developed differentiation 
tend to "go together" in the same person suggests that they are 
not discrete achievements of s^arate channels of growth but 
are rather diverse expressions of an underlying process of 
development toward greater piychologioal complexity" »

(Witkin, 1967, P.235). 
What is the source of these consistent differences which have such 

wide-ranging implications for the Individual’s psyohologioal Amctioning? 
The bulk of the evidence to emerge from pertinent research (Seder, 1957; 
Witkin, Dyk, Faterson, Goodenough, Karp, 1962; Dyk and Witkin, 1963; 
Bing, 1965) favours an explanation in terms of social e]q)eriwices 
Influencing growth, specifically, influences in the family which 
encourage or inhibit the development of separate, autonomous functioning* 
In effect this results in a focus on child-training practices, and a 
study of the relationships existing between mother and infant#

Certain aspects of these relationships have been held to be more 
important then others, and research to date has focused on three main 
areas of interaction process: (l) processes related to the degree of
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separateness which develops between mother and child, e#g* amount of 
physical contact in infancy, degree of dependence of child on mother;
(2) the degree of control exercised over the child’s aggressive and 
exploratory behaviours; and (3) the nature of the mother as a person, her 
own level of "differentiation" (Corah, 1965), patterns of needs, and so on* 
(Thou^ it’s not neoesssry this point to go into these in detail, I 
feel the broad outlines must be sketched)*

Finally in a broader context, it has been claimed that the nature of 
societies and cultural processes responsible for the moulding of 
personality in the shape required by society’s needs, play a major part 
in determining the level of "differentiation" typically achieved by 
members of the society* This point and its asq̂ lification brings us to a 
consideration of the cross-cultural work with which this thesis is 
specifically concerned#

(d) Cross-cultural studies t The theoretical background

A number of cross-cultural studies of "field-dependence" and of its 
relations to identifiable cultural variables have attempted to extend 
the applicability of the theory outside the boundaries of "Western" 
industrialised societies, and to forge a link between the work of 
psychologists and related research in social anthropology. This trend 
has been a fairly recent one and its full implications have not yet been 
carefully worked out* However it is possible to examine the basic 
findings of the studies which have been the focus of attention for the 
theory#

The initial impetus in this field came from the work of Dawson (l963; 
1967a, b). The line of reasoning by vdiich the theory of "field-



dependency" has been brought to the cross-cultural field runs roughly 
as fbllows t different societies live in different pbysioal and biological 
environments* The characteristics of the environment in which a society 
lives, by determining the manner in which the society obtains its food, 
also have strong implications for the mode of social organisation idiich 
arises* This in turn is responsible for the specific methods which the 
society uses for tlie training or rearing of its members, and for the 
"typical" features of personality processes which emerge; amongst these 
will be the level of "differentiation" achieved in personality and 
perceptual processes* Hence it should be possible to demonstrate that 
societies with different methods of food-gathering and child-training also 
manifest different levels of perceptual skills, of the kind described 
above*

Titô anthropological evidence supporting the initial stages of this 
argument comes from the work of Barry, Child, and Bacon (1959)* In an 
extensive survey of 104 nonliterata societies from all parts of the world, 
these authors attempted to demonstrate the ccistence of a relationship 
between the level of food accumulation in the society and certain 
personality characteristics of the society’s members; that is, societies 
which differ in the nature of their "subsistence economy" were conç)ared 
in the methods and emphases of their child training* Subsistence 
economies were first classified, as being either predominantly pastoral; 
agricultural with animal husbandry; cultivating grain; cultivating root 
crops; predominantly hunting; or predominantly fishing* They were then 
rated according to the relative amount of food accumulation thought to be 
typical of each - agricultural end pastoral economies high, grain and root 
crops economies intermediate, and hunting/fishing economies low* Nœct,
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several ratings of child training practlob# were taken Arom analyses of 
ethnographic documents conducted by two independent judges. It was 
predicted that, in each society, the esphasis in child training would be 
towards the development of kinds of behaviour useful in the adult eeonoayi 
specifically, in societies with low levels of aooumuXation of food 
resources, adults should tend to be individualistic, assertive, and 
venturesome; whereas in societies with high levels of food aoauaulation, 
adults stolid tend to be conscientious, cos^liant, and conservative.

Results taken from a detailed analysis of 79 societies si^ported the 
main hypothesis. The authors suggested that their results could be 
explained in terma of a general underlying variable which they chose to 
call "pressure towards c^pliance versus assertion". "Societies with 
high accumulations of food resources almost always had predominant 
pressure towards compliance; whereas societies with low accumulation of 
food almost always had predominant pressure towards assertion". (Barry, 
Child and Bacon, 1959, P.59).

(e) Cross-cultural studies of the T̂ itkln hypothesis 8 the work 
of Dawson and Berry

The psychological implications of these results w#re first 
investigated by Dawson (l96?a, b). Although Dawson does not here make 
explicit the anthropological background to his argument, he does 
investigate the perceptual abilities of two cultural groups which differ 
considerably in the degree of pressure towards conç>liance involved in 
their child-rearing methods.

Specifically, Dawson was concerned to eiiqplain the inability of some 
AArican Ss to ^ve three-dimensional interpretation to two-dimensional 
pictures despite their high level of intelligence and education, (cf. 
Hudson, 1960). Suggesting an explanation in terms of "a limiting
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spatial-perceptual factor deriving from certain aspects of the African 
environment", Dawson focused attention on child-rearing processes likely 
to contribute to a field-dependent perceptual style# In order to test 
this hypothesis, Dawson administered a battery of perceptual tests, among 
them the EFT, to two samples of Africans in Siera Leone, drawn 
respectively from two tribes, the Temne and the Mende, known to differ in 
their emphasis on the inculcation of compliance v# assertiveness in child
rearing# Specifically he predicted that the Temne, whose values are 
more aggressive, and whose child-rearing methods emphasise strict 
discipline, maternal dominance, and greater pressure towards uniformity, 
would be more field-dependent than the Mende, ST.ongst whom chi Id-rearing 
is less strict, mothers less dominating, and individual initiative 
encouraged. In two samples matched in age, occupation, sex, intelligence, 
and education, with extraneous factors controlled, these predictions were 
substantially borne out. Furthermore, there was found to be a significant 
relationship between degree of strictness of maternal discipline, as 
estimated by subjects’ ratings, and observed scores on tests of field- 
dependence* Dawson’s conclusions, in support of L'itkin’s "socialisation" 
hypothesis earlier described, have been considered by Litkin himself to 
"provide additional validation of our original findings", (litkin, 19&7)* 

Vihat has been taken as further support of the V/itkin-Dawson position 
is a study by Berry (l966), wliich, though conducted later than Dawson’s 
study, appears in the literature earlier. This study focuses more 
explicitly on the anthropological material brought forward by Barry et al*
(l959), by making comparisons in level of field-dependence between a 
hunting society with child-rearing procedures emphasising assertiveness 
(the Canadian Eskimo), and an agricultural society whose child-rearing 
emphasises compliance (the Temne). Predictions regarding the relative
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level of eoores on the EFT amongst Bdssplaa from these two societies were 
again confirmed s the performance of the Eskimo sample on four teste of 
spatial ability (Kohs blocks, the EFT, Morrisby shapes, and Raven’s 
Progressive Matrices) was consistently superior to that of the T«one, and 
more closely approximated the performance of a Scottish sample included 
for comparative purposes#

Several other points emerging from Berry’s study have been held by 
V.itkin (1967) to be substantially in support of his main contentions# 
Firstly, as in Dawson’s (1967) etu(3y. Berry concluded that the hypothesis 
relating level of field-dependence to severity of parental discipline 
during childhood tends to be confirmed"# Secondly, two sasçlea 
were talcen from each culture: a more traditional, un-Westemised groiç),
and a "transitional" sample with a history of contact with European 
civilisation# It was found that both Eskimo end Temne "transitional" 
samples had higher "field-ind^endence" scores than their respective 
"traditional" counterparts# Thirdly, following the observation that the 
sex-role differentiation normally found in most cultures was not present 
amongst the Eskimo, and in particular that women were not expected to play 
a dependent role in the culture, Berry predicted that the usual sex 
differences in field-dependence scores would not appear in the Eskimo 
samples. This was confirmed by t-tests which, while showing significant 
six-differences in spatial scores amongst the Temne, failed to do so 
amongst the Eskimo# This result has been replicated by MacArthur (l967)# 

The nature of cross-cultural studies of field-dependency wiH now, it 
is hoped, be clear# The above are the main supporting studies for the 
theory of "psychological differentiation" proposed by Witkin et al. (l962), 
outlined in on earlier section# In a later section I will return to
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their studies in a more critical vein, and consider other studies 
offering equivocal evidence and showing the very ooagplex nature of the 
pkmnomenon# I have tried, in this section, to set out the arguments for 
the use of cross-cultural methods in the investigation of ’’field- 
dependence”, and to cite the main supports for ïïitkin*s position#

2# Disquiet with the theory

The previous sections have set forth the main oontentions of the 
theory of **field-depeadence“, and have outlined the major eopirioaX 
studies undwtaken which support it# In the sections to follow I present 
arguments and evidence which suggest that there is considerable room for 
disquiet with the thecsy as it stands at present# The Initial reasons 
for this scepticism (sections (a) and (h) here) stem from questions 
concerning the theory*s inherent plausibility#

(a) The theory seems to e%nlaln too much

Perhaps one of the most immediate sources of disquiet is the wide# 
ranging generality of the theory of **psyohological differentiation’*̂ a 
characteristic becoming less common amongst psychological theories as the 
discipline focuses on progressively narrower eæe&B of research# A theory 
which proposes to account for such a diverse range of perceptual, 
cognitive, and personality differences in terms of such a limited number 
of concepts tends to arouse suspicion, particularly in view of the fate 
of such theories in the past# For the theory is concerned not only with 
individual differences and sex differences in perception, but also with 
such differences in •*cognitive style”, problem-solving ability, spatial 
ability, body-image, and the use of ego-defences (ïïitkin et al#, 1962);
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in patterns of dream recall (Sohonbar, 19&5; Witkin, 1970), conformity 
(Linton, 1955), and even eye-dominanoe (Oltman & Capobianco, 1967) and 
susceptibility to simulator sickness (Barrett et al», 1969)# It is not 
simply that these phenosKsna are so numerous, but that they are so 

disparate and cover such a wide psychological spectrum, draim together by 
rather vague metapliorical thinking (Zigler, 1963, P,46l). *The main 
troifble”, says Vernon (1969), ”is that (Witkin) seems to prove too much* 
there are so many cross-currents and so ©ar^ underlying factors that it 
is hard to tell whether the measured ability differences should be 
attributed to gei^ral Intelligence, to social-class attitudes, to sex, 
to tarperament and personality, or to neurological characteristics, 
rather than primarily to mother-child relationships” (Vernon, 1969, P,59)*

In itself, of course, mere suspicion cannot demonstrate a theory’s 
inadequacy» It is possible that "psychological differentiation” might be 
the key to individual differences of many kinds, still to be reported*
But BC^ticlsm is nevertheless aroused# "The conceptual scheme”, 
remarks Gardner (1963), "may be somewhat less impressive than the 
r«narkable evidence of Individual consistencies offered”» Despite the 
greater conceptual sophistication of the 1962 version of the theory, the 
proliferation of studies since 1954 linking "fteld-dependence” to so many 
other types of individual differences makes Gardner’s remarks ring even 
more true today#

(b) the hypothesised ” causal” link between uercentions and family
experiences seems tenuous on auBg^erl grounds

On a purely rational or a priori basis, certain statements can be 
made about the nature of psychological "causes”» Gome ideas about links 
between different aspects of behaviour and experience seem intuitively
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more plausible than others, and more often than not, the former turn out 
to correspond with the facts, as revealed by experiment; perhaps this is 
why psychology is said to be so platitudinous* Thus for example, while 
it seems intuitively acceptable that "prolonged reduction of sensory 
Input leads to hallucinations", the statesent that "reproductive behaviour 
in humans is greatly influenced by «̂ clones" is one which we would 
automatically interpret with a greater degree of caution, since at the 
moment one cannot think of any mechanism by which such a link might be 
explained* Similarly, many factors are known to influence perceptual 
judgements; the state of the receptors, prior experience, "set", etc#; 
intuitively, however, I find a link between a mother’s treatment of a 
child in its Infancy, and the child’s later capacity for finding enbedded “ 
figures, at best a tenuous one# I am not convinced by the evidence 
which is presented to support the idea of such a link; and tend to 
suppose that an alternative explanation must be available if only it can 
be found# Only when the more liîcely and scientifically parsimonious 
"causes" have been experiment ally eliminated can the less likely and more 
"global" ones become acceptable# And it is exactly this process of 
elimination which is missing from the work on fleld-dependence#

statements above reflect a leaning towards "reductionism", in 
contrast to the view of psychologioal explanation isplicit in the work of 
v;itldn et al., (l954j 1962)* The approach of these researchers derives 
in part fVon Gestalt psychology and the work of Kurt Lewin, and in part 
from clinical psycholo^, especially the work of Freud# While these 
wide approaches obviously have considerable value in the understanding of 
human behaviour, it seems to me that in the study of perception, the 
s peciflc parts played by prior experience, intellectual activities and
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educational background, ought first to be considered, particularly in a 
situation in which tests are involved*

Suoh objections as these are not, of course, directly damaging to the 
theory of field-dependency* They are includ«i here to eaqplain why I am 
disquieted by the fiMings of Witkin et al. The next sections examine 
the strengths and weaknesses of the methods normally employed in laboratory 
research on "field-dependence".

3. The laboratory data ; evaluation.

(a) Reliability of the BTT

This topic has been dealt with in section i(b) above, and in general, 
the results discussed there suggest that both the EFT and the RFT have 
achieved satisfactory reliability in the results so far presented* The 
EFT in particular exceeds in internal consistency almost every other 
psychological test. However, an additional point arequires attention.
Both the EFT and RPT, and particularly the latter, produce measures of 
internal consistency which are almost always higher for males than for 
females* This result seems to create no difficulty for Witkin et al. 
(1962), who see it as an expression of sex differences in the relative 
extent of "field-dependenoe", supported by evidence that within each sex, 
mode of field approach is related to measures of masculinity and 
femininity* The authors do not deal with the question of why males are 
not only more "field*independent" but also more consistently so*

(b) Validity of the EFT

TM pattern of reliability of the EFT is generally satisfactory#
Its relationship to the hypothesised "field-dependenoe-independence"
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dimension, however, is not by any means a simple one* IThile correlations 
between the EFT and EFT are consistently high and staÜstioally significant 
for stales, the same cannot be said amongst females, where eorralations as 
low as 0#21 and 0*30 for college and hospital samples are reported by 
Eitkln et al* (l 962) # This leaves open the question, reinforced by the 
statements of the preceding section, of whether the tests mesure the 
saiM kind of ability In males as in females* It is all too easy to 
assume that because the t#st is the same, so must be the ability tapped 

by it* But in fact a test’s face validity and its actual construct 
validity may be two entii*ely different things* This is dealt with in 
Section 5(a)(3) below*

More to the point, the nature of the personality correlates of the 
individual’s performance on the embedded figiires test remains obscure*
The expectations of the theory on this point are made clear by V/itkin 
et al* (1954) where it is stated that the "field-dependent" person is 
characterised by passive submission to the environment, whereas the "field- 
independent" person exhibits tendencies towards the use of active coping 
processes* Marlowe (l958) attempted to find the psychological correlates 
of "field-independence" by administering the EFT and the Edwards Personal 
Preference Schedule to 69 undergraduates (of whom, notably, 57 were 
female)* He hypothesised tlmt "field-independence" would be positively 
correlated with needs Achievement, Autonomy, Dominance, and Intraoeption, 

and negatively correlate with Succouranoe* All correlations were, in 
fact, low and only two, intraception, positively related, and succouranoe, 
negatively related, provided statistically significant coefficients*
This is in contrast with the findings of Wertheim and Mednick (1958), who, 
using a technique rather more "projective" in nature, found EFT
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performance to be positively related to the need for Achievement (E#B*
31 of the 42 Ss were fanale), in other words, the higher the need for 
Achievement, the more field-independent the individual. (This provides 
a little confirmation for the theory, in supporting Marlowe’s (l958) 
l%fpothesls; however, it opens up, on the other hand, the question of the 
role of motivation in test performance.) Different again were the 
results of Dana and Goocher (1959), who found only Edwards "need for 
Order" to be significantly related to mean EFT detection time, which is 
the accepted EFT measure of greatest reliabilily. This finding led 
these authors to the conclusion tha t "the obtained relationships do not 
augur well for the EFT as a personality measure" (Dana & Goocher, 1959, 
P.101).

There is certainly a great deal in these findings which requires 
clarification. If, on the basis of perceptual tests, Witkin et al. 
infer the existence of perception-personality relationships of a given 
kind, but find that such relationships fail to appear, does this not 
point to some defect in their theory?

Witkin (i960), in a reply to the above considerations, admits that 
the evidence is inoonclusive; and certainly, the evidence concerning 
relationships between the perceptual tests and injective Techniques such 
as the Rorschach and the Thematic Apperception Test remains Impressive.
It is possible too that since most of the subjects in the studies quoted 
above ware female, the pattern of results emerging might be other than 
that predicted from studies initially using male samples. However, some 
other evidence, to be presented below, casts doubt on the EFT’s value as 
a measure of stable characteristics of an individual’s, functioning 
(Section 3(b)(1)).
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(c) Methodolo^cal Weaknesses of the HFT

The Bod-and-^ame Test, which has so far shown greater survival 
properties in studies concerned with perception-personality relationships, 
has more recently been the focus of criticisms which centre on various 
methodological weaknesses* A great deal of this evidence, it should be 
said at the outset, is concerned with the portable RFT devised by Oltman
(i960), and so cannot justifiably be used in criticism of Witkin’s own 
methods; it does however have isq>ortant implications for the use of this 
test in cross-cultural research, specifically recommended by Witkin (1967)*

Lester (1968), in a review of studies of the validity of the BFT and 
the method of its use, drew the conclusion that considerable iaqjrovement 
would be necessary before reliable statements could be made ooneeming 

perception-personality relationships* The "traditional" or "stationary" 
forms of the HFT was shown by Lester to involve methodological weaknesses 
arising Arom;

(1) the lack of control of head position;
(2) errors due to starting position effects;
(3) the failure of most studies to take control readings;
(if) the effects of instructions, especially those implicit in 

the presentation of the test materials*

A number of studies have expressed doubts concerning the stability of , 
lii’T performance (Cohen and Tepas, 1958; Jaclcson, 1964; A'olf, 1965; 
Goldstein & Chotlos, 1966; Jacobsen, 1966), a question of reliability 
rather than validity, and its apparent susceptibility to change when such 
factors as sensory input and physiological arousal are experimentally 
manipulated*

The portable form of the HFT, the most widely used version of which 
is that of Oltman (1968; there are several other versions), has also
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recently been shown to involve methodological difficulties; and results 
which have important implications for psychological differentiation theory 
as a whole have been obtained# Firstly, some researchers working with 
portable RPTs have reported ’validity* correlations (l.e# correlations, in 
this case, with the stationary test) substantially lower than those 
reported in the cariginal paper on these particular tests (Irving and 
Henderson, 1971; Vaugîit, 19&9)# On this point, iiowever, it seems 
probable that the Oltman EFT represents a considerable inq)rovement in some 
respects over the stationary version, in being equipped with a headrest 
and also in incorporating in administration allowance that S can see the 
apparatus with the rod adjusted to true vertical prior to experimental 
trials#

A second and more worrying feature of the portable HFT from the 

cross-cultural point of view, is discussed by Lester (1971), who 
administered the HFT to $0 Ss and subsequently gave them a short 
questionnaire about the test* Uncertainty about the test’s nature and 
purpose was associated with hi^ error scores# The more elaborate S’s 
concept of the test’s purpose, the hi^er his error score tended to be#
One can readily see how such a result, obtained with American College 
students, looms ominously over the question of the tint’s value when 
administered to non-Western, uneducated subject sanqjiesj the word 
"vertical" involved semantic difficulties even without the intervention of 
an interpreter#

Thirdly, some recent research with the portable HFT has provided 
evidence for the proposal, gaining greater currency at present, that 
sex-differences in scores on tewts of "field-dependence" are more easily 
explained In terms of an "arousal" hypothesis than in terms of
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"psychological differentiation" (Morf, Kavonaugh and KcConvHle, 1971)# 
These writers suggest that HFT performances of males and of females are 
functions of different determinants; and that different factors influence 
performance at different points in tim e on a series of trials# (This 
paper will he more fully discussed In Section 5(a)(3) helow.)

In combination, the findings concerned the methodology of the HFT 
and the EFT are not reassuring for the lypothesis of "psychological 
differentiation"# They reveal that the foundations of the theory are not 
secure enough to ensure the theory’s continuing plausibility; and 
specifically they suggest that other factors, intrinsic to the test 
situation itself, may have a considerable degree of influence upon 
performance#

(d) Reliability and validity of questionnaires and interviews

An entirely different aspect of Aitkin’s methodology, on examination, 
reveals difficulties which \?ould suggest the need for caution in inter
preting his findings# This concerns the methods used to investigate the 
nature of mother-child interactions which have been identified as 
inç)ortant in the determination of an individual’s level of differentiation 
(Seder, 1957; Witkin, Dyk, Paterson, Goodenough, Karp, 1962; Dyk and 
Witkin, 1965).

The most frequently used methods of exploring this area of mother- 
child interactions have been, not observation of interaction, but 
questionnaire and interview methods, usually conducted on an intensive, 
clinical basis (Witkin et al#, 1962; Dyk and Witkin, 1965)# These 
methods, however, do not unfortunately provide a firm basis for the 
conclusions drawn from them, since their reliabilities and validities are 
open to question# A look at some of the studies of these methods
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themselves reveals a disappointing pattern of lack of concordance 
between parental attitude statements and actual parental behaviour#

Yarrow, Campbell and Burton (l 964), in a study of comparisons of 
prior case record data on child characteristics and mother-child inter
actions (ns226 mothers) found only modest reliability and validity for the 
interview data# Brody (19&5), administering attitude surveys to mothers 
of 50 pre-school children, and comparing these with scores on matwnal 
behaviour observed in mother-child interactions, found a complex pattern 
of relationships existing between attitudes and behaviour# She concluded 
that "#•# in the present study, factors other than attitude were 
undoubtedly operating in the behaviour situation" (P#323), and suggested 
that inhibition in the behavioural situation well have concealed, for 
example, authoritarian behaviour manifested in an attitude scale# Thus 
questionnaires may not be as unreliable as they at first seem# Zunioh 
(1962) however, produced evidence of a much more decisive and pernicious 
nature for the attitude scale (like Brody he used the parent Attitude 
Research Instrument)# Of 272 comparisons made by means of correlation 
coefficients, between scores in seventeen maternal behaviour categories and 
sixteen attitude subscales, only 12 provided statistically significant 
relationships (p<c#03)# This is no more than would be expected by chance# 
It is possible, however, that the lack of apparent relationships is a 
function of observational settings s the source of unreliability may be 
the behaviour situations rather than the attitude scale; it is 
difficult to decide which is more artificial#

Two points may be appended concerning these findings# First, it 
should be recognised that the question of the validity of interviews and 
questionnaires remains an entirely open one. Second, it is worth noting 
that the above results were obtained with widely used, specially designed
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techniques for the study of parental behaviour; whereas the techniques 
used in the study of antecedents of "field-dependence" have neither been 
widely used nor properly validated#

Thus it can be seen that there are a ntcnber of methodological 
problems surrounding the theory of "field-dependency" and the tools of its 
research# Until these are properly dealt with, the foundations of the 
theory must certainly remain very Insecure# In the next section some 
studies are examined which provide evidence contradictory to the theory’s 
basic postulate of stable, underlying characteristics of personality 
which manifest themselves in perceptual functioning# Attention is 
focused on the EFT since it is the main tool of cross-cultural research#

(e) Evidence of learning on the Tests

(i) the Embedded Figures Test t early studies

If the level of "field-dependence" exhibited by an individual 
represents a stable,, consistent feature of his perceptual functioning, 
then we should not expect large changes in his performance level over 
time due to the effects of practice or training# The question, of 
course, is one of relative stabilityi Witkin, Goodenough and Karp (196?) . 
themselves point out that learning effects are to be observed on the EFT 
(p.294) and ere fully aware of the developmental trends shown by all SS 
from relatively higher to relatively lower "field-dependence" scores# 
However, I consider that learning effects have # significance much 
greater than these authors allow, indeed that they present crucial 
difficulties for the theory of "field-dependency#

First of all, it is noted by Witkin et al (19&7), that while "a 
clear learning effect" has been demonstrated by some researchers on the
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T, evidence from momerous studies indicates no such learning effect on 
the HFT* The authors ascribe this difference to the fact that Ss 
possess knowledge of results during the course of testing on the IJT, 
whereas on the HFT they do not* This is a reasonable explanation but no 
attempt has been made to assess the effects of knowledge of results on the 
RFT* A totally different conclusion, that the liFT and the HFT are 
measuring two different aspects of perceptual functioning, (one less 
stable than the other), might equally well be drawn* If mere knowledge 
of results has such an effect on performance, the underlying trait of 
perceptual or personality functioning must be malleable indeed*

Secondly, and more serious, a considerable number of studies not 
dealt with by %itkln and his associates suggest that the capacity to 
improve performance on a task of finding embedded figures is a principal 
feature of performance itself* Let us look at some of these in more 
detail*

The original experiments with embedded figures were carried out by 
Gottschaldt (1926), his main purpose being to provide empirical support 
for the Gestalt theory of perception* Essentially this meant 
demonstrating tWt experience was of little importance in the process of 
perceiving embedded figures and learning to find them* Gottschaldt’s 
method was as follows* He presented S with simple figures (a-figures) 
projected on a screen for one second and repeated with varying frequency* 
After complete exposure to these patterns, more complex patterns (b- 
patterns) containing a-figures were shown for two seconds each* 3 was 
asked to describe the b-pattmis, mentioning orything noticeable about 
them* It was found tliat repeated presentations of the a-figures, even 
when carried to the level of 520 exposures, nado no significant differences
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to 8*8 comments on the b-patterns: he did not report perception of
a-figurea in them. This was taken aa a demonstz^tion that "... the 
effect of frequent exposures of one part upon the subsequent perception of 
a complex whole is extremely sli^t” (Gottschaldt, 1926, P.317)* however, 
as Gibson (l969) lias pointed out, the experiment does not produce any 
datum that would either confirm or refute a lypothesis; 3*s spontaneous 
responses do not tell us whether or not he saw the simple figures in the 
complex ones. Hence Gottschaldt’s experiment fails to demonstrate his 
claim; and it may be that the entire process of using eubedded figures to 
assess stable features of personality is based on a misunderstanding of the 
nature of the task itself*

For a number of studies have demonstrated precisely the effect which 
Gottschaldt failed to obtain* Djang (1937), in criticising Gottsohaldt's 
method, decided to use figures in which many organisations were more or 
less equally probable : they lacked the "pragnan:̂  of Gottschaldt *s shapes*
Thus his materials consisted of irregular dot patterns* The experiment 
showed that the hidden figures were seen as separate units in their 
respective complexes 20 times more often by the experimental group 
(previously exposed to the figures) than by the control group, and 77 times 
more often on the first trial. Experience certainly does make a 
difference to the way that a form is organised, and to the process of 
finding a hidden form within it*

This does not, however, demonstrate that the skill of finding 
embedded figures improves vjith practice; merely that the effects of 
practice or experience are present v.hen the same simple figures are 
presented repeatedly. Y/itkin (1950)* in designing the present form of 
the EFT, was fully aware of the effects of this kind of practice* Djang
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had noted that "••• discovery of a simple figure in one complex setting 

seems to make more probable the discovery of the same figure in another 
setting" (1937, P. 59)# This is precisely the task involved in parts of 
the EFT, and TJitldn (1950) attempted to reduce the role of such practice 
effects by using fewer complex figures to correspond with each simple one»

But to demonstrate that an individual’s capacity for detecting 
embedded figures increases with practice, it is necessary to show that 
transfer effects can occur. îianawalt (1942) found that not only was 
repetition of the same SIî.!PLE designs effective in aiding their detection, 
but also that there was positive transfer to new simple and complex 
designs. This it would seem that S is not just learning distinctive 
features of the same simple designs, for transfer to new complex designs, 
as Gibson (1969) claims; but also that S is developing skill in dealing 
with the situation: becoming increasingly less distracted by the 
surrounding embedding cues. S learns to attend to the features of any 
stimulus which will help him perform his task. This bears out a 
suggestion from Hanawalt that "... the Ss become adept in disregarding 
the figure in its entirety end analyse it in particular places." (1942, 
P#147)# Further, vdien Hanawnlt retested one S after two three-year 
intervals of no practice, he found that the advantage gained in the 
experimental training sessions still persisted.

Other studies (Braly, 1933; Kenle, 1942; lyances, 1963) have found 
practice effects similar to those, encountered by Djang (1937)> in 
addition, Schwarts (l96l), who corrected a number of methodological faults 
in Gottschaldt*8 work, found a clear-cut difference in the discovery of 
embedded figures in favour of Ss who received preliminary training. 
Finally, some fairly recent experiments clearly show the existence of
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practice end transfer effects which «re, effectively, a process of skill
acquisition in the detection of embedded figures.

(11) learning and the EFT; more recent work

These studies (Kolers, i960; Kolcrs and Zink, 1962) used a forced
choice detection method, and the experimmital materials consisted of 
patterns constructed by a method of Attneave and Arnoult (1956). Bach 
item consisted of four slnçjle figures and three complex figures, one and 
only one of the former being included in all of the latter. Each item 
with its seven patterns was presented tachistoscopioally on a card with 
the complex forms on the top row and the simple forms on the bottom row. 
S’s task was simply to choose which of the four sinqple figures he thought 
was present in all three coŝ lex ones#

Each card was presented 23 times or more and S was asked to call out 
his choice figure each time; his choice was not corrected. Successful 
detection was said to have occurred after ten consecutive correct
responses had been given beyond the fifteenth trial. S*s score was the
number of the first trial commencing his successful run of ten.

The first point of note here is that since 3’s choice was not 
corrected, knowledge of results could be excluded as a possible source of 
practice effects. Secondly the results clearly showed the effects of two 

kinds of exposure learning. In the first, the probability of a correct 
response increased as trials on a given problem progressed: this is an
ejected practice effect of the kind found by Djang (l937) and against 
which precautions were taken by Y/itkin (l950). In the second, there was 
transfer of learning from problem to problem. Correct detections were 
made sooner on consecutive items, the speed of detecting embedded figures
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itself Increased with practice. Figure 1 clearly shows these two kinds 

of effects: (the total practice time was divided into six successive

periods, 16 problems per period):

trial trial
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Figure I; Exposure Learning and finding 
Embedded Figures.
(From Kolers and Zink, 1962)1

not only is there a rise in the ntuuber of correct detections over 

successive trials (specific practice effect), but also the number of 

correct detections for each trial number rises over successive periods

The ordinate shows practice effects over trials on a given problem; 
the abscissa shows improvement effects over problems.
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(trrjisfer of practice)#
These results indicate that practice effects are not confined to 

familiarity* effects alone: a slcill is being acquired wMch enables S
to improve his performance on the task# Eoth Hanawalt (l942) and Kolers 
and finie (1962) indicated that 3s adopted, by degrees, a more analytical 
approach to the problem - involving active search, focusing on distinctive 
features, the use of strategies of detection#

Such reflections indicate that one of two alternatives must be the 
case# Either (l) the performances and skills involved in tasks of this 
type ere substantially different from those involved in ”field-independence" 
as conceived by V/itkin et al# (1962); or (?) 'field-dependence' as measured 
by the E?T is not an indicator of as stable underlying features of 
personality as the "differentiation" theorists contend, in which case its 
value for studies of perception-and-personality relations is in doubt#

I contend that the implications of these results for the theory of 
’■ficld-dcpcndency" have been greatly underestimated# Further questions 
are raised by the observation, common to all the studies so far mentioned, 
that the factors of motivation to succeed and of selective attention 
played a large role in the performance of individual Cg, a topic dealt 
with in section 5(&) below# In the nc:rt section, the effect of practice 
is vic‘..od in the context of the sex differences so frequently found in 

"field-dependence" #

(iii) the EFT and sex differences

Sex differences in the extend of "field-dependence" have been a 
widely reported finding in studies using the Embedded Figures Test#
V.hile biological factors cannot be ruled out as causes of this, the

difference is thought by Vjitkin et ah (l9ô2) and bit kin (l96?) to be due to
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differences in the nature of the socialisation processes to which the 
sexes are subject, and to the differences in ti^ amount of dependence and 
independence involved in adult male and female roles in T.estern socie'ty. 
Cross-cultural evidence in support of tills has already been briefly 
mentioned in section l(d) above and will be considered in greater depth 
in section 4 below.

However, some recent research has suggested that, firstly, the 
"consistent" sex difference in EFT scores is not as stable as it sccans at 
first glance; and secondly, that the EFT nay not be measuring the same 
kinds of ability in both the sexes. The first of these points I deal 
Trith here, the second, involving an "alternative hypothesis", is discussed 
in Section 5(a)(3) below.

A study by Goldstein and Cliance (19&5) has produced lemming or 
practice effects on the EFT which s’aggests that the sex differences found 
in other studies might well be a product of the testing situation. As 
this paper points out, V.itkin’s (1930) data on El-T scores show clear 
within-session reduction in discovery time scores, for both males and 
females, yielding significant differences between the means of the first 
12 and last 12 items, which are not discussed by T’itldLn. In an 
investigation of these practice effects, Goldstein and Chance (19&5) 
administered a series of 68 embedded figures (including the 24 of the EFT) 
to 13 males and 13 female Ss. Two main results emerged; (l) from the 
first block of trials to the last block of trials, the mean discovery time 
for women decreased by 74T, for men by 65̂ , a substantial learning effect;
(2) the sex-related difference, significant in block 1 (the first 10 
trials) beyond the J05 level of confldeiwe, failed to be statistically 
significant in block 6 (the last 10 trials). Clearly, this would be, to
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Y/itkin and his followers, an unexpected result. Figure 2 illustrates 

the authors* conclusion that discovery tines...,are inversely

related to the number of EFT items" (Goldstein and Chance, 1963, p.362)
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Figure 2: Sex-related differences on 
Embedded Figures over time,

(From Goldstein and Chance, 1965),

A comparable result, from the work of Kolers and ZinJc (l9o2), can 

be found in Figure 1 above. In period 1 of their experiment, the 

initial probabilities of correct detection can be seen to be lower for 

females than for males, for almost all trial numbers; by contrast, in 

period 6 these differences are negligible or even slightly reversed.

Such results create a dilemma for the theory of "field-dependence". 

Tt̂ o equally problematical alternatives again present themselves. Either, 

firstly, the EFT and the RFT do measure the some ability, in which case 

it seems that "field-dependence" is responsive to training, so losing 

most of its value; or secondly, if performance on the RFT is not
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trainable, tliis suggests that the EFT and the RFT are not measuring the 
same Icind of ability (Goldstein and Chance, 1963)*

V.hsn one considers that the sex differences discussed by ¥itkin et 
al. (1962) form one of the empirical cornerstones of their work, the 
suggestion that such differences are grossly unstable presents serious 
problems for "differentiation" theory. It seems to me that such a 
result moves the capacity for performance on the EFT outside the realm, 
as it were, of central "global or molar" personality processes and into 
the area of more specific or molecular perceptual processes*

Whatever the case may be it seems obvious that modifications are 
required in the concept of "field-dependence"* The roles of prior 
visual experience, practice effects, and conditions surrounding the 
administration of the test have not been adequately explored* It would 
appear to be the case, and the present thesis contends it is the case, 
that the task of finding embedded figures is an extremely ccaaplex one, 
susceptible to the influence of a number of factors much more diverse 
than tWse considered by Witkin et al* (1962)*

(f) Inadequacy of evidence supporting the theory

In addition to the evidence presented above, showing methodological 
weaknesses in the research supporting " 1 ield-dependency" theory# and the 
evidence suggesting that factors oth^ than "field-dependence" influence 
scores on embedded figures tests, a third type of weakness must be noted 
in thn laboratory data, namely the fact that much of the evidence 
presented supposedly in support of the theory is not adequate demonstration 
of the theory's strength. An illustration may make this clear.

witkin et al. (1962) cite the work of Young (1935) in support of 
their position; noting that Holt «man (1955) had criticised serious
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weaknesses in the earlier work of the Y/itkin group (Witkin et al*, 1954), 
Young (1935) replicated their study with a more heterogeneous group of 
Texes college students* The tests included a perceptual battery, with 
three forms of the RFT and Jackson's (1956) short form of the EFT, and a 
battery of personality tests essentially similar to those used by Y/itkin* 
Intercorrelation matrices were produced, separately for male and female 
Cs, in order to test four main hypotheses encapsulating the Y/itkin view of 
perception-personality relations* But it seems to me that in reporting 
his findings Young accepted evidence as confirming the theory when it did 
so only partially and even very weakly*

%pothesls 1 was that "*#* there is a common factor of field- 
dependence running through all the perceptual tests used in this study*** 
This hypothesis was taken to be confirmed since 18 out of the 20 
correlations amongst the tests of the perceptual battery were significant* 
However, six of these correlations were between three different forms, or 
series, of the RFT; and of the 6 correlations between the EFT and each 
series of the EFT, three were significant amongst women but only one 
amongst men. Hot only is this rather weak evidence of an SFT-EFT 
correspondence amongst men, but it is also a reversal of the normal 
finding of greater consistency amongst males*

The three remaining hypotheses derived from **differentiation" theory 
focused upon aspects of perception-personality relationships* For the 
second hypothesis, two out of ten correlations were significant for men, 
none for women; for the third, two out of five correlations were 
significant for women, one out of five for men; for the fourth, two out 
of five correlations were significant for men, one out of five for women* 
Such results are not by any means inçressive* Furthermore, at each stage
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the author refers to the work of V/itkin et al# (1934) and quotes 
significant correlations therefrom# But it is of no value when the 
replication of a study fails, to quote data from the original study in 
support of the hypothesis - this is merely begging the question# In any 
case, if the theory has aiy predictive value then it ought to score a 
fjreater number of successes than it did in this particular replication#

Finally, Young (1959) notes that the four "hitkin" iypotheses were 
at least partially confirmed by his data, and 26 (29,^ of 90 
coefficients were found to be statistically significant at the .05 level, 
a number far greater than chance expectations" (p#19l)* V/hat this in 
fact means is that the theory is a successful predictor less than one- 
third of the time, hardly an index of validity even in a psy chological 
theory. I would say in addition that the coefficient value necessary 
for significance at the #05 level, r=G#29, because of the amount of 
variance unaccounted for, does not represent a psychologically meaningful 
statistic*

Criticism of the "field-dependency" theory does appear in the work of 
Young (1959) resting on a different basis. Following.G-ruen (1953), Young 
agrees that "### the dimension appears not to be as pure, factorislly 
speaking, as T.-itld.n believes# I'hat is needed is the determination of 
other relevant variables which apparently cut across the dimension###*##" 
(P#192). It is tliis question of the factorial unity of "field- 
dependence-independcnco" wliich leads to a critical examination of the 
cross-cultural evidence which appears in the ne;ct section# It only 

remains to point out here that Young's paper (1959) is not unique: I
hold that there has been too ready an acceptance of the "differentiation" 
Lhcory in numerous studies, greatest among those of the "field-dependence" 
theorists themselves#
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i,.# The Cross-Cultural data: evaluation

The argument of this section proceeds as follows# It is held that 
the extension of the theory of "field-dependency” to cross-cultural 
research Ims produced results of a degree of complexity which the theory, 
in its present form, is unable to handle# First, results are considered 
which suggest that the "field-dependence-independence" dimension is 
neither so simple nor so widely applicable as Witkin et al. (1962;
V/itkin, 1967) contend. îîext, the discussion focuses on data from 
several different sources which suggest that the antecedents of individual 
levels of performance on "field-dependence" have not been located# 
Specifically, it is argued that the results of Berry (l966) do not maize 
clear the nature of the cultural determinants of "field-dependence"; and 
that the factors of (1) intelligence and (2) education play a larger role 
in determining EFT scores than has been recognised hitha*to# Finally, 
the conclusion is drawn that cross-cultural research is required vdiioh 
demonstrates, and assesses, the importance of these other factors*

(a) ’Tober's results

The results obtained by Dawson (l967a,b) in the main supported the 
contentions of Ifitkin concerning the role of socialisation in the develop
ment of an individual's level of "field-dependence"# Dawson's research, 
however, incorporated only the EFT and Kohs Blocks as measures of "field- 
dependence-independence", except in so far as his tests of three- 
dimensional pictorial perception and spatial ability are looked upon 
indirectly as indications of "differentiation". Thus his work assumed 
that in African tribal groups, the high correlations found between the 
EFT and the HFT amongst American Ss would also be obtainable; hence the
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(or rather, soino purely "visual" test of "field-dependence") would 

provide a reliable indicator of levels of "differentiation"* Such an 
acEunption also underlies the work of Berry (1966).

V/ober (l967) challenged the view that correlations found between 
tests for American Ss would also be found amongst Africans* Developing 
his idea of "sensotypes" (hober, 1966) hé held that "*#* the finding of a 
given degree of psychological differentiation mi^t not be so generalised 
tlirou^out all aspects of an individual's functioning as Witkin's theories 
suggest*" (Wober, 1967, P*29) * As an alternative to this, it was bober's 
suggestion that "•** the prevailing patterns of childhook intake end 
proliferation of information from the various sense modalities differ 
according to culture" (ïïober, 1967, P*3l)*

Specifically, among Nigerian Ss, Wober held that there might be a 
greater degree of "differentiation" evident on tests involving 
proprioceptive modalities than on tests involving a visual modality only* 
African culture differs greatly from that of North (Anglo-) Am^ica in 
the relative cmqshasis on, or " culture-value" of, such areas of activity 
as rhythm, movement, and dance* Wober therefore administered BOTH the 
EFT and the RFT to 86 male Cs of a roughly similar level of exposure to 
Western influences* It was hypothesised that these Ss would have better 
scores on tests where proprioceptive information had to be dealt with, 
than (l) on tests involving only visual information, (2) Western Ss on 
the same tests*

Comparison of the scores of these Ss with results obtained from 
various studies in the United States revealed the following pattern of 
findings* In one case, when the body was tilted to the right or left 
with the frame straight, the performance of Nigerian Ss on the RFT was
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significantly better than that of /jnericans# Thus where only 

proprioceptive displacement» had to be dealt with, Nigerian 2s proved 
superior* In another case, with both frame and body tilted, comparison 
of Nigerian with iuaerican performances revealed no significant differences 
in scores* Finally, in a comparison between sets of scores in cases in 
v/hich the body was upright and only the frame was tilted, American Ss 
proved superior to Iligerians* Such results give support to bober's 
(1967) main hypotheses rather than \7itkin*s: it appears that the
relative degree of development of skills in the different sense modalities 
varies across cultures*

A further point which emerges from V.'ober's (1967) results, and which 
bears out the suggestion of section 4 above, comes from his comparison of 
NFT/RFT correlations amongst Nigerians with those found amongst American 
2 a by Gruen (1555)* Gruen's (1955) starting point had been remarkably 
similar to Wober's: "*•* to deteimiine whether extensive body experiences
would alter performance in space-oricntation and other perceptual tasks" 
(p*14)* Thus sho had compared the performances of 60 professional 
dancers (persons sldlled in the kinaesthetio dimension) with 103 college 
students on certain testa used by Witkin et al* (l954)* The cru cl #1 
finding of this research from Wober's point of view was that, though for 
College Ss there were consistently high EFT/RFT correlations, significant 
ETT/HFT correlations amongst dancers emerged only for the "body-straight" 
condition of the RIT* Under the "body-tilted" conditions of the NFT, 
error scores were not significantly related to performance on the NFT* 
Similarly, among Nigerian Ss, no significant NFT/RFT correlations were 
found, thus, says V/ober, "*** shoiïing their closer similarity to iimerican 
professional dancers than to other American subjects" (l967, P*37)«
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The general conclusion to be drawn A*om these results must surely be 
at least that **•«• performance in these perceptual tests is uedlated along 
dimensions extending beyond the sin^e field-dependen^^iiad^endenby 
dimensions proposed by ̂ itlcin” (Gruen, 1955, P*14)# ^Cognitive style* 
cannot be assumed to be uniformly expressed by all aspects of an S*s 
performance#

In replying to some of these criticisms, Witkin (1967) has pointed 
out that inluober̂ s (1966) study, one significant correlation between the 
RFT and a purely visual measure of ̂ field'-dependence" had been found} and 
it is true also that all HTober*s (196?) Ss were males whom we would expect 
to be more "field-independent"# However, Witkin does agree that the idea 
of sensotypes is "... a hypothesis which clearly merits further inquiry" 
(1967, P.241)# This is the principal argument of this section: that the 
"orthodox" Witkin view of "field-dependence" cannot be accepted out of 
hand: the situation is more complex than has been supposed.

(b) confounding of sooia^ation and ecoloidcal factors t a closer
look at Berry* 8 (1966) findings

Perhaps the single most signifioant study of an aspect of the 
Goaqplex relationships between culture and perception is that of Berry 
(1966)$ Although this provides partial support of the theory of "field# 
dependent", it seems to me to add complications to the interpretations 
of the theory cross*culturally, and it is of note that Berry exercises 
considerable caution in drawing conclusions from his results#

The basic elements in this study have already been outlined (pages 
11«43 above)# Berry was concerned to demonstrate the existence of 
differences in perceptual skills between the ethnic groups he chose to 
study, and to relate these to antecedent cultural factors# There ware
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six subject saaplifâ, cfbtainsd x*c]̂ ectively frca relatively more 
"traditional" and relatively more "tr&nslticmal to Westenf eettim# im 
three Oiltural groups; The Boots, the Eskimo, and the Ternne# In ell 
seaples, an attesgpt was made to test males and females in eqgsal natere, 
and to immole equally Aon five age groups; t<M5 ywrs, l6»20, 21^30, 
31*40, and shove 40 years# Bata were oolleoted on the mWher of years, 
and type, of education of all Ss, and visual aoolty mas strictly 
Controlled# Tim depeodent verlahles (Wat scores) mere as fellovst 
Discrimination skill, assessed by measwing the thrwhold for identil̂ ring 
(and reproducing in dravi%a) gaps in sisq̂ le line shapes WdLch mere 
presented taohistoscopioallyi and Spatial Skill, assessed by four testât 
Ravenna Coloured Matrices, Morrisby Shapes, Eofas Block Designs, and the 
witkin BfT (with six figures only).

Berry* a hypotheses in conducting this study mere based on a thorough 
exasdnation of the cultural and ecological oharacteristics of each 
subject sample# The principal points of ooaparison mere between the 
Eskimo and Tesne grotqm# Hrstly, while the Eskimo environment 
represwts a homogsncus and uniform stimulus "field", that of the Tmmne 
is "hi#ay variegated", with many varieties of vegetation and undulations 
of twrain# SeooMly, ohild-rearliag practices differ considerably betmeem 
the two groups; Twme children, after an initial period of indulgenoe, 
are treated v ^  harshly and freqcMntly beaten; Eskimo children are 
treated permissively, and punishmmt is rme# Thirdly, the Eskimo are a 
hunting and fishing people who accumulate little food; the Terns are rice, 
groundnut, and pepper farmers# Hence the study provides an additional 
test of the thesis of Barry, Child and Bacon (1959) mentioned above# 
Finaliy, an abundance ̂  minor differences exists between the two groups, 
fsr eamm^le, wMle the Temne practise polygamy, the Eskimb no longer do|
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While the Eskimo have maps, the Terns do not; the Eskimo hs% dmXopod 
a variety of arts and crafts, and a script of tholr osa, whsross the 
Tomne*s achievements In this respect are less ioprsssivo, sad the only 
script wideiy used, Arable, was imposed from without# and while the 
Eskimo have developed a rich vocshiilary of spatial tsrw, no sueh 
elaboration of space is found amongst the Twms#

Berry*s (1966) first predletion, that, deipite equivalent aouity, 
the Eskimo would be significantly more aware of small gaps in 
tachistosoopically preseted material, was substnntialiy borne out by his 
findings; the m m  gap sise first seen by t W  traditional Eskimo saa|»ls 
was less than half that value for t M  trsditlonsl Tsmne saa^le* This 
confirms the hypothesis that the ability to observe mmall detail would be 
more liighly developed in an ethnic group whose survival depends on 
observing minute changes in a homogenous environment; and underlines the 
striking effect of ecological factors in the development of i>eroiptusl 
skills*

Rith reg^d to hypothesis on spatial ability, s siadlar
p&ttmm emerges# The results showed conclusively that (i) the Eskise 
scored si^oifloantly higher than the Temne for oo#ereble degrees of 
w^temlsatlon; (11) the Eskimo scores wwe oloesr to the Scottish scores 
than WBTC the Temne scores; (iii) Temne and Eskimo transitional, more 
westernised sssq̂ les scored higher than th& respective trsditimml sa#lee; 
and (iv) in each sample, spatial scwes were related to level of 
education, with the exception of Kchs, EET and Matrices in  the txWiti^aal 
Eskimo sssple, and Kohs and Matrices scores in the Teams traditional 
saa^le# A fifth hypothesis, that those rating thsmselve# more ssvarely 
disciplined would have lower spatial scores than those less sevsreiy 
disciplined, was suĵ ported by 7 significant t^tests out of 24#



One point emwgse laaedl&tely ttom these fWlngs# That the Tends 
end Eskimo differ markedly in spatial skills and "field*dspeodenee" 
scores oazmot he denied; ; and that eooIogioaX faotors and eduoatiomal 
haokground pli^ a substantial role in determining mtsix sosrw seems 
obvious too* The one inoonelusive seotion of the findings is that ehioh 
seems to relate s$«tiil soores to family dlsoipline eaq^rienssm# let 
reviews of this study have regarded this as the crucial finding, and have 
disregarded nearly all else# Thus #e have Witkin (i967) rmpwting that 
*#$# the impressive diffarenoes in ohild*resrlng emphases heteean the 
Temne and Eskimo were reflected in differences In perception by members of 
the two societies####" and later that "### differences in the eoologloal 
requirements of the two groups ocntrilmted fUrther to Beny*s expectation 
of greater fleld»indep^)dence among the Eskimo" (1967, P#240)# Similarly, 
Jahoda (1970), in outlining Berry*s work, described the logic this; "The 
Temne bring up their children harshly, vdth a strong emphasis on obedienoe 
and oonfmrmity; the Eskimo, on the othw hand, are highly permissive and 
seldom use punishment# Accordingly Berry predicted#.##" (l970, B#9), and 
notes latsr that **## the stccy has f̂ irthsr ocaplloatleas regarding 
ecK̂ logy, into ehioh it is not possible to enter##*" (Jahoda, 1970, P#9)# 
Beviees mast of necessity rwain superficial; nevertheless they should 
not reify possibilities into certainties#

A second point ehioh might be made conoemlng Bsrry*s (1966) sWIy 
focuses on its main veskmssses, namely that the respective r^les of 
eoology, education, and socialisation have not been pi:%)ointed* Of this 
Berry is fully amare in his condusioas "It has not hfmn possible, 
to unravel the re^otive eostrlbutions of the eoologloal demands and the
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cultural aids, "but it is apparent that the cultural characteristics 

developed by the respective societies DO NOT IIIKIBIT the development of 

the skills required by their environments." (1966, P.228). He freely

allows for the possibility that other factors too may be involved. Thus 

it does not seem to me that any conclusion concerning causal relationships 

between family experiences and perceptual skills is yet permissible.

(That a process of influence is at work, v/ould seem to be the case; but 

it would also seem that other factors have a stronger influence.)

However, the following points may be considered. Firstly, ecological 

factors probably contribute in very large measiue to Eskimo skills (cf. 

the clear-cut findings on discrimination ability) <> Secondly, it seems 

possible that intelligence could have played a part in these findings: for

tv/o reasons: (i) comparisons of scores distributions in all samples on

Kohs Blocks and Raven's Matrices reveals very little overlap between Temne 

and Eskimo distributions (Figure 3) - the Eskimo and Temne samples were

Figure 3: Matrices distribution in 
Berry's (1966) work.
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not üatobüd on intelllgeaoei or p#rbap# th# #»kimo havo #a 
advantage vith p#@w and material# f (11) vMla aerreXatlozia W t w w m  
EFI and aatrloaa are bl#)3y signifioant (p< «̂Oi} amwigst the Bsklae and 
3<̂ ttlifa aasples (p«2l8) the oorrespwding omrelatlen# for the tee Tssme 
saoules are 0*23 and 0*15 re#peotive3gr« Does this not *yg@#st there are 
dlffenmt level# of **inteXllgenoe*' amongst the different SM^les# a# eell 
as different patterning of ahlllties? Thirdly* the Mdlmo Wgnage* 
ehioh Berry oonaidered as a determinant of peroeption* has a muoh larger 
stock of spatial items than the Temne* Finally* opart frm  the evidenee 
produced vhioh directly suggest the laportanoe of éducation is there net 
indirect evidmice too? The Scottish aaa^le show a high degree of 
"differentiation" and spatial skill| yet discipllns In Scotland* thou^^ 
hardly so harsh as amongst the Tcaxme* is certainly not ss lax as amongst 
the Eskimo* Perhaps the reason is in the signifioant correlations 
between educational background and spatial sccres in the Scottish ssgple#

When these points are considered together it seems to ms that the cross-» 
cultural theory of "field-dependency” by no means provides a oohsrent 
system by which differences in DPT scores can be understood* Ths op^plsxlty 
of relationships between **fleldmdependenoe" tests and a mWb#* of oaltimX 

factors is beyond the scope of the theory in Its preset form* The next 
two sections assess some further evidence bearing on the point that 
" socialisation", held to be of piaremount importance by Witkin end his 
colleagues (1962)* accounts for mucli less than these researchers extend*

(d) it0 roi» of

It has been obswved by V^non (1969) that the oharacteristics of the 
more ̂ field̂ independent** child as described by Witkin et al* (1962)
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oolsoiàe with those generally attributed to the moro generally istelli* 
gent child» "A ewloua weakness of Witkin^s findings" # owtim&es Vemen*
"is that many of th m  could have derived from the jg rather than the jg 
ooâ onent of his teats" (1969# P#6l)* Tims it has been widely 
recognised tWt "field«dependent" subj^s *#», tend to perftms Ism 
effectively on standard teats of intelligence than 'field-ind̂ endemti 
subjects#" (Coodenough end Kaxp* 196l« P#2W). The situatima* however* 
is not so si#le#

A strai^tforward estimate of the truth of Vemon*s (1969) 
statement <|Lioted above is imt available* because American research into 
the factorial structure of intelligence does not seem to use the concept 
of *4 *» Thus it is in fact almost Impossible to work out the relative 
roles of and in tias determination of "field-dependence" scores; 
obviously the two must interact since the latter is (according to 
Spearman) a couinent of the former# The work of YJitkin et al» (1962) 
attempted to explore the nature of the link between "fiel̂ U-dependence** 
and intellectual functioning* by a series of fhctm* analyses# and by 
investigations of the relationships betwemj "field-dî pendenee", insight
ful problem-solving* the ability to overcme set* and so on# For 
ezaî le* when two groups of 13 Se each* one very "field-independent"* tbm 

other very "field-depwdent" (on EFT and Kohs Blocks) were cohered in 
their relative degree of success in solving two insight problems* it was 
found that while 12 of the "fielâ̂ »indep«îdent" Sa solved both probXsms*
11 of the "field-dependent" Ss failed both# This possibly points to a 
considerable role for in the perfbrmaaoe of "field-ind#^endent" tasks, 

Tbo two most widely used indicators of "field-dependenoe-lndependenoe" 
in cross-cultural research are the EFT and Kohs Blocks# Vemon*s own (1969)
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studies with these and many other tests revealed a substantial *j|* 
faetor euod only a lesser *k* factor in psrforBsnoe «m both these tests# 
Amongst his Eskimo sübjeots* for example* the respective loadings *£* and 
*k*on the EFT (the Oottsohaldt version) were 0,72 and 0,36* on Kohs bXeeks* 
0,66 and 0.53, This is worrying fnm the viespoint of Berzy*s (l966) 
findings* particularly sinoe his Beklmo Ss had auoh hi^wr matrioes scores 
than his Teme Ss, Elth regard to the Gottsch&Xdt W>edded Figures* 
Vernon has noted that no evidence was obtained that the "field# 
independence" wliich it is supposed to meamire can be <1 Iffgswtiated from 
spatial or visualisation factors" (1969* ?,142); and Kohs Blocks is* 
amenât younger Ss* mainly a test of general intelligence.

A separate school of thought* however* has discovered the influence 
of Intellî gence on " field-dependence" scores principally in t^nas of the 

factor, Supporting this is tbo evidence summarised by MoFarlano- 
Smith (1964) who sees a strong link between "field-indepei^ence" and 
spatial ability; the factor analyses of bitkin et al, (1962); and the 
work of Goodenough and Karp (l 961 ) * #ilch found that the only substantiel 
factor loadings for the EFT and t W  HPT* when related to T*irc pwAwmanse* 
were on factw III* the "spatisl-peroeptual" fhotor associated with the 
sub-tests of Block Desi^* Picture Completion* end Object Asseehly#

Thus the empirical evidence on the roles of and is 
equivocal; both mi&t certainly be involved; but a point to note is that 
"fî ld-degpendence® involves not simply via the factor* but also Im 

a more general way, A useful schme for relating the " field-dep4md#nse- 
indkpendm)oe" dimension to other aspects of intelligence and to 
anthropological and sooiSlogioal data has been put forward by Vemcm (1969* 
P,06), Examining background material which has atteiqpted to relats
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economic and cultural factors to personality processes, (e.g. Barry,
Child & Bacon, 1969; and the work of Max Vfeher), Vernon has taken an 
additional step and has tried to show the implications of these for cross- 
cultural work on intelligence. Figure 4 shoT;s his scheme with the "field" 
dependence-independence" dimension placed diagonally. It might be said 
in criticism that the dimension looks slightly redundant here, since it 
merely expresses a relationsliip (between and 'k') allowed for by the 
ordinate and abscissa respectively.

Puritan Ethic 
Middle Class 
Industrialised

yField- 
/ independent

Catholic
Agrarian

African Field-

/
Lower Working 

Class
Hunting
Peoples

dependent

Figure 4: Vernon’s (1969) scheme of Intelli
gence in relation to Culture.

Thus it seems to me that three points need to be made concerning 
intelligence. First, there certainly is a substantial component of *g* 
in "field-dependence" tests, and unless it is considered in the cross- 
cultural use of these tests, their results vd.ll be difficult to interpret 
correctly. Secondly, the relationships between and ’k* and "field- 
dependence" are not at present clear; indeed we cannot be sure that the 
last is distinct from the interactions of the first two. Thirdly, until
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the role of iRtelllgmace la more Û1U 7 uoâerstoodf the role of feotora 
like personality organisation ani family experiences frill remain diffleolt 
to essws*

If we agree with Goodnee (1969) that the tee main aim# of woaa~ 
cultural rmiesroh are (1} "pinning down the naW*# of a dlffOiwee in 
skill" and (li) "to oonneot the dlfferenae in skill to a diffsrmaee in 
exporlenoeP# then our research sill as a result seek to evaluate the roles 
of as many éittmpmt faetors as posslhle in acting on our dependent 
variehles# The difficulty with the factor of "education" or "formal 
schooling" is that it is Itself a dtnster of vsriahles# Apart fro# the 
obvious roles of the topic being taught, tl# manner of teaching, the 
language which is used, and so on, there are many other a ^ ots of the 
educational process ehioh have great impact <m the learner# Vernon 
(l969) has attmpted to deal with some of these, such as the amount of 
space per pupil, the ^mlity of equipment, degree of parental interest in 
sohooling, the length of sohooll%% # the list could be endless* Berry
(1966) a&served that Arable sĉ iools emong the Temne "**. familiarise 
etWents with the basic classroom demands (shared with the testing 
situation) of sitting stiH and respondJJig to questions, as well as 
Introducing them to pictorial and graphic material" (Berxy, 19^, P#226)# 
But by and large, oross*»calturel studies of the eff<wts éducation on 
" field#dependenoe" have focused singly on the more large-scale effects of 
the process, that is, whethmr or mt Ss have been to school, and if so, 
f# how long*

It cannot be dWated that the experience of formal sWao^Uhmg 
influences scores on tests of " field-dependence", thus suggesting the role
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of a further faotor in ocâ iXleatisg the orthodox theory of 1*p&yoholegloal 
differ<mtiation" (witkin et ®1#, 1962) end lapiying that its range of 
appHeation is sot as wide m  it origisal3y eeemd#

For ex£5i3ple, Bray (1966) found a strong, positive relatiosehlp 
between éducation and ̂ atlal teat eoor##, particular in hie two Soottieh 
eaaplee and in the two transitional eaaphis where Be had ready ao<M»ea to 
western éducation* Performance on Weetem peyehologioal teste would seem 
to be radically influenced by the presenee of Westrai oduoation# of 22 
valid correlations, 17 wore signifioant boytutdthb .0% lev#üL* Wébor
(1967), in a sa^le in which the ooxrelation between the KFT and the P2T 
was sot significant, found the EFT was ^IgoifioaBtly correlated with 
eduoatiwal level# This result is in contrast with the findings of 
meouji (1969)# showing an indirect effect of education# (i) Amongst 
undergraduates in a Higerian universi^, a sample bmsught vp in uxtan 
literate homes were si@alfloantly more "field-independent" on the HFT 
than a simiple IVom rural illiterate homssf (ii) on BFT scores, there wan 
a significant interaction betwemi luban^rural background and degree of 
literacy of parents# This result is particularly interesting^ since it 
shows how the two variables, usrban̂ rural differences (which ware 
essentially differences in ohild-rearin#^, and level of parental 
education, had a combined inflimnce on HIT scores# (Uhfortunately, while 
Okonji*s clearest findings were with the PFT, Tbber (1967) foiajd no 
relationship betiien the HFT and educational level#) Finally Siam (l972), 
woxMng with ̂ anhian Ss, found that the correlation betwem the and a 
vezbal test was significantly higher than that between the BIT and the HIT# 
This result, she cont«mda "#«• is more consonant with a general educational 
account of ability on BIT than with a parsonali^ mediated aoeount of a 
basic underlying analytic approach" (l972, P#93).
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Two other points m y  be made confxxminj tbs role of eduoatim#
First, the effects can be felt clearly on spatial tests as much as <m 
those of the'vîM' factor# (l96l) adninistered six W2EC sub-testa,
fjnoAgst trc'J I'olis Blocks, to ADrlcan Bs in o tecûmloal training college, 
and retested them two years later# 11;© largest Inwease ooourred on 
Kohs Blocks, an effect which McFle attributed to the Be* ^sperlenoe with 
shape and space In their technical training# Second, educational 
jTOcease» in Afbdoa sees partlcailar3y to affect nn S*s wlHlngnees end 
ability to deal with form. In a study of the prefermoe fw c d w r  over 
form in f̂ aabla, Berpell (l9o9a} found that "### educational attainments 
miâ/oï^ mental age are more important determinants Of. form-dealnance than 
clironologioal age” (Serpell, 1969a, P#8)#

The impartsnoo of the factor of education in perfWmanoe of spatial 
and "fiold-deT)end©nc«” tests seems to me to be amply demonstrated by these 
findings# Clearly it is a factor which the theor)" of "psychological 
difTra»nti&tion", in its present form, does not take into aooount# Ihsre 
seems to bo a point of view, originating in this thoajy, that ohild- 
reariag p%%otlcos are of paramount importance and that eo<^gioal, 
intoHoetual, and educational factors are unfortunate overtones 
conceal the #si& offM)t# ly own theoretioal positicm is that, not only 
do those factors recpoire much more investigation, but also that the basio 
underlying contention of the unity of the "diffmpentistion” dimension is 
hi^iüy #ostiomblo# In the Inst section of this chapter I preset some 
int«u*estiag azwl fairly recent altramtive hypotheses which must certainly 
supplomraat, and may indeed replace, t W  single concept of "differentiation**# 
The om x of the argument is sii^Üy tliisi that if a theory has been 
stretehed too ftU*, and cannot account for the data it purports to account 
for, then alternative theories ought to be entertained, or the thc<ny 
largely modified#
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In this section, varloua psq>ers are dismissed which have fmm& 
maningful rei&ticmships between soores on "field-dependenoe" tests and 
otbw variables not included within the scope of the "fieXd^ependency" 
theory# She main purpose of Including these is to illustrate the point 
that there be available better eaqplanationa for the phaneiMgia of 
"field-dependwce” than that proposed by %tkin et al, (1962) with whleh 
the present thesis takes issue# These possibilities are dealt with 
under two main headings, (a) laboratory, and (b) cross-mütural*

(a) Momtfonr

(i)

The key by trtiich the concept of "arousal” is lizdced to that of 
"field-depsndonce" is the Idea of wmOYm ATTET^OH* A small Hisbsr Of 
studies have put forward the suggestion that en increase in physiological 
"arousal" leads to a reduction in responsiveness to peripheral cues 
(Easterbrook, 1939), This "narrowing or "focaising* of attwtion is akin 
to a * field-independent" orientation towards tlis environmsnt. If

such a link exists, then we should expect that the experimental 
manipulation of "arousal" should lead to changes in attention and la 
"fieldmdspendence" scores.

These expectations are fulfilled by experiment, Callaway (l959) 
found, for incasple, that increases in arousal due to the influence of 
dru^ facilitated performance on a test involving e#edded figures,
Oltman (1964) oompared pcrformanoes on the PJT under two sets of ooaditionss 
(1 ) the norsml *quiet* condition; (2) under circumstances in which wMt#
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noise was delivered to Ss through àsêdphoasse Errer soore# under the 
two conditions differed significantly (p<#003), perfbrmanee bWng more 
accurate on the *noisy* trials.

If îsQTo experiment were to he chazmsled in a direction «loh as this, 
the results make an "arousal" theory of KF7 or HIT perftrasnoe more 
plausible I for here a dirwt relatif has been mchibited between the 
introduction of certain stizmli and performanos on the tests# Furthw, 
there are certain IndiCatimu» that "field-dependent** and "field» 
independent" Ss differ in the degree to idiich th^ becwss aroused, for 
example, under omaditions of sensory deprivation (Silverman, Cohen, 
Slimavonian, and Greehberg, 1961 ), "Arousal" despite difficulties of 
definition, se##s to me to bo a concept of greater heuristic merit than 
that of "differentiation".

However, the most obvious merit of the concept of "ph> siologioal 
arousal" when applied to individual differences in ** field-dependence" 
become apparent when the concept is applied to the systematic study of 
sex differences, Broverman, Klaibsr, Kobsyeshi, and Vogel (l96S) have 
put forward the hypotWsls that differences between the sexes in "field* 
dependence" and in a number of othmr cognitive abilities are related to 
sex differences in physiological (bnctioning, For example, a vast amount 
of literature has <%>nsiatmt]y shown that females* performance is superiw 
to males* on "sii^le, overlcsmed pcroeptual-mtor tasks", whereas the 
reverse is the case "on mwe co%le% tasks requiring an Wdbition of 
immediate responses to obvious stioulus attributes in favour of responses 
to less obvious stimulus attributes" (Broverisan et al,, 1966, P«23),
These authors secdc to e3q)loin these différées in the different 
relatlonshipd existing between activation and izddbition systems in the
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autonomie nervous eyetom# Unfortunately, their euggeetions ere net 
couqjatible with the findings of Call&wey (l959) and Oltman (1964) qaeted 
ehove; but the main points seem to me to be that there is here a pleuaihle, 
valuable alternative to the "differentiation" oonoept of Witkin at aX (1962)#

(ii) Séleotive attention

This section is almost purely speculative, and aims to show that the 
observed individual and sex differences on "field-dependence" may be duo 
not to differences in the ability to focus on certain aspects of the 
environment, and ignora the field as a whole, but rather to differences 
in the category of stimuli to wlilch Ss will p%^ attention*

For exasqpie, Fitxglbbons sM Goldbergcr (l97i) have described a 
number of studies in which "field-dependent" and "field-independentf Ss 
have been shown to differ in their relative orientations towards different 
aspects of the environnent# "Field-dependent" children perform better on 
a task administered by an "approving" E than on one administered by # 
"disapproving" E; "field-dependent" Ss show better incidental meauxry for 
human faces; female infants produce longer fixation times for human 
faces than do male infants; and generally, "field-dependence" is 
associated with selective attention for stimuli of a social natcre* 
"Field-independent" Bs, on the other hand, are more task-oriented, sad 
have better incidental s^mozy for noz^social stimli*

Those results have two isq}licstions# First, if females, or more 
"field-dependent" subjects, focus attention on stimuli other than that 
involved in the standard tests of "field-d^endenoe", then the remilt# ef 

these tests for these and more "field-independent" subjects are not really 
comparable* "Field-dependence" is not a unitary dimension* Second, 
the influence of factors involved in the task si'Uiation seems to be very
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marked indeed; for example, results ere sensitive to smc of 1 as well 
as to sex of B, and to idiethw E is "approving or "disapproving# This 
lowers the reliability of the teats, a M  suggests the "field-dependence- 
independence" dimension is even more complex than previously suggested#

(iii) sex differences

The aim of this section is merely to make a note of further suggestisms 
of recent research, nawly that sex differences in "field-dependence" m#y 
be due not to variations in "differentiation" or ability to "separate an 
item from an embedding context", but to the fact that the tests of field* 
dependence" may be measuring different kinds of performance in men end 
women respectively#

It has been pointed out ^vercl times in preceding sections that not 
only are women more "field-deijeẑ ent" than men, but also that their scores 
ere less consistent on the different testa of the dimension; wid further 
that the personality correlates of EFT and RFT scores may not be the Same 
for each of the sexes# An experiment with the EFT conducted by Korf, 
Kavanaugh and McConville (l37l) has suggested that these results may be 
explained by the fact that performsnce in men and women Is a function of 
different determinants# 51 male end 41 femle Bs were given the portable 
RTT and the Jackson Personality Inventory# A notable feature of EFT 
administration was that l6 trials rather than the usual Ô were given, and 
separate scores were calculated for the first eight and second eii^t 
trials respectively# EFT and J*P#T# scores were correlated#

The results of this experiment suggested that (i) men’s level ef 
performance on trials 1-8 of the EFT is a function of different deter
minants from that on trials 9-16; (ii) while # * arousal appears to be 
a useful construct In explaining the HIT perfommmce cm the men", ”### an 
interpretation in terms of passivity, low energy level, and unifcrmi^### 
••appears more appzHsjndate for the fbmale 8s" (Morf, Kavaneugh sad
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McConvlXXe, 1971 )* Thus it ?/ould aeem that the deaimds of the HIT are 
not the some at all points in its administration, and that the personality 
correlates and physiological factors related to performance are different 
between the sexes# In addition, a developmental study of sex differences 
in responses to embedded figures suggests strongly that the resulis 
obtained from perceptual tests may be task, age, and sex-specific# 
Inimergluck end rear ini (1969) working idth Italian Es, found that tbs 
ontogenetic pattern of sex differences on the Gottscholdt EFT was by no 
means a simple one: for exaaçde, they found females to be superior at the
9-year age level, and no si^ifleant sex difference at ages 11 and 13,
I endorse these authors’ conclusion that "sex differences, as far as 
ontogenetic development is concerned, appear to be task and response 
spécifie" and "### both the mechanisms and psychologloal meaning 
underlying# # • discrete p«*ceptual response classes might be different at 
varying age levels" (P*220)# And I would add that a similar caveat 
applies in the context of sex difference#

Taken together, the points raised in the preceding sub-sections 
indicate that "psychological differentiation" may be only one of a nukber 
of way® of explaining the individual difference® to which Witkin et al# 
(1962) address theaselvea# Again I wish to make the point that until 
other explanations have been discounted, the tMeries of "field-dependoncy" 
cannot be unreservedly accepted# As the next section suggests, this 
state of affairs also exists with reference to the cross-cultural data on 
"field-dependence" #

(b) cross-cult ural

(1) ecology « visual experience end lanmiage 

The point has been expressed in section 4(b) above that the cross-
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cultural study of Berry (1966) provides aaich more substantial support 
for an aooount of cross-cultural differœices in "field-dependenos" in 
terms of ecological end linguistic factors, than in terms of Witkin*a 
"socialisation" l%ypothesis# While the ecolo^cal and socialisation 
factors must to some extent work together, it is the contention of the 
present thesis tMt the former must he of primary, and the latter of only 
secondary importance# reasons for this, to he outlined more fully in
the next chapter, centre on the vic% that tM variables most likely to 
influence the visual skills of a society’s members are the visual 
experiences to which they are subject; and that even if this is not the 
case, I hen it ought to be climln&ted as a determining factor before an 
explanation based on family experience is accepted#

(ii) intelligence and education

Finally, studies discussed in sections 4(c) and 4(d) above have 
indicated tliat the respective roles of intelligence and education in the 
determination of "field-dependence" scores arc not at present understood, 
but would seem to be more significant than existing cross-cultural work 
has recognised# Again, it is contended here that these factors m y  well 
be the i>rimary ones underlying variations in "field-depcndence" scores, 
end that until such a possibility has been more fully explored, the 
"socialisation" hypothesis of Witkin and his associates will not rest on 
a secure fouMation# Accordingly, setMds are described in Chapter XI by 
which at least some of these aspects which contribute to detamination of 
"field-der}endence" scores may be experimentally investigated#



CHAPTER 2*

THE CONTEXT OF THE PRESENT THESIS
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CHAPTER 2.

1. Review and perspective on the theory of *field-dependence*.

A summary of the points set forth in the preceding chapter, v/hich 
are my specific reasons for disquiet concerning the theory of ’field- 
dependence', is presented in Table 2. Taken together, I tiiink they leave 
no room for doubt over Vernon's (1969) contention that "...a great deal 
more research is needed to map out a clearer tagronomy of field-dependence" 
(1969, P061). bliat are the features of this "taxonomy" which most 
recuire attention?

TABLE 2: SILEARY OF STUDIES INDICATING- PRCBLS.S IN 'FIELD-DEPZI-JDENCY ' THEORY

Nature of problem Source

(1) EFT performance improves with practice

(2) EIR? is inconsistent in relation to 
personality

(3) RET performance may be unstable

(4) KFT administration varies in relation 
to 'experimenter'-type effects

(5) Questionable validity of Witkin et 
al's (1962) interview methods

(6) The 'field-depcndence-independence'
dimension may not be stable

(7) Sex differences in EFT scores are-
(aj not consistently found 
(b) subject to the influence of 

different sets of factors
(8) EFT scores ai'e substantially 

influenced by-i
(a) ecological factors
(b) intelligence
(c) education

Djang, 1937; Hsnav/alt, 1942; 
Braly, 1942; Kolers & Zink, 
1962.
Dana & Goocher, 1959
Cohen d- Tepas, 1958; Goldstein 
& Ghotlos, 1966; Oltman, 1964; 
Jacobsen, 1964; Wolf, 1965.
Lester, 1968, 1971;

Yarrow, Campbell & Burton, 
1964; Zunich, 1962.
Graen, 1955; Wober, 1967»
Goldstein & Chance, 1965; 
Immergluck & Nearini, 1969; 
Fitsgibbons & Goldberger,
1971.
Berry, 1966;
Okonji, 1969;
Siann, 1972.
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(a) Complexity of ’field-dependence* and roles of other factor®•

Firstly, the suggestion that the correlations which are the basis 
of the *field-dependence-independence* dimension mig^t not be found to hold 
in cultures outside North America must be taicen seriously* In other 
words, research ought to use at least both the EFT and tlie RFT. if it Is to 
be fully reliable# An illustration miglit serve to make this point# It 
is well known that Berry (1966) found no sex differences on EFT perfor
mance amongst his Eskimo sample; this result, bearing out a predicitlon 
based on the nature of socialisation processes, is taken as clear support 
of *field-dependency* theory# Eut Okonji (1969), in Nigeria, also found 
no sex differences on EFT performance amongst his Ss# These results 
(given the nature of socialisation processes in Nigeria) might prove 
rather awkward to interpret in terras of the theoiy but for the fact that 
Okonji also used the RFT, and did find significant sex differences on this# 
One asks, what night Berry’s results have been had he used the HIT? As 
it is these results conform roughly with theoretical predictions; but the 
state of affairs remains unsatisfactory in the absence of RFT scores#

Secondly, the roles of a number of cultural factors ought to be taken 
into account - not admply those which N expects will be the principal 
determinants of his Ss* scores# Particularly, the roles of intelligence, 
language, education, and experience with stimuli similar to the test 
materials ought to be carefully investigated* The following sections of 

this chapter describe one attempt to do this using the cross-cultural 

method of investigation#

(b) Ry use of the cross-cultural method

The use of the cross-cultural method here follows roughly the lines 
mapped out by Berry (l966) and by Dawson (l967a,b) and outlined by
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Jahoda (l970)* These researchers started with an observed 
correlation within a Western culture, and then selected non-ïïestern ones 

in T;hich the presumed independent variable existed at one or other extreme 
of the range, predicting specific consequences in terms of the dependent 
variable" (Jahoda, 1970, P.9)#

Thus the sarwle to he used for the purposes of the present thesis 
was selected with the following factors in mind. The aim of the research 
was to demonstrate that a larger degree of individual variation in ’field- 
dependence* scores, particularly on the EFT, oould be accounted for in 
terms of (i) visual experience, (ii) intelligence, (iii) education, than 
could be accounted for in terms of socialisation and family experiences. 
The original intention, in fact, was to find a sample in which the 
socialisation practices would tend, according to Vitkin et al. (l9ô2) gnd 
Witkin (1967), to produce ’field-dependent’ Ss; and subsequently to show 
that, by virtue of other factors in their environment which could be pin
pointed, that the scores of these Ss were, in fact, * field-independent *. 
For reasons which will be elucidated below, Hong Kong Chinese were chosen 
as most likely to provide these required conditions amongst testees* In 
a sense, the thesis is balancing two hypotheses against each others by 
selecting a sample in which family experiences make for ’field-dependence’, 
who live in stimulus conditions making for * field-lndependenoe *, X hoped 
that examination of the dependent variables would reveal the relative 
degree of influence of the two sets of factors. (To fülly explore the 
question, a number of samples from a variety of different cultures would 
be necessary.) Section 2 discusses the combination of reasons for 
selecting a Chinese sample in this instance.
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2* Reasons for choice of Chinese Sample

(a) Chlld-rearing practices

The first reason for the choice of a Chinese sample was the idea 
that child-rearing practices in Chinese society would closely approximate 
those described by V.itkin et al# (l9ë2) as likely to foster a ’field- 
dependent* perceptual style# Much of the evidence on which this reasoning 
was based was of necessity indirect; and I fully realised in advance that 
some investigation of this factor would be desirable in Kong Kong itself#

The characteristics of rearing procedures lilcely to foster ’field- 
depend^ce’ have been studied by Seder (1957) and by hitkin et ale (1962)* 
Such characteristics are for convenience labelled "indicators inhibiting 
diff eï’entiation", or I ID# In their research on this topic, Witkin and
his colleagues (1962) concluded that the maternal attitudes likely to 
"inhibit differentiation" in the cliild were as follows: (i) a possessive
attitude of the mother towards the child - intense emotional involvanent;
(ii) an attitude of anxiety end solicitousness; (iii) a cold, unsympa
thetic, hostile attitude; or (iv) an inconsistent approach, alternating 
between over-indulgence and hostility# Of particular interest were the 
methods used by mothers of ’field-dependent* children for control of 
aggressive or assertive behaviour in the child: these were either (i)
indulgent and submissive; (ii) severe and coercive; (iii) a COTbination 
of the first two; or (iv) irrationally threatening#

Seder’s (l957) work had found a similar pattern of behaviour* to be 
characteristic of the mothers of ’field-dependent’ children. The most 
iiïÇ)ortant of her findings concerning the nature of the parent-child- 
inttaction were as follows: firstly, ’field-dependent’ Ss had boon sub
jected to child-rearing procedures which place great stress on conformity
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and authority; secondly, these Ss had been harshly trained in aggression* 
controlI thirdly, their tendencies towards self-assertiveness and 
ind^endent mastery of the environment had been inhibited or suppressed.

Now although mapirical evidence showing that these conditions or 
similar ones exist in Chinese families is lacking, there is available soaie 
Indirect evidence which suggests that child-rearing practices in Hong 
Kong would manifest "indicators inhibiting differentiation". The 
characteristics of the so-called traditional 'donfUcian family* as these 
have been described by social anthropologists bear a great resemblance to 
those which, according to Witkin and Seder, would tend to produce ’field- 
dependent* children. The Chinese kinship system is extremely cosq>lex, . 
with over 4£X) terms in the language which refer to features of familial 
relations. "In the peasant family it was taken for granted that a child 
would and should grow up to be much like the parent of the same sex and to 
carry on the same activities" (Yiinch, 1963# P.36). Furthermore, "...In 
the Chinese society, filial piety should be singled out as the most 
fundamental social value having determinating influences on the ftmctioning 
of the whole society, not just the family" (Wong, 1970» P.170). These 
tendencies towards extreme conservatism, coupled with a system In which a 

child’s marriage was arranged by his or her parents, necessarily involve 
the inhibition of any marked tendencies towards self-assertiveness. Also, 
in the traditional family, punishment for transgressing the rules of normal 
family life were extremely severe, including such measures as flogging, 
ostracism, and even on rare occasions, execution (Lee, 1953)#

To expect that such conditions prevail in the families of Urban Hong 
Kong today would of course be extremely naive for a number of reasons. 
Firstly, in 1949 communist China undertook a radical programme of re
organisation in the family structure, which spread to Hong Kong in the
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fifties; this led to a crisis in China in 1956, with delinquency at an 
extremely high level, and subsequent programmes for family reform became 
more moderate. Secondly, Hong Kong today is highly Westernised, and the 
younger meBÔ>ers of the population are rapidly adopting Western attitudes 
and ways of life* "«••filial piety has gradually lost its significant 
influence over family living... .Parents are aware that traditional types 
of home discipline cannot be exercised effectively" (Wong, 1970, Pp.172-4)* 
Thirdly, it seems to be the case that probably only the more enterprising 
(and perhaps more ’field-independent* I) members of the Chinese population 
found their way to Hong Kong in the first place.

Against these arguments one can, however, place several equally valid 
points which suggest that, although the ’ConfUcian* family concept is no 
longer applicable to social structure in Hong Kong, the parental attitudes 
and child-rearing procedures which are associated with it may still exist 
to some extent today. First, such aspects of a culture as procedures 
associated with child-rearing are by no means susceptible to rapid change. 
Second, samples of Ss at school or university in Hong Kong today are the 
children of parents who were themselves probably reared in. traditional 
Chinese families, and who will exercise child-training methods siaiilar to 
the ones which they themselves have experienced. (The youngest S in the 
present study was born in 1961.) Third, though as Wong (l970) points out 
family life is becoming Westernised, end more children are sent to English- 
speaking schools than to Chinese ones (in the ratio 4*1 )» there still 
rmmlns a substantial number of children who speak no English, and who as 
far as one can see come from more ’traditional’ backgrounds. Fourth, 
Caudill end Weinstein (1969) have provided some empirical evidence on 
processes of child-training in Japan, which is essentially similar to Hong
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Kong In having poosessed a traditional culture very similar to that of 
China, which is now in a process of transition towards Westem^style 
values and social structure#

Caudill and Weinstein*s (1969) investigation focused on the ’’fine 
grain” of similarities and differences in maternal care and infant 
behaviour between Japan and the United States# Two groups of 30 infants 
each, one Japanese, the other American, were matched as far as possible 
in social-class origin, occupation of father, etc,, in order that 'culture* 
aa far as possible would remain the single independent variable. The 
behaviour of each infant and the mother-infant (or caretaker-infant) 
interaction were observed during an extremely thorough tiBto-sampâlng 
procedure over a total paiiod of five hours for each infant. Behaviour 
was observed according to a pre-arranged system of 40 categories, including 
such points of information as the location of the infant in relation to 
the mother, the infant's activity, vocalisations, feeding behaviour, 
caretaker behaviour, and so on, (In 9Ĉ o of all cases, the caretaker was' 
the mother#) Finally, the results on 12 "infant” and 15 "caretaker” 
variables were analysed for cultural similarities and differences#

It was found, firstly, that the types of behaviour in which there 

were w  cultural differences were those which were clearly concerned with 
biological needs, for exaŝ le, amount of time awake, food Intake, and so 
on, "Beyond this, however, the differeẑ es lie in the styles in which 
infants and mothers behave in the two cultures” (Caudill and Weinstein, 
1969, P*29)# Thus, for example, while the American baby is physioally 
active and happily vocal, the Japanese baby seems much more subdued in all 
respects# The American mother has a more lively, stimulating approach 
than that of the Japanese, for whom playing with the child is closely
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associated with soothing behaviour# These and a number of related 
differences between the cultures support the authors* hypotheses that 
"«••in Japan, the infant is seen as a separate biological organism who 
from the beginning, in order to develop, needs to be drawn into 
increasingly interdependent relations with others# In America, the 
infant is seen as a dependent biological organism who, in order to 
develop, needs to be made increasingly independent of others” (Caudill 
and Weinstein, 1969, P#15)#

If it is a fair assuÈçption, and it seems to me that it is, that the 
characteristics of Infant care found in Japan will be similar to those in 
Hong Kong, and that the latter will be at least substantially different 
from those of the United States, then it is reasonable to suppose that the 
characteristics of child-rearing amongst Hong Kong Chinese will be those 
which makB for the development of a more passive, dependent individual#
If in addition Witkin et al's (l9&2) theories conoeming individual 
development under such circumstances are valid, then we should expect 
typical scores on spatial-perceptual tests amongst the 8s to be relatively 
more * field-dependent * # Though this interpretation involves some
difficulties, e#g# concerning the question of the relationship between 
maternal behaviour toward a three-month-old infant and that toward a 
three-year-old child, I nevertheless think it reasonable to accept the 
conclusion that amongst Hong Kong Chinese, the processes of child^rearing 
are those which Witkin et al# (l962) would describe in the category of 
"indicators Inhibiting differentiation" #

(b) Visual experiences

The second Initial reason behind the choice of a Chinese sample lie* 
in the nature of specific visual experiences to which Chinese 8s are
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exposed# These experiences arise not from ecological factors like 
•degree of articulation of the environment* hut rather from the nature of 
the Chinese written language#

(i) The Chinese language In Hong Kong

The Chinese written language is based on a system of "characters" 
or ideograms not used in the West* These are thought to have originated 
in a mode of pictorial representation of the environment, but the relation# 
ship of most modem characters to original piotographio forms has been 
obscured by history (Diringer, 1948)# Chinese lexicography divides the 
characters into six main classes, but it is to be noted here that the vast 
majority of characters in everyday use come from only one of these classes, 
the sixth# The classes are (l) pictograms, sisple characters based on 
a likeness of shape to objects; (2) indicative characters, in which 
abstract ideas are expressed by ideograms borrowed fTom other words 
similar to them in meaning; (3) suggestive ommpounds or "assemblies of 
ideas"; (4) deflections and inversions, by which the meanings of some 
words are indicated using the character for another word which has been 
slightly altered in position; (5) "borrow*help" characters, which are 
interchanges of characters similar to homophones; and (6) the "Ksing 
sheng" or phonetic confounds, the most frequently used category, which 
consists of two parts, a phonetic and a denotative cosgpenent#

A number of points should be made concerning these characters, to 
explain why I hold them to be such Important aspects of Chinese visual 
experience*

First of all, the sixth class of characters, phonetic compounds, 
consist, as has been said, of two parts# One of these, the phonetic 
element, gives the rough pronunciation of the word; the other, the
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determinative or denotative element, gives the meaning of the word 
(Diringer, 1948)# The second element may be placed "*#,above or below, 
inside or around, to the right or the left, of the other element"
(Diringer, 1948, P*115)# It seems reasonable to suppose that the con
sistent reading of such characters would involve a process slightly 
different from that involved in reading alphabetic scripts; for example, 
n higher level of discrimination skills would seem to be necessary, 
coupled with the ability, developing with the process of language 
ecquisition, to sort the characters into their respective parts#

Second, a furtt̂ r type of "stimulus-sorting" se«as to be involved in 
the reading of Chinese# Kvan (l969) has argued that the meaning of a 
Chinese character is much more dependent on other characters in a sentence, 
in the whole of the context, than is the case 7/ith the word-units of an 
alphabetic script# The Chinese written word, he points out, "•••is best 
described as the centre in a cluster of meanings and only the total 
situation, which stretches far beyond the single sentence in many or most 
cases, will tell us the meaning the author had in mind when he wrote it" 
(Kvan, 1969, P*34l)* If this is the case, then the process of reading 
Chinese is radically different fTom that of reading English#

Third, and most important of all, the process of learning the 
characters normally begins in the kindergarten at the age of three years# 
The literacy rate has risen considerably in Hong Kong in the past two 
decades, and the educational process, being so highly competitive, is begun 
as early as possible in the child’s life# Kindergarten schools are, 
therefore, widespread#

Thus, by the time Chinese children take the "entrance examination" 
for primary school, most of them can read, write, and take dictation in
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about 100-160 characters. Some of these are very coEiplcx, requij.'ing 
twenty or more individual strokes of the pen. Figure 5 shows a sample 
of the characters which must be formed by five-year-olds (cf. Kvan, 1969) 
the extreme left and extreme right columns are good and bad attempts to 
reproduce the centre model line.

Figure 5: Characters formed by 5-year-olds 
(From Kvan," 1969).
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Kvan (l969) makes a comparison between this as a "developmental task" and 
a developmental task introduced by Charlotte hue hier in the V/est: Five-
year-olds are asked to copy a figure, fcr example, a circle - and it is
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deemed satisfactory if the ends of the drawing meet* Clearly the 
expectations of the two societies in terms of the child’s pwceptual 
capacities are considerably different*

I therefore hypothesised in the present research, that this process 
of learning to recognise and reproduce such conplex visual stimuli as 
Chinese ideograms fosters the development of perceptual skills which may 
be reflected in performance on perceptual tests* In particular, I thought 
that the process of dealing with written Chinese might yield practice 
effects in "overcoming embeddedness" and in the process of coping with 
stimuli which are interconnected with other stimuli in complex ways, i.e. 
in "field-independence*** The People’s Republic of China being 
inaccessible, Hong Kong was chosen as the best spot for the purpose of 
testing this idea* The following section briefly outlines the z*easons 
for predicting that these visual experiences might influence scores on 
"field-dependence"•

(il) The transfer of skills

In this section I hope to illustrate, by the use of specific
examples, that the hypothesis of transfer effects between reading Chinese 
and distinguishing embedded figures Is not an unreasonable one*

The fact tliat simple exposure to visual patterns provides an 
advantage in discriminating these patterns during later testing can be
demonstrated even in the laboratory rat* Gibson and Walk (1956), for
example, in line with a large number of other studies, found that two 
groups of experimental animals, one reared in cages with simple visual 
forms present on the walls, the other in cages without such forma, 
differed significantly in the speed with which they learned a discrimination
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problem during adulthood* The results clearly demonstrated the effects 
of transfer of learning from the visual exq̂ erience with-the forms to the 
discrimination of the test stimuli, ♦•without the coHÇ)lications intro
duced by the specific application of reinforcement” (Gibson and Walk,

1956, P.242).
Results with children have indicated that similarly, a process of 

transfer seems to take place between a child’s experience of the world, 
and the stimuli present there, and his ability to discriminate visual 
forms of a more abstract nature* Gibson, Gibson, Pick, and Oeser (1962) 
suggest that, in development, children learn to distinguish outstanding 
features of objects, and that in performing discrimination experiments 
(of which "overcoming embeddedness" may be one form) they do not start 
’cold’ because of their already good ability to discriminate amongst other 
items in the environment* The work of House and Zeaman (i960) s\.ç>ports 
this idea even amongst retardate children, whose ability to discriminate 
between objects clearly transferred to the process of discriminating 
patterns*

Finally with humans in a cross-cultural context, Serpell (l 969b) has 
furnished evidence to suggest that the processes of education involve the 
"••.promotion of a certain kind of perceptual experience" (Serpell, 1969b, 
P*193)# Education, he found, tended to be associated with more ’form- 
dominant’ responses, amongst Zambian Ss, in form-colour preference tasks; 
and it seems likely that learning to read, and the activities of visual 
sorting involved therein, has a aazdced effect on a child’s development of 
the ability to discriminate forms also#

Unfortunately, no direct evidence exists on the relationship between 
"rich" form-experience and the later capacity to ’overcome embeddedness’# 
In the light of the work discussed above, however, it does not seem
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unreasonable to suggest that amongst normal, intelligent children, the 
experience of several years’ exposure to ’discrimination’ tasks involving 
forms which possess features akin to ’embeddedness’, with all the 
accompaiying ’task’ and ’social’ reinforcements, might well enhance their 
performance on a test of ’field-dependence’.

Thus I would predict that: the administration of an embedded figures
test to a sample of Chinese Ss will reveal enhanced performance in a 
number of ways. First, I would expect that they would be relatively more 
’ fiold-izzdependent ’ on the ZFT than their countOTparts in cultures which 
do not have access to the Chinese language. Second, I would predict that 
this effect would override the effects of "indicators inhibiting 
differentiation" in child-rearing, contrary to the expectations of Witkin 
et al. (1562). And third, if the process of learning Chinese had these 
effects on EFT performance, and Ss were not, duo to the orientation of 
their culture, open to equivalent kinds of experiences in the proprio
ceptive dimension, I would further expect that the high correlations 
between the EFT and the RFT normally found In Western culture would break 
down.

Bearing these predictions in mind, I hope that my reasons for choosing 
a Chinese sample are now clearer. In providing the child-rearing 
conditions outlined in section 2(a) as making for ’field-dependence*, and 
also the visual-experience conditions outlined in section 2(b) as making 
for ’ficld-independence’, it seemed to me uniquely suited to the purposes 
of this thesis. A third important factor in this cross-cultural investi
gation will now be underlined.
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(c) The effects of Intelligence

This aspect of the investigation does not specifically require the 
testing of a Hong Kong eaiiçle, though they do offer some Inqwrtant 

advantages in this respect* Of course tlie standard disadvantages of 
cross-cultural testing et ill exist: problems of language, validation,
standardisation, the appropriateness of items and so on*

The advantages of testing in Hong Kong mainly derive JtVom the fact 
that the educational system there is fairly well established* This means 
tliat Ss are familiar with tim typical testing requirements of focused 
attention, responding to questions, and trying to do as well as possible* 
In addition, a certain amount of psychological testing has already been 
carried out in Kong Kong, particularly with Haven’s Matrices (and see 
Dawson, 1970), and this helps to provide a focal point for the discussion 
of test results*

It was emphasised in Chapter 1 that the role of intelligence in 
influencing ’field-dependence’ scores is not at present understock# The
second part of this investigation focuses on the relationships between 
intelligence and ’field-dependence* in a Chinese university sample* It 
is held particularly that the part played by intelligence in performance 
on the EFT increases with age* For exanple, Busch and doRidder (l97l) 
have demonstrated that it may not be necessary to control for effects of 
intelligence in studies of ’field-dependence’ with young (four-to six- 
year-old) Ss* However, bearing in mind the results of Goodenough and 
Karp (1961) and of Vernon (1969) (see Chapter 1, section 4(d)), it seems 
that at later ages the influence of and ’k* factoirs are keenly felt 
in the determination of ’field-dependence* scores* These results bring 
forth an important issue for cross-cultural studies* In the main, the
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American studies which support the contentions of witkin et al# (l562) 
were conducted with Ss younger than 12 years of age* The principal 
cross-cultural investigations, on the other hand, those of Berry (l$66), 
Dawson (l967a,h), v.ober (l967), and Okonji (1969), have more frequently 
used older Ss, of 15 years and above, and often adults# The hypothesis 
that intelligence becomes gradually more important as age progresses, for 
performance on these tests, might well explain many of the inconsistencies 
that imve been found*

I believe, therefore, that general intelligence is one of the main 
features of the "taxonomy" of "field-dependence" which most requires 
investigation* In the first part of this thesis, its effects are as far 
as possible controlled, in order to examine the counteraction of the 
"child-rearing" and "visual experience" factors outlined above* In the 
second part of the thesis, while the effects of *£* were again to be con
trolled, two samples believed to differ in the "structure" of their 
intelligence quotients (in the relative strengths of the *vjed* and *kjm* 
factors) were cooqDarcd in scores on ’field-dependence* tests* This, 
however, revealed difficulties which are discussed in Chapter 4#

The following section outlines in rough form the ’skeleton* or 
design of the study, and presents a list of the variables to be dealt with 
aid the general relationships expected to hold between them*

3. Design of the study

(a) 9-year-old sample

(i) Iîîde£endent,_̂ Emt£hedjL and contro 11 ed_variables*,

The DID2P2HDEÎ1T variables were the following:
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(1) "Culture" - perhaps not a flilly autonomous variable sî oe only
Chinese culture was sampled*

(2) "Socialisation" • described in section 2(a) of this chapter; its
strength was assessed by a questionnaire method*

(3) Visual experience • in this case exposure to the Chinese
language (see section 2(b)) - reflected in ability on a Chinese 
language test*

(4) Sex*
The male and female Cs were as far as possible MATCHED on:

(1) Age.
(2) Intelligence; Raven’s Progressive Tatrices, and a Chinese form 

of the uechsler Intelligence Scale for Children*
(3) Humber of years in school*
(4) Social class*
The COînTtOLLED variables were the factors of visual acuity and 

colour vision*

(ii) Dependent variables*

The DEPENDUTT variables were scores on the following tests:
(1) The Witkin (1950) Embedded Figures Test (EFT) - 14 figures*
(2) The Oltman (1968) Rod-and-ft*ame Test (RET) - 8 trials*
(3) The Children’s Embedded Figures Test (CEFT) (Karp and

Konstadt, 1963)*
(4) The Kohs Block Design Test fTom the Wechsler Adult Intelligence

Scale*

(iii) Genial HypotheticalJ^sition

The principal guiding hypotheses with the 9-year-old sample were
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the following; (l) that the sanqsie would, despite child-rearing practices 
which have "indicators inhibiting differentiation", perform in a 
relatively more ’field-independent* manner on the EFT, RFT, and Kohs 
Blocks; (2) that the high EîT-RFT correlations found in Vestern samples 
would not be found in this sample; (3) that EFT scores would be related 
to Chinese Test scores; and (4) that intelligence and visual experience 
generally would have greater influence on the EFT that the socialisation 
factor inplioated in other studies*

(b) University sample

(i) li^e£enden^,jnmt£h£d^sun|d^C£ntw yari^le^

The XND£PEÎ O)£NT variables were the following t
(1) "Culture", and
(2) "Socialisation", as in 3(a) above#
(3) Education; Ss were a hi^ily selected sample, in two groups;

(a) Mathematics and Plysics students, and (b) Chinese 
Literature students#

The two groups were also MATCHED on age and sex, and the sample was
CONTROLLED against colour blindness# I had hoped to match the
groups in 1#Q# in addition, using the Wechsler Adult Intelligence
Scale, but it proved impossible to do so.

(ii) Dependent variables

The DEPENDENT variables in this sample were scores on the following:
(1) The Witkin EFT*
(2) The Oltman Portable RFC*
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(iii) Genersd gy^otl^ical^Posil^on

The principal guiding hypotheses with the university Ss were these:
(l) Again, that the high correlations found in other groups between the 
EFT and the RFT would not be found here; (2) that the EFT scores of the 
C(linese Literature sample would six>w a closer correspondence to those of 
the Maths/Fhysios sample than that exhibited between the RFT scores of 
the two groups; and (3) generally, intelligence and education would be 
more closely linked to 'field-dependence* scores than would socialisation 
variables.

This is a rough outline of the study. The specific hypotheses tested, 
together with a detailed description of methods and results, are dealt 
with in the next two cJmpters, Chapter 3 for the 9-year-old sampM» and
Chapter 4 for the University sample.



CHAPTER 3t INVESTIGATION I
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CHAI^ 3.

1. Description of the sttaple

The reasons for tho choice of Hong Kong Chinese as subjects in this 
thesis have been outlined in the preceding ohspter# In the present 
chapter, the subjects of the 9-year-old sasgple, the tests given them, and 
the results obtained will all be described* As a preliminary to this, 
some features of society and education in Ikng Kong will be outlined, in 
order to illuminate the background against which the research was carried 

out*

(a) Hong Kong: Booiety and Education

Hong Kong is a city of very marked social and economic inequalities 
and it is unfortunate that detailed information on the extent of these, 
for example on the proportions of the population in the various income 
groups, is not available* For general purposes, however, it is possible 
to draw on information presented by Agassi (l 969) who gives a rou^ out
line of the social and educational structure of the comasmity*

The interpretation of this evidence is open to hasard, however, as 
the population structure of Hong Kong is at present undergoing very rapid 
quantitative and qualitative changes* Of paramount importance is the 
fact that Hong Kong citizens consist mainly of refugees fTom mainland 
China who came to the colony in the fifties and early sixties, with the 
result that the bulk of the population today consists of the families of 
these refugees* Thus in 1970-71 it was estimated that more than 50^ of 
the population was under 20 years of age; and as these young people take
up employment, the economic and social structure of the community will be 
subject to unpredictable change*
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Tiro facts of great ingportance for psychological research emerge from 
this rough picture. Firstly, since there has been no empirical work done 
on the psychological effects of this process of rapid (and accelerating) 
change, firm statements concerning attitudes, child-rearing practices, 
the degree to which Hong Kong Chinese have become Westernised, etc., are 
impossible» The intact of this complex situation on the young - oau^t 
between Chinese and Western worlds, - between the traditional and the 
modem - is particularly difficult to assess#

Secondly, the pressure exerted by the process of social change on 
the educational system of Hong Kong, and on the children vdio pass through 
it, is enormous* The greatest factor in social mobility is the litera<y 
rate, which has been rising steadily over the past few decades* In 1931 
only 51^ of the population over the age of ten could read (74̂  ̂of the males 
and 19^ of tho females); whereas by 1961, 755̂  of the population were 
literate (91/̂  of the males, and 5^/- of the females) (Agassi, 1969) # This 
proportion will continue to rise now that primary education is cosq>ulsory« 

One result is that motivation to succeed in education is extremely 
high. The process of being educated in Hong Kong is an extremely oom- 
petitive one - there is a many-staged "pecking order" amongst the colony’s 
schools, and the child is under pressure to excel and to move on to a 
relatively better school* This competitive pressure is at its most 
intense at the point of entzy into Hong Kong University*

The problems of sampling in such a community are considerable* If 
the detailed structure of the community cannot be described, then it is 
hardly possible to design a sample that is truly representative thereof*
I decided, in the present study, firstly to sample children Arom the same 
educational environment, as it would be almost impossible to obtain a
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sample in îk>ng Kong schools which could he properly controlled for social 
class, family background etc* The criteria by which such a factor as 
social olqss are judged by the researcher are not necessarily those which 
would be shared by his subjects# In Hoag Kong, writes Agassi (1969) 
"•••occupations are pretty well ranked according to the income they bring" 

(P*73)* But with a population as socially mobile as that of Hong Kong, 
it is unlikely that income différences would be correlated with those 
aspects of social class which are generally held to have psychological 
significance, - child-rearing practices, the inculcation of "internal" 
versus "external" controls, language codes, and so on.

I thought that the simplest way to obtain a sample would be as far 
as possible to test Ss from one school, or fTom two schools in close 
association with each other, thus controlling, as it were, the factor of 
educational environment# The characteristics of those subjects tested in 
the first sample are described In the following section#

(b) Characteristics of Subjects

The subjects of the tested sample were 54 9-yeaẑ #old schoolchildren, 
tested in St# Anthony’s and St# Louis’ Primary Schools in the Sai Ying Poon 
district of Hong Kong (Victoria). These schools were side by side and 
were both run by members of a catholic religious order long established in 
Hong Kong. There were 33 boys and 21 g i r l s S o m e  background data are 

presented in Table 3#

4 The larger number of boys is not disturbing as, in Witkin’s work, the 
majority of his Ss are male# In practical terms, the discrepancy reflects 
the fact that there are more boys than girls in Hong Kong schools#
Agassi (l969) notes that, while middle-class parents send equal numbers of 
boys and girls to school, the lower classes send a greater proportion of 
boys# This derives from the Chinese tradition that, if a choice for 
privilege must be made, it Inevitably falls on the male.
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TABLE 3: CHARACTERISTICS OF SS IN KVENTIJAL SCHOOL SAMPLE

Boys. N 8 32̂ Girls. N « 21
Mean age. Years and Months 9*4.8 9*4.76
Mean Number of Years of Schooling 5.65 5.69
Mean Number of Siblings 3.48 3.57

Father's Occupation Groupé :
Unskilled Manual 5 2
Semiskilled Manual 5 4
Skilled Manual 7 8
Lower Clerical 4 2
Lower Professional 6 5
Upper Professional 5 -

FTom the table it oan be seen that the male and female groups were 
almost perfectly matched In age, number of years in school, and the sise 
of the family A*om which they came. Only those Ss who had spent all 
their years of schooling in the same school, i.e. the one in which they 
were tested, were inoluded in the sample. That the figure for years of 
schooling approaches 6 may seem curious to a Western observer: it is due

2 One S was unable to describe his father's occupation.

 ̂The six categories were used roughly as follows: "Unskilled manual"
included labourers and watchmen; "semiskilled manual", waiters, cashiers, 
etc.; "skilled manual", taxi-drivers, skilled factory workers, crafts
men; "lower clerical", clerks and shopkeepers; "lower professional", 
teachers and accountants; and "upper professional", doctors and managers 
of firms or factories. Clearly a broad spectrum of occupational 
groups has been sampled, and with the exception of the "upper professional" 
category, in rou^üy equal proportions for both boys and girls.
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to the fact that in Hong Kong, schooling begins in kindergarten at the 
age of 3, ne described in chapter 2#

(The subjects almost exclusively came Arom the third form of their 
respective schools# In obtaining them, the following s&ethod was adopted* 
The headmasters of schools were contacted first by letter, and later an 
appointment was made by telephone* A rough outline of the nature of the 
research was given than, and permission to test the childrwi was sought*
In both cases the headmasters proved vezy friendly and co-operative*
They supplied class lists from which the names and dates of birth of 
children were obtained# In one school, St# Anthony's, almost all of the 
third form was tested, the exceptions being (a) a small number of ohildren 
used to familiarise the testers with the procedures; (b) a considerebly 
larger number whose visual acuity was vezy weak, or idzo proved to be 
colour-blind; (o) a very few children idio reacted adversely to the 
testing situation and were wholly uziresponsive* In the second school, 
an additional rnu&er of boys were selected z%ndomly from the class 
register.)

In both the schools in which testizig was carried out, as in the 
majority of Hong Kong primary schools, the medium of instruction was 
Cantonese; and all the Ss whose test scores were inoluded in the saaqple 
(in fact, all the children in the school) spoke Cantonese only# While 
this was essential for the purpose of the research, it meant the use of 
an interpreter#

2» The test battery: administration

(a) The tests used

The testa administez*ed to the Ss just described were the following:
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(1) The landolt Rings, a test of visual acuity;
(2) The Ishihara test, for detecting odour blindness;
(3) A Chinese version of the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for

Children; (Verbal scale only)#
(4) Raven's Progressive Matrices (l9$6);
(5) The Embedded Figures Test (Witkin, 1950);
(6) The Children's Embedded Figures Test;
(7) The Portable Rod-and-FTame Test;
(6) The Kohs Block Designs Test A*om the Wechsler Adult Intelligence

Scale;

In addition, scores were obtained from the Educational Authorities 
on a Chinese language test; and a questionnaire was sent to the parents 
of each child, for information concwning child-training#

(b) The interpreter end teat sessions

The tests were administered by a Cantonese interpreter in association 
with E. The interpreter, fluent in both En^ish and Cantonese, was first 
of all trained in the methods of test administration# This Involved 
several sessions in which the interpreter administered the tests to trial 
subjects under close supervision by E# It was emphasised that the 
procedures followed had to be as fa r as possible the same for all Ss; 
where necessary, test instructions were translated into Cantonese and 
retained in written form by the interpreter# The scoring of the verbal 
test (wise) was done by the interpreter, but for all non-verbal tests it 
was carried out by E#

In all test sessions, the interpreter ((who was in fact (female): )
sat beside E facing S across a small table in the library of the school# 
When S arrived, he (or she) was seated, and first of all asked a few
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simple (questions, such as "do you like school?" in order to put him (or 
her) at ease# Inquiries were then made about father’s oooupation, 
number of brothers and sisters, position in family, and number of years in 
school# The test sessions were designed as far as possible to be stimu
lating, with the tests juxtaposed in an order which introduced variety in 
the tasks to be performed* The order of administration thou^it to be 
best, on a priori grounds, and followed for all Ss in the eventual sample, 
was as follows: Landolt Rings Test; Xshihara Test; Raven’s Matrices; 
Kohs Blocks; Children’s Embedded Figures Test; Enbedded Figures Test;
The Rod-and-Frame Test, conducted in another part of the room; and the 
Wechsler (Verbal) Intelligence Scale for Children* At the end of the 
session, children were given sweets* The idiole testing period usually 
lasted about two hours, but it did not seem to fati^e aqy 8; where 
possible, two Ss were tested in a day, one each in the morning and after
noon*

(c) Rationale and detailed procedures used in administering each teat.
in order of presentation

The Landolt Rj(ngp Test

The chief reason for the use of this test was simply to make certain 
that all Ss tested were capable of accurate vision up to a certain pre
arranged level# Ss who did not succeed in performing at the required 
level w^*e not given any other tests* Many residents of Hong Kong 
suffer from poor visual acuity, yet a large proportion of these wear no 
spectacles owing to the expense involved* Thus it was necessary to 
ensure that Ss* eyesight reached a level which would not affect their per
formance on the other tests of the battery; performance on the Embedded
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Figures Test, for cotaopls, mî at well be hindered by poor ̂ reslg^t, and 
we must have a method of ensuring that low scores are not due to 
extraneous variables irrelevant to the test itself#

The material ccmsists of a Wall Chart placed at S's eye-level# S 
is positioned 6 metres from this chart# On it is a series of twelve rows 
of five rings each; all the rings in each row are of equal diameter, but 
in each row this diameter is less than that of the rings in the row above; 
at a certain point in the circumference of each ring there is a gap.
Using three demonstration rings, the procedure was explained by the inter
preter# When E pointed to each ring, 8 was to indicate, by raising his 
arm in a manner akin to semaphore, at which point or in which direction 
the gap in the ring lay# Tho task was easily understood by all Ss, idio 
seemed to enjoy it# They were required to complete the test up to the 
sixth row; those who failed to do so were eliminated from further testing. 
(a total of five Ss had to be eliminated on this basis#)

Ishiharai Colour Vision Test

This test was included for rou^ily similar reasons as the Landolt 
Kings Test; to control the sample end ensure that no Ss who failed or 
scored poorly on other tests, particularly the EFT, did so because of the 
extraneous factor of colour blindness# It is possible that for the 
colour-blind person, performance on the coloured cards of the BFT might 
be enhanced or made more difficult by their sensory deficit.

The materials consist of a series, in booklet form, of psuedo- 
isochromatic plates containing colours so chosen as to appear alike in 
certain kinds of colour-blindness, while appearing manifestly different to 
the colour-normal S# Administration is fairly straif^forward. B is
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merely shown each card In turn and asked to describe the pattern which he 
can see therein* In most cards, this is a number, while in others, it is 
a curved line pattern* Mth colour-normal Ss, the test is over in a 

very short time, usually under two minutes* Only one S in the whole 
third form failed tho test* The test was administered in its entirety, 

since the difference between doing this and only administering part of it 
is almost negligible*

Only Ca who successfully cœnpleted this teat and the Landolt rings 
were given the other tests of the battery* Two other Ss had to be 
eliminated later, when they failed to understand the task of finding 
embedded figures. Apart from these, all other Ss took all the tests and 
were included in the final sample#

Raven’s Progressive Matrice#

The purpose in using Raven's Progressive Matrices in this study was 
to atteint to match and control the male and female sasqples for intelli
gence* The particular value of Raven's Matrices in this respect lies 
in the fact that it is, faotorially, relatively pure; it is non-verbal; 
it taps abstract Intellectual abilities; but at the same time remains 
almost free of the 'k m ' (spatial) factor present in the other tests of 
the battery* Thus it can also provide an index of the extent to lAich 

and not 'k', influences 'field-dependence' test scores* 
MacParlane-^oith (1964) notes that the Matrices test is «#*.general2y 

regarded as a good g-test" (P.205) and quotes factor-loadings of *jg' as 
high as 0.87 for the B and D series of the test, with loadings of the 
factor virtually ne^gible* Vernon (l969), while expressing doubts 
about the value of Matrices in cross-cultural research, lists the tests as 
one of the most hi^ily loaded tests, with a small spatial loading.
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There is, however, a slight 'k'-loading on series A, C, and B of the 

test (0.17; HacFarlane-Smith (1964))# This MaoFarlane-Sisith aooousts 
for in terms of the need for "...attention to the figure as a whole" on 
items of these series. Furthermore, it has been observed that iddle 
amongst males, the spatial loading is negligible, amongst females it is 
consistently hi îer. The '^loading for both s^es is, however, 
sufficiently high to warrant regarding the test as a satisfactory one for 
purposes of matching and control of groups in this investigation.

The form of the test used here was the 1956 one, with five series 
(A#Æ) of twelve items each. It involves the noting of explicit logical 
relationships between the different parts of a figure. It is presented 
in booklet form, each page containing one item. Each is divided into 
two partst the upper half contains the problem matrix, the lower half 
the alternative possible solutions. The matrix consists of a 5 x 5 
pattern of geometrical designs, from which one design, that in the bottom 
right-hand comer, has been removed. S's task is to choose from the 
alternatives in the lower half the design which he thinks correctly 
satisfies the logical relationships within the matrix. In each case 
there is only one correct solution (with the exception of the last item in 
the test). 8 may exercise a certain degree of trial and error, since the 
last response he makes, and expresses satisfaction with, is taken as his 
scored response. He may not, howevw, return to a problem after having 

gone on to the next.
The test Is administered untimed, the tnsxlJBum score being 60.

Scoring is accomplished by reference to norms for S's age-group. In 
normal testing, the final score is represented, sensibly, in a grade form;
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"but EincG correlational techniques ere to be used here, the most important 
datum was the number of items correctly coBq)leted.

An additional point which adds to the value of Haven’s Matrices in 
Hong Kong is that local data exist for performance on the test* These 
data raise a number of points* The matrices test has been one of the 
most frequently and widely used ability tests in the colony; and Goodnow 
(1962) claimed that "**•matrices scores appear to be a more-than-fair 
index of general intelligence" (1962, P*8)# This is supported by the 

finding of a correlation of 0*77 between Matrices and Tlechsler-Bellevuo 
score amongst Chinese adults (P*15)* further, Godman (l964), having 
administered the Matrices to a saŝ le of 1007 îk*imary School pupils in the 
colony, obtained a correlation of 0*44 with school attainment* Thus the 
Matrices wo^d seem to be supported as a test of general intelligence in 
Hong Kong# However, Fung (l966), in a study of the relationships between 
Itlatrices performance and performance in four academic areas, found that 
while there was a correlation of 0*31 (p<*Ol) between matrices scores 
and performance in physics and mathematics, the corresponding correlation 
between matrices and performance in arts subjects (English and Chinese) 
was 0*10* This supports ÈîaoFarlane-Smith’s (1964) view of the role 
played by a minor "spatial" cosq>onent in the test; Fung (1966) urged 
that a verbal test be developed and used with the Matrices test in Hong 
Kong* Hence the use of a Chinese version of the Wechsler Intelligence 
Scale for Children reported later in this chapter* Generally, though, 
the Matrices seems adequate as a general ability test; its correlation 
with a verbal test in Hong Kong was found by Li (1964) to be 0*46 (p<*Ol) 
and that writer concluded that it "•«•samples an isgportant aspect of the 
ability to do weH at school." (P*190)* Correlations between the Matrices
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and the 16C (verbal) ore described in section 5(b) below#
One final cautionary note arises, however, from this same study by 

Li (1964)# T*'ith samples of Ss of above average ability, in this case 
University Diploma of Education Students, and two groups of students ft*om 
post-secondary colleges, the test was found not to discriminate properly 
at the higher levels of scoring: towards the top end of the distribution,
the curves for all three groups merged# It was not envisaged at the 
outset of the present study that the problems of a low test celling would 
be met with#

Kohg Block Deslfms Test (iMS)

This test has been widely used in cross-cultural research (McConnell, 
Jahoda, 1956# Berry, 1966; Dawson, i967a,b; Vei*non, 1969;

Wober, 1970) and incorporates features of both intelligence and •field- 
dependence* tests# Its loading of •g* may be ## high as 0#68 (Vemon, 
1969)1 nevertheless it is most Areguently regarded as a test of spatial 
ability (UacFarlane-Gmith, 1964)# It is included here essentially for 
purposes of comparison with the work of Dawson (l967n ,b) and Berry (1966), 
and also to help delineate further the specific relation of *field- 
dependence* tests to the •g* and *k' factors in a Chinese sangle#

The test used here Is that taken from the Uechsler Adult Intelligence 
Scale# Arelimlnary testing with some Ss not included In the final sample 
revealed that the WÏBC block designs was too single, and would not yield 
a fair score distribution, and that the full-scale Block Designs Test 
itself was too difficult* The UAIS test was therefore used as a 
compromise measure#

Test materials consist of nine blocks identical in size (cubes of 
side 1") end colour (two sides red, two white, and two diagonally out into
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red rnd v.hite halves); ten cards, on each printed b design in two 
dimensions, iihich S has to reproduces and a stopwatch#

The procedure for administering the test was as given in WAIS manual 
(v/echsler, 1955). One minor modification was, however, introduced*
Before presenting card 7* the additlènal five blocks were given to S and 
it was pointed out that for the following trials he (or she) would need to 
use a 3 X 3 design; this erfcra instruction was given to slightly 
facilitate performance since the Ss were so young. As always, the time 
taken by S to malic a couplete reproduction of the design on the card 
provided the raw data ft*om which his score was calculated by reference 
to the manual* The maximum possible score is 48*

The Children*8 Embedded Figures Test

This Test (Karp and Konstadt, 196*3) was originally designed to 
provide an embedded figures test which could be used with Ss below the 
age of 9 to 10 years* I, too, initially considered that the adult KPT 
would be too difficult for children below this age limit, but found in
stead that the reverse was the case* The CEFT was too easy for most Sat 
out of a mar!possible score of 25# of the present sample obtained 
a score of 19 or more, and approximately 7<?) of the scores fell in the 
range 19-23* Thus the test did not prove to be a very useful 
discriminator of * field-dependence* * Henoe in the present stu^y it 
served as more of an introduction to the EFT than as a valid smasure in 
its own ri^t*

The CEFT is similar in principle to the adult form of the test 
described below, but the presentation and level of difficulty are consider

ably modified* The materials consist of two series of cards, the T 
series and the H series, of simpler drawings than in the SET, designed to
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look lilco houses', toys, etc* to retain the interest of children* Thus 
there are only two single shapes, T (a red triangle) and H (a blue polygon 
shaped lilce a house)* Tlie **comple:f cards are 8* x $*, numbered in 
series, and arranged roughly in increasing order of difficulty*
Additional practice cards are also provided* ?or the T series, which is 
simpler, the demonstration card consists of a series of tlree drawings 
which illustrate the principle of embeddedness: a simple item is shown
first, then its presence as part of a larger item, then the conjunction 
of this as part of a whole drawing* This is accompanied by verbal 
instruction fVom E, particularly indicating that in each drawing the 
"hidden” shape will always be in the same orientation; an especially 
thick black line indicates which side is tl%) base of the isosceles triangle*

There is no time limit on this test; C*s score is simply the number 
of figures he successfully finds at the first atten^t* The test took 
only several minutes to complete and Ss seemed to enjoy it thoroughly; 
it also probably had the effect of increasing motivation on, and 
facilitating the understanding of, the EFT*

The Embedded Figures Teat

The material for the Embedded Figures Test consists of 14 of the 
figures devised by Witkin (l950), based on tlie principles of Gottscholdt 
(1926) * Each trial involved the presentation, at different times, of 
simple figures, which had to be found, and complex figures, In which the 
simple ones were hidden or embedded*

The figures were presented on cards approximately 5* x 3* in sise, 
covered with thin cellophane for protection* The following were the 
figures used (referring to tb» stand'«rd numbering)! the practice figm^es 
P and P-X; and test figures IrA, 2-B, 3-C, 4-̂ D, 5-E, 6-A, 7-E# 8-E, 9*C,
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10-Ct, -11-a , 12-H, 15-D, and 2C-C. The sL’nple figures, labelled A to li, 

are simple geometrical line drawings, left uncoloured; the complex figures, 

with the exception of 6~A, are all coloured in order to increase the 

difficulty of the task* Task difficulty was also ensured by not having 

too many complex figures corresponding to one simple figure, and by 

separating complex figures which contained the same simple figure (to 

avoid any IdLnd of "massed" practice effecto)

The principle on which tliis test is based is a very straightforward 

one: in common with the older Bender-G-estalt tests, the S*s task is

simply to find the simple figure in the complex figure vd-th the Diaximura 

possible speed.

The test procedure was as follows: S was seated at the table with 

the stimulus items before him; E was equipped with a stopwatch. The 

natire of the task was first explained to S, using practice items P (simple) 

and P-1 (complex). These are presented in Figure 6 in order to illustrate 

the principle of the test.

Figure 6: EFT - Practice Items.

P. P - X.

The following instructions were given to S (these have been trans

lated into Cantonese and back into English by diffej-ent interpreters) :

"V.hat vie are going to do is show you some shapes like this 

(presenting P-X) and ask you to look at them for a little \hile; then we 

will give you a card vit/i a different shape on it, liiie this (presenting p) ; 
you must look at it and try to remember what it is likco When we talie
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this card (P) «my, we want you to look at the first card and try to find 
the shape of the other one inside it; if you find it, tell us, and show 
us where it is by drawing round its edge with this brush (presenting 
brush) • Each time we want you to do this as fast as you can."

These were the b##lo instructions; in practice some additions had 
to be made, depending on the situation. For example, mazy Ss regarded 
the mirror-image shape of P in P-1 as a solution, and It had to be 
demonstrated that the staple shape, when found, would always lie in the 
same orientation as when originally presented. Other Ss were hesitant 
in drawing round the shape*s boundaries. (There cannot be many tests on 
which the myth of standardised presentation must be modified so r^idlyS)

All Ss whose scores were eventually included in the data analysis 
showed an apparently dear understanding of the demands of the test# Only 
two testees gave performances which showed lack of understanding; their 
scores were not taken, and the test had to be discontinued.

Test trials proceeded as follows; S was first shown tho appropriate
complex figure, and allowed to examine it for 13 seconds; next, the 
corresponding simple figure was placed on top of the complex one, 
obscuring it, and S was allowed to view it for 10 seconds; it was then 
removed, eaqposing the complex •test* figure, and simultaneously the stop
watch was started. The score was simply the time taken to locate and 
outline the simple figure; if S*s given outline was incorrect, the stop
watch was kept runnings the time limit was 3 minutes. If S failed an
item, the correct solution was then shown him. In addition, S was
allowed to see the *te@t* sinple figure again if ha insisted, but only 
for 10 seconds at a time; this was not included in his solution time.
If the procedure of letting S look again at the simple figure is NOT 
adopted, then tho test taxes L;ei.iory factors too much and loses validity.
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The moat Isportant modification introduced into the teat admini
stration was an alteration in the order of presentation of the cards so 
that easier ones came at the beginning* This, I think, helped Ss to 
grasp the nature of the task, and increased their motivation by bringing 
earlier suooess#̂  Tbus the actual order of presentation «as: 11-Â, 15-D, 
10^, 1-A, 20-C, 7—P, 4mD, b—A, 8-E, 3—6, 2—B, 9—6, and 12—H# In
no case «ere complex figures containing the same simple figures given 
consecutively.

To obtain S*s score, his times in seconds on each trial «ere summed; 
These final scores are given in the Appendix, separately for boys and 
girls. The total time on the test was normally les» than 20 minutes but 
in one case to^ almost 45 minutes.

The Rod-and-grane test

Tho portable Rod-and-Frame apparatus used in this stu^ is that 
designed by Oltman (1968) for use in the field. The apparatus rests on 
a 24" X 36" plywood base, the plane of which is adjustable by means of 
screen devices at each comer; a spirit level is provided. The **ft*ame" 
is a rectangular box-like enclosure with walls of translucent plastic, 
with circular discs, 22" in diameter, mounted at either end. These discs 
rest on a pair of rollers which permit the smooth tilting of the 
enclosure to the right or left to m angle of 28̂ . At one end of the 
box enclosure is a headrest so positioned as to ensure that an S*s visual

1 In fact, in the h£T manual produced since this testing was done, Witkin, 
Oltman, Raskin, and Karp (l97l) specifically allow that the order of 
presentation of the cards may be altered with younger Ss, and add that 
"...at these younger ages, the procedure may be presented more informally 
when deemed necessary to sustain the child* s interest and motivation" 
(P.16).
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field A*om the headrest is restricted to the interior of the box* An 
adjustable curtain is provided which permits occlusion of this field when 
necessary* At the opposite end of the box-like enclosure, pivoted so 
that it can be tilted independently, is a separate disc, 22" in diameter, 
painted white on the side facing the interior of the box* The rod is 
mounted on this, and consists of a strip of black plastic i1" x |** The 

Arams is formed on the inside of the box, at the end opposite the head
rest, by the positioning of black plastic strips which extend f" beyond 
each edge*

Thus when B rests his head in position and views the interior of the 
box, his only stimuli are thd black rod and black Arame, idiich rotate on 
the same horisontal axis, and the surrounding whiteness of the box 
enclosure* This is so designed, Arom 12" x 24* % white acrylic plastic 
sheets,as to diffuse light uniformly throu^out the interior of the 
apparatus, so •eliminating* depth gradient cues* With the exception of 
the inner surface of the disc bearing the rod, all other parts of the 
apparatus, including rod, frame, external frame comer-ribs, discs, and 
base, are painted in a matt black finish*

Finally, on the back of the disc bearing the rod is a photographicaliy 
magnified protractor scale, with readings to 30̂  to the left and right of 
the true vertical position of the rod*

Before the administration of the test the apparatus was firstly 

examined, and its base was adjusted to the horizontal plane* S was then 
shown the apparatus, which was placed on a table, with the headrest mt an 
edge to permit S to sit in a chair with his head comfortably in position* 
Firstly, the rotating action of "box" a M  rod were demonstrated : S was 
shown how both could be tilted in the same and in opposite directions*
Next, the concept of tho vertical was explained to S* This caused a
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little difTioulty among Chinese Ss, largely because of their "polite" 
willingness to affirm that th^ understood when they did not do so# 
Reference was made to the walls of the building, the comers of the room, 
and the position of the body when standing up straight# The school 
being a Roman Catholic one, an additional metaphor used was the idea of 
the direction of heaven, directly above, which helped some Ss* All Ss 
whose scores wwe eventually used showed an adequate understanding of the 
task involved* Only two Ss had to be eliminated owing to scores so 
erratic as to indicate failure to grasp the concept involved*

When S seemed to have grasped the notion of the vertical, it w#e 
explained that the rod and fTame were to be tilted, and that the task 
would be to help S to adjust the rod back to "true" vertical* He would 
have to do this a number of times, and before each trial his gaze would 
be occluded by a small curtain* This was adjusted by the interpreter* 
When the curtain was removed, S would be asked id̂ ether he thought the rod 
was in a vertical position, and if not, whether it needed to be moved in 
a clockwise or anticlockwise direction to return to the vertical* When 
S had indicated the direction, E would move it in small steps, and after 
each, 8 would indicate whether the rod had been moved enough and was now 
vertical, or required further moving* This was done simply by use of 
the words for "enough" or "move"*

When 8 adjusted the rod to nearly vertical, a finer adjustment 
procedure was brougjit into play and he was allowed to indicate whether the 
rod needed to be moved clockwise or anticlockwise* Tims, as accurate an 
assessment of 8*s judgsent as possible was made*

8 was seated at the apparatus and this procedure was followed for 
each trial* For the first trial, the frame was tilted z f  to S*s left.
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as was the rod* Adjustments of the rod was made in 3̂ ° st^s except in 
the "finer adjustmmit" procedure, when much smaller movements were made# 
When S was satisfied that the rod was vertical, the error reading, that 
is the tilt of the rod from vertical, was noted Arom the hack of the rod- 
disc* The curtain was drawn and the rod was tilted 26^ to the ri^t, the 
curtain removed, and the procedure repeated* Bight trials in all wwe 
conducted, using the following seqpience of positions (L » left, R * right) s 
for the Awae# LLRHLLRRj for the rod, LRRLIRRL* S*s exTor score was 
noted after each trial and the sum of errors over all eight trials became 
his score on the test# The whole test never took more than 13 minutes to 
administer, and was usually coi^leted in less than twelve. Total error 
scores on the test showed a remarkably wide remge from 10^ to 107^ *

Additional precautions consisted of asking S at the outset if he 
could see anything other than the A*ame of the box, and ensuring he could 
not; and of asking S to keep his head in the rest throughout the testing 
period*

The Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children (Verbal)

Ideally, it would have been preferable if there had been in Hong Kong 
a local, well-used, thorougjily standardised verbal intelligence test, 
lAioh could have been used in this research* Failing that, the next best 
alternative would have been a translation of one of the standard Western 
tests, which might still have bad cwsiderabl# validity, since most 
education in Hong Kong now proceeds on Western lines. However, the only 
instrument available was a translation of five subtests from the Verbal 
Scale of the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children* These were made 
available by Dr* David Ho of the University's Department of Psychology* 
Unfortunately, no norms or statistical data are available for these tests*
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However, it is possible to argue that for the purposes of aatohing 
groups in research, data which relate performance of ona*s sauries to that 
of the population as a whole are not absolutely necessary* Within the 
context of one piece of research, the tests have a kind of validity in
(a) enabling one to reject Ss who fall outside a certain range of scores, 
and (b) ma1d.ng possible the rough matching of two groups in their scores 
on the test* And since education in Hong Kong en^hasises achievement in 
similar areas to those emphasised in the West, it can be claimed that 
there is a fair chance that a Western test, with obvious modifications in
cluded, will succeed in tapping the same kinds of abilities which are 
assessed when testing a Western sample*

It was with these considerations in mind that the WISC was used in 
the present research* Five subtests were available, already translated 
into Chinese, with expropriate modificationst Information, Conxrehension, 
Similarities, Digit Span, and Arithmetio* No Vocabulary Test was 
available, this being probably Impossible to translate) perhaps Vocabulary 
tests, more than any other kind, are totally "culture-bound”*

The list of modifications introduced in the Information, Coaxrehension 
and Similarities subtests are given in the Appendix* (2)* No ohsn#ss 

were made in the Digit 8p%m or Arithmetic Sub tests, these being dependent 
on the (almost) universal capacities of numeraoy and short-term swaory* 

Apart from the various minor modifications, vdiioh concerned 
individual items only, the procedure in administering these tests was 
exactly that described in the WISC manual* The testing was introduced 
after S had returned to his seat at the table, subsequent to his having 
taken the Rod-and-Frame Test* The Interpreter siaxly said "Well now I*d 
like to ask you some simple questions" and proceeded with item 4 of the
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Information Subtest, as indicated in the manual* Since all the responses 
to these tests were inevitably in Cantonese, the recording of responses 
was also carried out by the interpreter, idio also did the scoring*
Uherever the interpreter was doubtful concerning a re^xonse, it was written 
down and later scored by £• On the Arithmetic test, E operated the stop
watch and noted times tak^ while the interpreter noted the responses 
themselves*

These subtests are strai^tforward and fairly simple in their 
structure* Each consists of a series of items of graded diffioulty, and 
the rou^t composition of each is as follows ( in order of presentation) :
(1) £en^id ̂ ^on%tj^$ 30 items, each a question on some item of general 
knowledge, such as "how aaxy days are there in a week?" or "Bow tall is the 
average Chinese?" Each item is scored 1 (correct) or 0 (incorrect) and 
details of correct responses are given in the manual,
(2) Gtmerga ̂ omprehsn^on: 14 items concerned with S*s degree of under
standing of the world around him, illustrated by such questions as "Why 
are criminals locked up?" These items are scored 2, 1, or 0 according to 
the degree of appropriateness of the response, the relative mount of in
sight which it suggests, again by reference to the mazual*
(3) j^JLthmt^qj 16 items, ranging A^om simple counting to mere difficult 
items involving the retention of figures in the memory shile performing 
various aritfametioal operations* Again, these are scored 1 (oorreot) or 
0 (incorrect), end time limits are imposed*
(4) EljglJb In this subtest, a series of digits is spoken to S, and 
he is asked to repeat them to the Interpreter; the number of digits in
creases from three to nine* S is then asked to repeat a similar series 
of digits backwards; the number increases from two to eight, giving a 
total of 14 items, each scorbd 1 or 0*
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(5) Sin52jsrijbleq: This test consists of 16 items• The first four, to 
acquaint the S with the general principle, are of the analogies type, 
e.g, "lemon la butter but sugar is.#,."; items 3 to l6 are of the form 
"In idiat way ere A and B alike?" The first four items are scored 1 or 0, 
the last twelve, 2, 1, or 0 according to the oetegory of response.

In obtaining S*s score on this test, his raw score is first converted 
to a scaled score, by consultation with tables in the manual; these are 
based on scores of other children in Ss age-group. No data being available 
for Hong Kong, the British norms were used. The scaled scores obtained 
for the five subteats are added together, end this final sum is the figure 
used in calculating the correlation coefficients which are the main 
results of the present study.

The Chinese Language Test

The WISC was the last test given to Ss in the testing sessions.
However, other scores were obtained for 42 of the Ss with a view to testing 
hypotheses conoeming the relationship between scores on the Embedded 
Figures Test and performance on Chinese language Tests, as outlined in 
Chapter 2* These hypotheses will be stated in section 3 below.

The scores on the Chinese language Test were not obtained dirtctly 
by E, but were made available by the Research, Testing and Guidance Centre 
of the Department of Education, Govermaent of Hong Kong* These tests had 
been devised by the Hong Kong Government with the aim of assisting 
teachers in assessing the progress made by their pupils in Chinese during 
the third and fourth forms of primary school. In Hong Kong, these tests 
are now administered annually to children between the ages of nine years 
four months and eleven years three months in any school which asks that the 
assessment be made* (Parallel Tests are also available in English and 
Arithmetic.)
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For thô purposes of the present study, it was essential that some 
estimate of S*s ability in Chinese be made. It was reasoned, that to some 
extent a language test would reflect an individual's capacity to deal with 
the complex system of perceptual inputs that is the Chinese written 
language. Accordingly, with the permission of the headmasters concerned 
and of Mr. S.H. Ng of the Research, Testing and Guidance Centre, the 
available scores on the Chinese Test for Ss of the present sample were 
consulted. The actual testing had taken place six months before; it was 
felt that such an inta:*val would not adversely affect the validity of the 
scores for the present purposes.

The test from which these scores were derived is a group test, 
consisting of a total of 55 items, with a time limit of 25 minutes. It 
is divided into four parts: Part It Sentence Completion items (l-30);
Part IIt Sentence Completion with Synox^s (items 31^7); Part UIi 
Sentence Completion with Antonyms (items 43-51}; Part IVt Comprehension 
(items 52-55)# Thus the test focuses on vocabulary and language com
prehensions, and on the ability to distinguish characters which are closely 
similar in meaning. All the items in the test used a forced-choice 
recense technique.

The Kuder-Richardson reliability coefficient for this test, computed 
Arom test results in a representative sample of 600 Hong Kong school
children, is remarkably hi^i 0.926. Thus as an indicator of a child̂ s 
ability to comprehend written Chinese, it is by any standards a very 
reliable instrument.

The obtained scores on this test for 42 children in the present 
sample (21 boys, 21 girls) were recorded, and the method of handling them 
in relation to the hypotheses to be tested in described in sections 4 and 

5 below.
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All test scores arranged In tabular form by subject, are presented 
In Appendix I*

Parents* Questionnaire

In order to carry out a test of Witkin*s "socialisation" hypothesis 
(Witkin et al., 1962; pyk and Witkin, 1965; Witkin, 196?) outlined in 
Chapter 1 (section 1(c)), it was necessqpy to obtain information concerning 
parents* attitudes to child-rearing, the methods they employed, and the 
extent to idiich these nay be said to foster or inhibit the development of 
"psychological differentiation" which plays a central part in Witkin* s 
theory of * field-dependence *.

For this reason, a short questionnaire of 20 itena was compiled, and 
sent to the parents of all the children in the easxl*»

In academic terms, it may seem illogical to criticise the use of 
questionnaire methods as in section 3(d) of Chapter 1, and then sub
sequently to fall back on those very methods whose validity has been 
called into question. However, it can be argued that successfully to dis
credit the Witkin " socialisation" hypothesis on its o w  level the use of 
similar mthods is justified. Indeed to go beyond these methods even for 
the sake of using more valid ones might not be oonducting a proper test of 
Witkin*s hypothesis»

Initially, I had decided to ask each S to rate the strictness of his 
family home in a manner similar to Berry (l966), but then decided that 
this would not be searching enougji, A three-point scale of strictness in 
the home would do artificial and crude violence to the reality* In two 
societies, with greatly differing languages, "permissiveness" and 
"strictness" might well mean very different conditions.
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In addition, the questionnaire method was the only really manageable 
cne from a practical point of view* It is a imply not possible to enter 
Chinese homes and conduct an interview, as would have been preferable; 
the2*e are considerable cultural barriers, not to mention the financial 
barriers of paying the interpreter. It seemed more likely that a 
questionnaire, being carried out in the name of the child's school, would 
receive the co-operation of the parents than would an interviewer and 
interpreter who visited the home.

The questionnaire itself was translated into Chinese by the inter
preter and translated back into English by a member of the Psychology 
Department of Hong Kong University. The 20 items were based on the 
questions of the Home Interview Schedule of the Harvard Laboratory for 
Research in Instruction, which had been used by Seder (l 957) in research 
on individual differences in "field-dependence". The items selected were 
those vdiich seemed to probe most directly into the various factors in 
child-rearing which are held by Witkin et al (l962) to be responsible for 
individual variations in the extent of "differentiation". Of particular 
interest in this respect were (a) the relative frequency of punishment as 
a measure of parental strictness or harshness; (b) the degree to which 
the child was allowed manifestations of independence; (c) the relative 
amount of pressure on the child to succeed in work and tests; and (d) the 
extent to which the "differentiation" of the child's body-ooncept was 
allowed to develop in infancy. The complete questionnaire may be 
inspected in Appendix III.

In practice, the questionnaires were prepared in stencilled sheets, 
with a fair amount of space for parents' replies, and sent to the parents 
via the children. All came back promptly within one week as requested.
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The above are the various methods by which data relevant to the 
hypotheses under test vere gathered* In subsequent sections, the results 
obtained from the various tests and from the questionnaire will be 
reported#

3* Specifio Hypotheses

Before examining these results, the various ideas emerging from 
Chapters 1 and 2 above should be expressed in testable form#

The specific î ypotheses in Investigation 1 were:

(1) that Sa would perform in a relatively more "field-independent" 
manner than their American counterparts on the RFT and the EFT# The 
reasons behind this hypothesis were the ideas that intelligenoe, 
education, motivation and exposure to the Chinese language would all 
cocbine to boost Ss scores on tests of perceptual "field-dependency"; 
(Cf. 1^.23-28, 64-72).

(2) th>t the Ilitch KFT-RIT corrélation found In We»tw*n wowld not 
be found with the present sample. because Ss would be relatively more 
experienced at overcoming eobeddedness in the visual sense-channel 
alone, owing to their expwlence with the Chinese language; (Cf Pp. 
64-70) #

(3) that EFT scores would be significantly correlated with scores on the 
Chinese language test* because both tasks involve some overcoming of 
embeddedness and skill at the former might be a function of experience 
with the latter; (Cf. Pp. 64-70).

(4) that correlation between the EFT and Matrices would be substantially 
higher than those between the EFT and the RFT: because of the EFT's 
relationship to Intelligence, and to skill with complex gewwtric
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forms, while the PJT involves skill in a proprioceptive mode; (Cf*
Pp. 45-47).

(5) that there would be significant sex differences on the RFP scores. but 
not on EFT scores. The reasons behind this hypothesis lie in the idea 
that Ss would tend to be relatively more uniform on their EFT scores, 
since these would be related to Chinese language scores, etc.; whereas 
in the proprioceptive mode sex differences might appear owing to the 
males' greater experience and skill in the performance of tasks 
involving a developed sense of body-image. (Cf. Pp. 29-52, 64-70).

(6) that analyses of the parents* questionnaire responses would prove to 
Mve no predictive value in terms of EFT and RFT scores s this hypo
thesis to some extent follows from hypotheses (l), (2), and (5), and
is a general expression of reluctance to accept Witkin*a "socialisation" 
hypothesis, where other factors are dominant in the determination of 
EFT and HIT scores. (Of. Pp. 14-16, 21-25, 64-70).

4. General Results, and discussion of the fate of each hypothesis

The raw data from all the tests outlined are presented in Appendix 
la# Correlations between the tests were computed using the Spearman 
rank-order method; the significance of the difference between test means 
for the sexes were obtained by t-test.

The results wUl be presented and discussed under the headings of the 
various hypotheses stated in the preceding section. Thus, each hypo
thesis will be stated, the method of testing it made clear, and the 
results reported and analysed.

Means and standard deviations on the principal tests of the battery 
are presented in Table 4. T-tests of the differences between the means
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of tho Dale and female groups on the measures of intelligence were not 
significant; thus in addition to being matched in age, years and nature 
of schooling, linguistic and cultural background, these two groups are 
also matched in intelligence. The results relevant to this conclusion 
are presented in Table 5#

TABLE L : MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONB. SAMPLE 1. *

Boys M=53 
X S J),

Girls E«21 
i SJ).

Boys N=33 ' 
X S.D.

:G3rls
X

K=21
'8.D.

m sc
(Scaled) 58.39 9.5 54.14 10.12 HFTsmean

se<^item 73.6 26.06 61.2 32.7

Matrices 36.5 9.11 38.0 8.01 CEPT 20.27 2.29 21.33 2.71

RFTi Mean 
error (deg#) 6.9 5.6 9.3 6.7 Ko ha

Blocks 28.4 6.7 26.7 8.9

TABLE 5: THE MATCHING OF INTELLIGENCE SCORES

Boys
X

1^33
SJ>.

Girls Nb21
X 8.D.

t P

Wise 58.39 9.5 54.14 10.12 0.25 <0.45

Matrices 36.5 9.11 38.C1 8.01 - N.S.

(a) Specific Hypothesis 1 ; that the Ss will perform in a relatively more
•field-independent* manner than their American 
counterparts on the RFT and EFT.

In Table 6, *field-dependence* scores for my sample are compared to
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those of two Lestera samples, tested respectively by Witkin, Goodenough, 
and Harp (1967) and by Witkin et al. (1962); (^oted in Witkin et al., 1971 )* 
Tl:o coB^arison is between American 6- and 10-year-olds and the present 
9-year-olds,

TABLE 6: COMBPtlSCN WITH AM^vICAN SCORES: SAMPLE 1.

M
X

RET̂

N
F

X N
M

X N
P

X N

U.S. 3-year̂ 17.1 26 21.5 27
U.S. 10-year^ 14.8 54 17.7 54 137.0 54 156.0 54
Ü.S. 10-year^ 117.9 51 126.9 52
H.K. 9-year 6.9 33 9.3 21 73.6 33 81.2 21

In one case here, in which standard deviation values are available, it 
is possible to make a statistical comparison of the results. This is 
between the Witkin (1962)^ group and the Chinese sample on the EFT. Table 
7 gives solid support to what is obvious on inspection: that the 9-year-old
Chinese group do seem to be substantially more •field-independent* than 
their American counterparts.

4 Mean degrees of error per trial made by the Ss in the sample#
2 Mean number of seconds to solution per figure.

^ ft*om Witkin, Goodenou^ and Karp (l 967) #
^ from Witkin et al. (1962). S.Ds* quoted in Witkin et al. (l97l)*
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TABL"! 7 :  P?.A?TSTTC.AL COÎ^/RTPOÏÏ T IT H  U .S . lO -YEAR -O ID : : Tl??'

X S*D. t P

Males: U*S* lO-year 117.9 32.9 6.38 <.005
H*K* 9-year 73.6 28.06

Females: U*S* lO-year 126.9 30.1 5.73 <•005
H*K* 9-year 91.2 32.7

It is not easy, in terma of Witkin*s theory, to explain why these Ss, 
though coming from a cultural group which he would expect to be more 
•field-dependent* (cf* Fp. 64*72), have performed so fiucoessfUUy on the 
two perceptual tests* A number of explanations can be rejected at once* 
Clearly, the sli^t modifications in procedure which may have facilitated 
performance cn the EFT cannot be the cause of the differences between the 
two sançîles, for comparable modifications were not introduced with the 
RFT, yet the scores are equally discrepant* It also seems uhlikely that 
visual experience could be the explanation: one would expect then that
only EFT performance would be enhanced* Finally, it is probably unsound 
to suspect that these samples differed in intelligence (though it is 
possible): this would not e3q)lain the substantial gains made by Chinese
in RFT performance; and Uitkin*» (1962) Ss were probably quite an 
intelligent group* So I would accept the differences between Witkin*»
Ss and mine as "real" *

The most likely explanation of the findings of Tables 6 and 7 i* in 
terms of motivation* Coming ff*om an urban society in which such a strong 
accent is placed upon education, end in particular, there is such con
siderable prMsure to perform well on tests, It is very possible that the
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motivation to pei*form well on these tests was even higher for the Chinese 
Hs then for /jncrican Ss. Certainly an explanation in terms of a 
"differentiation” or "socialisation" hypothesis would prove inadequate for 
these findings. The data suggest the possibility that motivational and/ 
or cognitive factors have overridden the possible effective aspects of 
socialisation, and point to the idea that performance on • field-dependence* 
tests cannot be fully explained within the limitations of V.ltkin*é 
conceptual fTarework.

(b) Specifio Hypothesis 2: that the high EFT-RFT correlation found in
Western studies of "field-dependence" would not 
be found in the present seaole.

TiBT IlffiRC ORREIATIONB - SAMPLE

N Kohs EFT RFT MATRICES CHINESE^

m 33
f 21

.25

.30
.39
.33

.13

.52̂ *
.4?**
$74̂ **

MATRICES
m 33 
f 21 .46̂ .52*"

.25

.59***

RFT
m 33 .66̂ **
f 21 .52»**

EFT
m 33 
f 21

.66*"*» .35
.15

CEFT
m 33
F 21

.3?

.74***

» pc.025 pc.01 pc.OOl*

Correlations with Chinese language scores for sales have NaZi only, 
for females N=19 only.
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The relevant results ere presented in table 6* %pothesi3 2 is 

disconfimed by tho resiilts. The findings of other Americcn and cross- 
cultural studies, of a hl^ degree of relationship between the EFT and 
tho RFT, have been reproduced in a Chinese sample* Indeed, the EFT-RFT 
correlation for males (0*66, p<*00l), and the EFT-K6hs correlations for 

males and females (0,66 and 0*76, p<*COl for both) are aaong the highest 
reported on these tests anywhere in the literature*

Tlie above results offer substantial support for the notion of a 
unitary "field-dependence-independenoe" dimension* The suggestion of 
hypothesis 2 was that, under the influence of factors such as intelligence 
and visual experience with Chinese characters, both of which were thought 
to play a much larger role in EFT performance than in RFT performance, 
scores on the EFT would "break away" from scores on the RFT and correlate 
more specifically with Intelligence and Chinese lang?mge tests* This is 
clearly not the case*

Closer examination, however, suggests that the test inter- 
correlations do not provide absolutely clear-cut support for the Witkin 
theory either# Thou^ the highest correlations are amongst the "field- 
dependence" battery, (EFT, RFT, and Kohs Blocks), the influence of a 
general intellectual factor still remains considerable* All three of 
these tests are significantly related to Matrices performance; and though 
this test has an acknowledged spatial factor, its loading of is much 
higher; and it is noteworthy that while, with adults, Kohs Blocks seems 
to involve a substantial spatial factor, "•.«among children it seems to 
be mainly a test of general intelligence or deduction, with only a small 

perceptual-spatial loading." (Vernon, 1969# P«143#)
In addition, the pattern of correlation coefficients examined in 

terms of sex differences does not conform wholly to the pattern predicted
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by Wltld.n’o theory. Correlations between the EFT and Kohs Bio des are 
substantially higher in the female than in the male sample. It might be 
possible to mrgue that in a culture in which (ostensibly) the male parent 
dominates the home, more consistent "field-independent" performances 
would be produced by their daughters than by their sons. (cf. Corah, 

1955)# I think it more plausible, however, that the explanation lies 
elsewhere, in intelligence: because correlations between the EFT and the 
Matrices are also higher for girls, and their mean score on the Matrices 
(Table 4) was marginally higher than that of the boys. In view of the 
differential sex results, T/ltkin's theory does not cover the case, and a 
iT’ore likely explanation would seem to lie in some common * intellectual* 
factor rather than a specific ’personality^ one.

(o) Specific Hypothesis 3: that EFT scores would be significantly
correlated with soores on the Chinese lanaiage 
test

The third hypothesis received no clear support A?om the resuite of 
Table 8. Performance on the EFT is most closely related to that on the 
RFT and Kohs Blocks, as discussed in the preceding section; the 
correlations between EFT and the Chinese Language Test of 0.35 (N«21) for 
males and 0.15 (K-19) fo r females offer little evidence of any strong 
relationship between performance on the two tests % Chinese language 
scores are, predictably, significantly correlated with WISC perfcrmance 
for both sexes.

This brings one to the main failing of the present study, namely that 
the idea that there would be a relationship between "overcoming embedded
ness" in EFT items and "overcoming embeddedness" in reading Chinese was
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not auequatel̂ r tested. It v;as originally thought that the Cliinese 
longoago test would to soae extent be an indication of an G’a capacity 
for reading Chinese; in fact, the teat is re#Hy one of linguistic 
conceptual skills; thou^ it probably involves a small component of 
"overcoming embeddedness", it is really a test of intellectual rather than 
perceptual functioning. Hence its sigiiifioant correlations with the 
*7ISC (verbal) scale: no other tasic in the battery taps these aspects of 
cognition. Co tlio extent that it has a positive, and nearly significant 
correlation with the HIT amongst males, it may be part of a network cf 
connections with intellectual abilities at their centre.

Consequently, while the idea that reading Chinese might enliance EFI’ 
performance cannot be dismissed, the hypothesis lias not fared very well.
IM alternative idoa would have been siaqply to construct a Chinese reading 
teat; this would have been a more precise indicator of individual 
differences on tho "perceptual processing" aspect of linguistic skills. 
However, conversations with Chinese in Hong Kong about the processes 
Involved in reading their language suggest that the degree to which it 
involves aiy "dis-erabedding" is minimal; most characters are learned by 
rote memory; items are usually perceived as wholes rather than analysed 
into parts; and the automatic skill which the vast majority of reading 
requires bears no similarity to processes of "sorting" or "visual search". 
A more likely channel throu^ which language can influence space pei> 
ceptlon is in the relative codability of different ^aoe-looalising terms, 
as suggested by Berry (l966) in his work with the Eskimo.

(d) Specific Hypothesis 4» that correlations between the EFT and Matrices
would be significantly higher than those between the

EFT and the RFT.
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This hypothesiG falls to find support for tho oams reasons as 
hypothesis 2; that there is in this sample a strong and consistent rela
tionship between EFT and R3T scores* The guiding idea behind hypothesis 
4, namely that might exert a stronger influence on EFT perfcrmance 
than the spatial-perceptual **field-d<̂ endenco" factor, is disconfimasd*
But while the hypothesis must be rejected, reservations must be made about 
the role of in EFT performance*

For correlations between the EFT and lîatricos are highly significant: 
both for males (0*43, p<*Ol) and females (0*52, p<r*Ol)* Matrices 
performance is also significantly related to RET performance for girls 
(0*59, p<C*(X)l)* , Two points may be made concerning these results.
First, it seems more lilcely that the relationahip between Matrices and the 
EFT rests on the factor than on the *k;m,* factor, of which the 
Matrice® has a small loading. This idea is supported by the extremely 
higli mEC-Matrlcea intercorrclation for girls (0.74, p<*00l) and by the 
fact that, thou^ not significant, TEFT-̂ OSC correlations are positive and 
by no means negligible. So the pattern of correlations between the 
Matrices, WISC, EFT and RFT all suggest an underlying component of the 
"general intelligence” factor which may be much more important than a 
spatial factor* Second, the differences between the sexes in the 
relationships between "intelligenoe" tests like the WISC (verbal) and 
Matrices on the one hand, and the RFT on the other, suggest that the EFT- 
RFT relationship is not as solid as it looks. This point will be dealt 
%7ith more fully in the next section. It certainly seems that Witkin has 
relatively neglected the possible effects of ’jg* over all "field- 
dependence" tests.
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(ü) Specific IcrTothesis 5: thct thers Trould to signlfioant ses:

dlfferencea on the lOT a core > tut not on the 

EFT scores*

It waB pi^âloted in the present study that while performanoe on the 
RET# involving a more spatial perceptual factor, would he consistently 
better for men than for women, performance on the EFT would he much more 
subject to the influence of intelligence and visual experience, and would 
ii^rove much more with motivational changes* The results relevant to 
this hypothesis are presented in tchla 9*

T-ABLfi 9» SEX DIFFERENCEŜ

N X 0" t P

a 33 17.16 6.55 0.90 *15<P<*20
f 21 18.94 7*64

m 33 55.56 43*1 1*42 #03<P<#1Q
RfT(®) f 21 74.8 54.18

m 33 28.4 6*68 0*60 #20<:p<:*23
E0H3 f 21 26.7 8*9

In statistical terms, the hypothesis is not confirmed# However, it 
seems to he the case that there is a general trend in the direction 
predicted# While the sex differences on the E£T and Kohs Blocks fall 
far helow significance those on the R2T are alflK>st significant at the *03

4 Data for the EZT are in table 9 presented in terms of the mean total 
discovery time over all Ss; data for the RKC, mean Total degrees of 
error over all Ss* The Koho Blocks data are raw scores on the test#
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level* This surests that there le some substance to the hypothesis#
The x>erformance o f ms les is much better than that of females on the HFT| 
but only sli^tly better on the EFT and Kohs Blocks*

The nature of this contrast may be slightly Illuminated by reference 
to table 6, and to arguments touched upon in the preceding section* There 
does seem to be a general trend for EFT performance among the female 
sample to be related to their scores on the WZSC and Matrices testa; 
their RFC performance too, is related to intelligence* For males, on the 
other hand, not only is the relationship of the EFT to the WXSC and 
Matrices Tests a weaker one, but also the KPT seems to bear no relation 
whatever to these tests* Two suggestions are made, which will be taken 
up In Chapter 3, as being implied in these findings; (l) the two tests,
EFT and RFT, certainly do relate to different functions in male and 
female Ss; (2) the relationship between EFT and RFT performance is not 
as stable as it at first appears*

(f) Speoifio Hypothesis 6t that analyses of the parents* questionnaire
responses would prove to have no predictive 
value in terms of EFT and RFT scores*

If the * socialisation* hypothesis of Witkin et al* (1962) outlined 

in Chapter 1 (section 1(c)) has any predictive value, then it should be 
possible on the basis of questionnaire responses to *sort* Ss into likely 
*field«dependent* and likely *field«independent* groups* The method by 
which Witkin et al's (1962) theory of "psychological differentiation" was 
set up consisted of administering a battery of tests to a child sample, 
and relating the test results to various indicators of socialisation 
practices established in interviews with mothmrs* These indicators were 
classified as "fostering differentiation" if they were related to a
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•field-independent• perceptual ctyle, a hi^ def̂ ree of articulation of 
body concept, end cn active, analytical approach to the world* On the 
other hand, they were classified as "inhibiting differentiation" if they 
uere related to a •field-dependent* perceptual style, low articulation of 
body concept, a M  a ^obal, passive approach to the world*

The Parents* Questionnaire described in section 2(c) above and in
cluded in âpp^mdix III was intended to assess some of these aspects of 
•socialisation* • Its content has already been outlined* Two methods of 
examining its relationship to scores on •fleld-dependence* tests were 
adopted.
(1) Bs were categorised according to their parents* responses to question 

3, concerning the frequency and severity of punishment* This was 
taken as the simplest possible measure of the •permissive-severe* 
dimension of socialisation* Then, the two most extreme groups of
Ss were selected for analyses, their means on the • fleld-dependence• 
tests computed and tested for the significance of aqy differences*

(2) The whole questionnaire was caref\iHy read, and Ss were sorted 3.nto 
one of three separate categories; those whose parents* responses 
indicated a consistent pattern of •indicators fostering differentiation*; 

those whose parents* responses showed a consistent pattern of 
•indicators inhibiting differentiation*; and those whose parents* 
responses failed to sliow a o j consistent pattern* This procedure was 
carried out several months after the testing and was for all practical 
purposes totally *blind** The first two groups were then separated 
out, and their means on the EFT and RFT compared as in (1)$

(1) Results; The analysis of giestion 3 of the Pgrents* Questionnaire 
yielded a distribution of responses as presented in Table 10*
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:i:: 10: nrpoirrn i r  p irn m if: ♦FJiiiGiEtEiT* CATzooRUZ

1 % :  0 ^ ®  sometimes seldom

GI8IS 1 9 -  3 10 3 3
BOTS 30 3 8 8 11

Parents* reapcmaes for two of the girla and three of the boys oould 
not be oategoriaed since they gave no direct indication of the frequency 
of punishment, but used such phrases as "only when he deserves punishment". 
Also, as can be observed, there were no Ss whose parents reported using 
punishment very often* As a test of Witkin*s theory, the six Ss (3 male, 
3 female) in the category * often* were co%*ared in tbeir test performance 
with the 14 Ss (3 female, 11 ’ male) of the category *very seldwa* *

The means of these two extreme groups on the EFT and RFT were then 
compared by t-tests* The results are presented in table 11 *

TABiE 111 poRisHimg m> *FiEiD-DEmmm:E* scores

X S*D. t P

EFT (»)
•often*
•very seldom*

14.72
17.55

10.8
6.46

0.73 •20<p<;.25

RFT (o)
♦often*
♦very seldom*

67.33
64.85

61.2
53.5

0.09 N.S,

Heitl^r of the two differences approached statistical significance; the 
only conclusion whidi can be drawn is that there is no detectable relation* 
ship in the present sample between the strictness of severity of a child*# 
upbringing, as estimated by his parents, and his performance on the two
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principal tasks of the *fiQld-dependence* battezy# Further, it Is worth 
noting that in the case of EFT scores, the difference between the i#

in the opposite direction to that which would be predicted by Witkin: 
those punished relatively acre often have shorter mean discovery times#

(2) Results: In practice, the majority of the questionnaires proved to
be inconsistent in their apparent degree of * fostering* or *inhibltion* of 
differentiation# To some questions, parents responded in a manner 
suggesting that they encouraged the child *s development of independence 
and nurtured the growth of his separate identity; while to other questions, 
they responded In a manner suggesting the opposite# Most tended to be 
inconclusive; and all but those from which a clear pattern merged were 
rejected for the purposes of this test* Of the 54 (gestionnaires, 42 
were in this category; a total of 7 exhibited a pattern of consistently 
"fostering differentiation", while a total of 5 showed a pattern of con
sistently "Inhibiting differentiation" #

The means of these two groups on the EFT and RFT respectively were 
compared as in method (1); the results are shown in table 12

TABLE 12: QÜSSTIOmiPj; RR8F0IBFB Aim *FIEID-D£PSRDKrx;i:*

X S.D# t P

EFT (*)
•fostering*
•inhibiting*

15.86
22*18

5.30
8*55

1.59 •05<P< «10

RFT (®)
•fostering*
•inhibiting*

49.64
81.5

51.53
62*47

0*97 .15<rp<.20

Again, neither of the differences between the means proved to be 
statistically significant, suggesting the absence of any clear-cut relation^ 
ship between the socialisation factors and "fleld-dependence" scores* It
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mi^t be argued, that were the "socialisation" hypothesis of individual 
differences in field-dependenoe to be convinoing, it mig^t be ê gpeoted to 
produce more robust effeots than tWse# If only those Ss were selected 
whose parents*' questionnaire responses gave consistent evidence of a 
particular style of socialisation, then it might be reasonable, if the 
theory is valid, to expect these effects to show more clearly.

However, as is evident in Table 12, there ̂  a trend in favour of the 
"differentiation" hypothesis; the means differ in the direction predicted 
by the theory, and the t value in the case of the SIT olosely approaches 
significance. Two points may be added.

TABLE 13; QUESTIOHKAIRE RESULTS AND IHTELLIGmCE

X S #D. t P

•fostering* 38.25 5.43 1.55 .05<p<.lO
Matrices •inhibiting* 30.8 11.17

Wise •fostering* 62.0 2.63 0.71 .20<p<.25
(Verbal) •inhibiting* 58.6 2.45

First, as Table 13 shows, these groups may also differ in intelligence; 
Ss fVom homes which * foster* differentiation have higher mean Matrices and 
Wise (Verbal) Scores. This may suggest either that the difference in 
or in some spatial factor is findemental (note that the Matrices comparison 
approaches significance), or that the groups differ in their reactions to 
the test-taking situation. The data cannot unfortunately throw light on 

this. Second, and more generally, it may be that * socialisation* an 
lgq)crtant influence on *field-dependenoe* scores, after idiioh other factors, 
such as intelligence, education, etc., supervene; or that socialisation
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is related to * field-dependenoe* through the mediating factor of 
intellectual stimulation rather than throuf^ Witkin* s "Dependence- 
independenoe" dimension. The data of Tables 12 and 13 may he a reflection 
of these factors acting in concert.

In conclusion, despite these reservations, it seems that hypothesis 
6 is not disoonflrmed, and that the link proposed between socialisation 
and "field-dependence" scores by Witkin et al. (1962) is not adequately 
substantiated* The issues which these findings raise will be discussed 
more fully in Chapter 5.

The possible effeots of general intellectual factors have been 
detected in almost every piece of evidence which has been presented above. 
One principal aim of this thesis is to attempt to distinguish the a x tm t 

to which this *jg* factor, and not a personality factor, is responsible 
for individual differences on "fleld-dependence" tests. This topic, 
together with a mmber of related ones, is taken up in the chapter which 
follows.



CHAPTER 4: INVESTIGATION II
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1. Intjroductlon; Investigation H

Three crucial hypotheses of the first investigation were not verified# 
These were (l ) that the relationships normally found in Western samples 
between the EFT and the RFT would break down in the Chinese sample, i.e., 
the "field-dependence-independenoe" dimension would fragment; (2) that 
correlations betwemc the EFT and Matrices (as a test of general 
intelligence) would be sigoifioantly higher than those between the EFT and 
the RFT; and (3) that EFT scores would be sigaiflcantly related to scores 
on a Chinese language test#

Nevertheless, on the basis of the findings of the previous chapter, I 
find more room for dissatisfaction than before with the theory of "field- 
dependence-independenoe"• In comparison with American Ss, the Chinese 
sample did not perform as Witkin would have predicted; and the effects of 
socialisation failed to appear in any clear and convincing way# Most 
important of all, at each stage of the investigation the role of 
intellectual ability in influencing test performance was evident in some 
form# I decided to investigate the relationship between general 
intelligence and "fleld-dependence" in greater detail, and thus Investi
gation II was deliberately designed to throw li^t on the effects of 
intellectual factors on EFT scores and their relationship to the RFT, and 
involved the use of a larger and more comprehensive intelligence Test#

A number of subsidiary aims were served hy this second sampling#
First, I reasoned that, while in a younger saigple the effects of 
socialisation mi^t well be a maximum, the testing of oldw Ss might help 
demonstarate the growth of importance of other factors, such as intelligence.
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as age progresses* Secondly, I decided to try to refine the exploration 
of socialisation processes, by asking Ss to rank themselves on a nuidt>er of 
separate variables*

(a) Education in Hong Kong University*

The subjects chosen as testees in the second sample were male second 
year students in the Universi'fy of Hong Kong, in two groups, one each 
from the faculties of Science and Arts* There were 20 Ss from the second- 
year Mathematics and Physics Class, end 14 Arom the secondmyear Chinese 
literature class, part of the faculty of Arts*

The testing of University students brought with it a nuxmber of 
advantages; the most important of these was that all Ss spoke and under
stood English - the testing medium was the English language, and all tests 
were administered by E directly* In addition, it was possible to control 
more vigorously for the education environment of the Ss* Thus the role 
of intellectual factors could be exaaizMd in closer detail#

Hong Kong has two Universities, Chinese and English; the latter, in 
which the testing was carried out, is essentially a British-style University 
in which classes, curricula, and departments are organised on British lines, 
and the medium of instruction is English* Competition for entry into 
this University is extremely intense: the entrance examinations are 
generally acknowledged to be at a standard above that of the G*C*E* in 
England, yet the University, In a colony of approximately four million 
inhabitants, has only three thousand students; and only a limited number 
of Government financial awaâ ds are made each year* The level of com
petitiveness in examinations can thus well be imagined x and it seems 
probable that this competitiveness transferred to the testing situation*
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The principal disadvantage of testing students A*os another oulture 
ifdio have been subjected to a rigorous Westem-type education is that the 
test results reflect much more the effects of this education than they do 
aiy of the underlying features of the culture itself# Thus to a certain 
extent, test results emerge, as it weiv, very much in the way in which Ss 
have been teu^t to produce them# Factor analyses of African ability, 
for exac^le, as discussed by Vernon (l 96$), inevitably yield similar 
results to those found in Britain, possibly beoause Ss have been taught in 
British schools, and given British tests# Statements about relationships 
between test scores and "basic" cultural variables should be made in the 
context of the educational system (in this case, Western) idiieh acts as 
an intermediary between them#

(b) the choice of sample

In selecting the Ss of the second sample, an attwapt was made to 
assess the impact of different kinds of educational experience on perfor
mance in the tests of the battery# The two groups of Ss chosen were 
intended to represent two extremes of the academic spectrum# Thus a 
number of effects could be examined together: the respective roles of
Verbal and spatial-perceptual intelligence; the impact of fmiliarity 
with Chinese characters; while the effects of socialisation, if any, could 
be examined across both groups#

The general ideas behind the choice of Ss were similar to those 
involved with sample 1 • It was hoped that the effects of general intelli
gence could be shown to be crucial in their impact on scores on the EFT; 
that for all Ss, these effects would be so strong as to cause the test to 
"detach itself" statistically from its relationship with the RFT; and 
that, despite their expeotAd relative inferiority in spatial tests, the
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Chinese literature students might perform up to the level of the 
Mathématiciens end Physicists on the EFT% I expected that, where the 
science students would have spent more time reading English, the literature 
students would have excessive familiarity with the tasks of reading 
Chinese, a form of extended • practice* effect which might transfer to the 
EFT# It was further hoped that a clearer demonstration could he made of 
the relative independence of perceptual test scores and socialisation#
The particular hypotheses relating to these various ideas are presented in 
section 3 below#

(o) Characteristics of Ss tested

The subjects of the sample were 34 male Chinese second year University 
students, 20 in the B#Sc# Mathematics and Physios course, 14 in the B#A* 
Chinese Literature and History course# For strict comparability with the 
results of Witkin et al# (i962) an all-male sample is more appropriate# 
These Ss were contacted via the medium of the University*s Science 
Society and Chinese Society respectively# The Secretaries of these 
societies were first asked if they would be willing to provide a list of 
names of potential Ss; this they did, and Ss were mostly contacted by 
telephone and a testing time arranged# None of the Ss were known to S 
and there was no reason to assume that in adopting the method of tele
phoning randomly selected individuals from a list of each society*a members, 
that E was biasing the sample in any particular way (unless it be assumed 
that only field-independent Ss, for instance, will be obliging or co
operative)# None of the Ss had ever taken a course in the psychology 
department and all were totally naive as to the purposes and methods of 
the testing#
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TABLE IL: CHaSACTERISTICS OF SS PI SAMPLE 2,

«atWanmlw
Hb20 H>14

Mean Age: year and months 
Mean No# of years of sohooling 
Mean No. of siblings

211? 
14.9 
3.73

22:3
14.07
4

Father* s Occupation Groupé 
Unskilled manual 1 1
Semiskilled Manual 3 1
Skilled Manual 4 2
Lower Clerical 4 6
Lower lYofessional 3 3
Upper Professional 4 1

The mean age, years of sohooling and laubsr of siblings for Ss in the 
two groups are presented in table 14, together with the numbers of S a in 
each of the ocoipational groups, classified as sanple 1# (The father of 
one S was deceased and is not included#) A check was also made oonoeming 
the length of time for which Ss had been resident in Hong Kong# Of the 
science sasple, hereafter referred to as the 10* sample, 16 had always 
lived in hbng Kong, the other two had been resident for twelve and seventeen 
years respectively^ of the Chinese literature saaple, hereafter called 
C/I sample, 11 Ss were lifelong residents of Hong Kong, the remaining three 
having been there for fourteen, fifteen and seventeen years respectively#
No S had spent any lengthy period abroad, with the aforwentioned 
exceptions# Thus it was considered that the cultural environment for 
these Ss was as uniform as could be expected (those not b o m  in Hong Kong 
bad come, of course, from China)#

 ̂ see footnote 3, P# 60#
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Additional information was also gathered, as will be described below, 
concerning the level of education of the Ss* parents, in an attempt to 
investigate the role, if #%y, of parental education in fostering "field- 
independence" •

Thus these two groups were roughly matched in age, years of sehoeling, 
numbers of siblings, length of stay in Hong Kong, experience of Unlversily, 
and were saapled in rou^xly similar proportions from the various social 
classes.

2* The Test Batteryi Methods and Procedures of additional Instruments

(a) The Tests used

The tests administered to the Ss just described were the following;
(1) The Ishihara test;
(2) Raven*s Progressive Matrices;
(3) The Embedded Figures Test;
(4) The Portable Rod-and-Frame Test;
(3) The Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale;

In addition, each S was given a questionnaire concerning his early 
family experiences, administered verbally and collated in the testing 
session.

(b) The test sessions

Testing was arranged by E for a time suitable to 8, and conducted in 
a large room in the Department of Psychology of Hong Kong University. E 
and S faced each other across a table, with the test material between; 

the Rod-and-Frame Test was positioned on a separate table, with a chair in 
the appropriate position. The language medium was English, which all Ss
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understood well; still, considerable care was taken, in explaining the 
test items, and in ensuring that the response given was the one intended# 

The reliability and validity of tests inevitably falls under such 
circumstances; this is a condition which cross-cultural testing can 
scarcely avoid# The order of presentation of the tests was as given above, 
with the priorities of keeping S interested in mind. The Wechsler Adult 
Intelligence Scale, though lengtly, contains a considerable variety of 
items which are quite stimulating to most Ss.

(o) Procedure: The Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale

The Ishihara, Progressive Matrices, Embedded Figures, and Portable 
Rod-and-Frame Tests were all administered exactly as described in 
Chapter 3« The Children*s Embedded Figures Test was not included for 
obvious reasons; Landolt Rings, too, were excluded, as not really being 
necessary; most Ss were capable of telling whether they could see the 
test material clearly or not# Finally, the Kohs Block Designs test is, 
of course, part of the V̂ echsler Adult Intelligence Scale.

The last test is the only new item of the Saisie 2 Test Battery.
It consists of 11 sub-tests, in two scales. Verbal and Performance; the 
score on each is oaablned to give an intelligence quoti^t which relates 
S*s score to that of other individuals in his own age groiq): such IQ*s 
ore normally distributed with a mean of 100 and a standard deviation of 
13# The test was administered as directed in the Manual (Wechsler, 1935), 
end BKDdifications were introduced only in a few placed where they were 
thought to be necessary# These are listed in Appendix II, together with 
sub-test details#

For each sub-test, the total score obtained is converted to a scaled 
score, of which there are tables in the manual and on the scoring sheet
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used by E# Sealed scores are then summed, separately for verbal 
performance scales, and total test scaled score, and converted by means . 
of tables to verbal IQ, performance IQ, and full scale IQ respectively. 
This last operation takes into account S*s position relative to other 
members of his own age group. The final IQ*s were the raw data from 
which the z*esults of this study were devised.

Scoring of the MIS was carried out by 2 on the forms provided# Ss 
for the most part seemed to enjoy taking this test; all understood the 
nature of the items. V.here requested, the Digit Span Test was conducted 
in Cantonese, using E*s limited knowledge of that language.

For the most part the Ss did not seem to perform adversely due to 
being tested in English on an American test# It is probable that overall 
their scores would have been hi^r had the t#st been conducted in 
Cantonese throughout; higher still had there been a locally modified and 
standardised version. However, it can be maintained that the use of the 
test is justified, in that it may be assumed to be equally biassed against 
all of them; a relative ordering within the sample can thus still 
reliably be carried out. It is possible, though, that Ss in the C/L 
group were marginally worse off in this respect; they were likely to be 
a little less familiar with Western Information and methods. This 
possible adverse effect will be taken into account in assessing the 
aresults.

The scores of all the tests were arranged together by subject, and 
are presented in tabular form in Appendix I.

Questionnaire lit Socialisation

In addition to the introduction of the liIAIS, a new questionnaire 
was prepared for the Ss of saoq>le 2. It consisted, apart from data
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questions on age, years of schooling, etc#, of a series of 27 questions 
relating to aspects of socialisation and family background# These were 
selected with reference to (a) the Harvard Home Interview Schedule, (as 
with the (gestionnaire given to ; parents of children in sample l) used in 
the research of Seder (1937); and (b) aoma qaestions used by Vernon (1969) 
in his cross-cultural research on intelligence, in an atteapt to explore a 
number of factors of home background as these related to performance on 
his test battery#

As with the use of the questionnaire in sample 1, the aim of this 
assessment was to obtain information concerning the relative degree to 
which S*s relationship with his parents could be said to be one * fostering* 
or * inhibiting* psychological * differentiation *. The genial lines along
fhich this inquiry was conducted were again those described in the work of 
Vitkin et al# (1962). However, in addition to eagploratory questions 
concerning the frequency of punishment in S*s infancy, his parents* 
reactions to transgressions of their code, and the relative degree to lAioh 
they encouraged him to be independent of them, a number of 7*point rating 
scales were introduced on shich S was asked to rate himself, his home, or 
his parents on a variety of simple dimensions.

Those were introduced on the questionnaire as follows t "The 
following questions consist of scales on lAieh you are asked to rate your
self according to the degree to which something is true or untrue of you; 
the two ends of each scale represent opposite extremes with regard to the 
variable in question."

The seven-point rating scales, nine in number, consisted of the 
following: (l) parental aspiration scale; (2) level of stimulation in the
home; (3) parental * protectiveness vs. encouragement* ; (4) parental
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•severity vs. permissivenesa * ; (5) a self-rating on d̂ependence-
indep^dence• ; (6) self-rating on the scale •easygoing vs. worried*;
(7) father strictness; (3) mother strictness; and (9) a self-rating on 
•independence of mind*.

These scales were not presented together, in a body, but were 
scattered amidst the other items of the questionnaire, and integrated with 
them# The complete questionnaire may be inspected in Appendix XU.

Three items of the questionnaire were based on ideas derived from the 
work of Vernon (1969) : the first two of these concerned the highest level
of education achieved by S*s mother and father respectively, and the third 
was the rating scale, "would you say that your home is a very stimulating 
one?" It was thought that a relationship might be found between the kind 
of education of S*s parents and his performance on "fleld-dependence".
Such a relationship would be predicted, of course, by Witkin*s theory; 
parents who were themselves more "differentiated” would tend to rear more 
"differentiated" children (Corah, 196$); but if such a relationship were 
found in the absence of azy evidence that this operated tbrou^ the medium 
of child-rearing practices, then an altez^mtive explanation might be 
offered in terms of the presence of a greater variety of rewarding stimuli 
in the homes of parents of higher educational achievement#

The questionnaires, in sttncilled form, were administered in the 
testing session immediately after the ccmpletion of the Ishihara and before 
the administration of the Matrices. Ss did not seem to encounter any 
difficulty with the rating scales; it was thought that the rating scale 
might be in some way antithetical to the Chinese manner of conceptualis
ation, but there was no suggestion of this in the administration or in the 
responses.
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Thes*i are the methods by which the data were collected* The next
section states the î̂ 'pothesea in testable form, before going on to a
discussion of the results in section 4*

3» Specific Hypotheses

The hypotheses under test in Investigation II were the following)
(1) that 8 8 would perform in a relatively more " field-independent" mannar 

than their American counterparts on the RFT and EFT: following the 
parallel hypothesis in Chapter 3, the reasons behind this l̂ rpothesis 
lie in the hypothetical position that intelligence, education, 
motivation and exposure to the Chinese language are the chief deter
minants of scores on testa of "fleld-dependence" ; (Cf* Pp. 23-29,
43-49, 64-72).

(2) -that Jfche hi^ EFT-RIT correlations normally _fbund in Western studies 
wpuld_ not bo found with the present sample) because, owing to 
experience with Chinese characters, these Ss would p#rform better at 
disez&bedding tasks in a purely visual medium than at those involving a 
proprioceptive medium; and because the EFT would be more closely 
related to intelligence test scores than the RFT.

(3) that, the coïTelatioa^ between the EFT and WAIS# and betweai the EFT a M  
Raven*8 Matrices, would be significantly those between the
EFT and the RFT# This inflects the hypothetical position that EFT 
scores would relate much more closely to a general intellectual factor 
than to a "field-dependency" or "disembadding" factor; idiereas EFT 
scores would not# (Cf. Pp. 43-47).

(4) that while differences between the W'P and C/L groups would be 
significant on the RFT ( c / t making more errors). no such differences 

would be found on the EFTt this reflects the idea that Chinese language
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experience would tend to bring I23T scores to a more uniform level, 
whereas RFT scores would be related more closely to a spatial factor, 
which one would expect to be higher in the U/F groug.

(5) that analyses of questionnaire responses In tame of soeiallsation 
variables (a) punishment and (b) rating scales would have no 
predictive value in terms of EFT and RFT scores t this is the corollary 
of the general !%pothetlcal position that "fteld-dcpendence" scwes 
are dependent to the largest extent on general Intellectual, education
al and visual experience factors (Cf# Pp. 14^6, 21-23, 64-70)•

(6) that levels of parents* education would have predictive value in terms 
of EFT scores; Sa with parents ifdio had hiigher levels of education 
(years of schoolinĝ  showing lower mean discovery times. This is an 
attempt to find general support for the idea that an ii^ortant 
feature of home background is the overall level of "stimulation" 
available in the home, which I assume to be related to parents* educa

tional level. (Cf. Pp. 47-49.)

4. General results, and discussion of the fate of ea<:̂  harnotbesis#

The raw data for this sample are presented in Appendix lb. All 
correlations wwe computed by the Spearman rank-order method. For com
parisons between means, the t-test was used.

Means and Standard Deviations are presented in table 13. No final
attempt was made to match the two groups in intelligence) it is probably 
not possible, as &idson*s (l966) vmrk isq)lies, to match an arts and m 

science group on tests of "convergent thinking# In any case, the main 
focus of interest here is on patterns of scoring w m U N  each grovq).
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(a) Hypothesis 1 ) that Ss would perform in a manner relatively more

"field-independent” than their American counterparts on 
the rjT and the EFT.

TABLE 15: MEANS Aim CTAimARD DMlATIOm; UNTTORSITT SAMPIE

MTHS/PHYSICS nm20 CHDEBE LIT# ÎM4
X SJ>. X 8.D.

WAI5 122.4 7.37 115.9 4.44
MATRICES 31.85 6.6 43.5 8.04
EFT (sec/trial) 20.23 15.03 37.63 24.46
RFT (®error/ 

triait 2.48 2.06 4.475 4.7

TABLE 16» SAMPLE 2 COMPARISONS WITH AMERICAN SCORES

M SJ). t P

RFT:
College
Males; New York Îfe34 5.61 3.72
HKUi M/p &20 2.48 2.06 3.8 <^#005
HKUt C/L N.14 4.475 4.7 0.83 .20<p<:.25
EFT:
College
Males: New York m .34 47.99 23.88
KEOJ: U/P 2k20 20.23 15.03 4.67 <r.005
HKUi C/L N»l4 37.63 24.46 1.36 *05<pc.10

The data on which this comparison is based are those presented by 
Okonji (1969) in a comparison between New York Ss and Nigerian groups#



The New York Ss were also, it should ho noted, under graduate»* Table l6 
presents the comparison between these groups) data are mean solution 
times per figui'e on the klT, and mean degrees of error per trial on the 
RFT# In this case too it was possible to make a statistical comparison, 
using t-test8, between the means of the New York and the two Hong Kong 
University groups i the value of t quoted is that co Eputed by comparing 
the corresponding Hong Kong groups with the New York group immediately 
above#

Again in sample Z , we have evidence of atrikin^^ high scoring among 
Chinese samples# The EFT and PJT performance of the Physics group are 
both significantly better than their New York counterparts; and though 
for the C/L group the differences are not significant, their performance 
remains superior to that of New York Ss, and closely approaches significance# 
Again also, it does not seem to be possible to account for these differences 
in terms of the Standard Witkin-Dawson-Berry hypothesis# Though a highly 
intelligent sample, Hong Kong Ss should, if the socialisation hypothesis 
is to remain intact, be at least as field-dependent as, if not more field- 
dependent than, a corresponding New York sample# Of course this cannot 
be said with any certainty in the absence of strictly ooagparable intelli
gence scores# However, it seems to me that an explanation in terms of 
motivation and visual experience is the most likely one: Motivation to 
succeed in tests is probably much higher in Hong Kong than in even New 
York; and it is noteworthy that the t values for the EFT comparisons are 
consistently hi^er than those for the RFT eos^arisons; however, azy 
attespt to z*elate this to the effects of "traiziizig” cn the readizig of 
Chinese characters is bouzsd to be pure speculation#

In general, lypothesis 1 is suppozrted, spectacularly in the case of
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the EîT, thougîi the precise implications of these differences are 
difficult to assess#

(̂ ) Sypothesis 21 that the high EFT-RFT corrélations Y

lestem samples will m t bs tmm& With the nresant 
Bsssifi.

The testing of this hypothesis and the next must he referred to 
table 17, in which are presented tho test intercorrelations for sample 2# 

Hypothesis 2 is partly supported by the evidence of Table 17. While 
amongst the Chinese literature sample the correlation is 0#63 (pc.Ol ) 
and tho standard relationship obtains, among the Matheiaatlca/Phystcs group 
the relationship has broken down completely and the correlation between 
the EFT and the RFT reaches a value of only 0.095# In fact, amongst the 
P/P sample, there is considerable doubt as to what the RFT is meaning, 
since it bears no relation to either the EFT or the V.TSC and Matrices Tests# 
This is in striking contrast to the findings of the 9-year-old sample, in 
which the RFT was ccrrelated highly with the EFT (for males, 0.66, p<.001f 
for females, 0#62, p<*00l), and also showed a significant relationship 
to both the WISC and Matrices tests for girls (0#52 and 0#59 respectively, 
p c #01 ) # For the C/L sample, however, as can be seen from the table, the 
pattern of correlations for the EFT is similar to that amongst the 9-year- 
old sample• Thus it seems clear that some kind of fragmentation has 
taken place in the *field-dependence-ind<^endenoe* dimension# The RFT 
behaves completely differently in two different samples of students taken 
from one Uaiversily# This suggests considerable instability in the 
hypothesized underlying dimension of • fleld-dependence*; it seems doubtful
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whether the construct can retain any explanatory value when it can be 
disturbed in this way among adult subjects»

TABLE 17: TEST IimigOIggSLATIOHS) SAMPLE 2̂

RET lAIS^ MATRICES

EFT: H/P N=20 #093 #6^»» .32
C/L IM4 #63*» .86»** #46»

MATRICES: Î4/P FL*2<> #10 .39
C/L Nsb14 .53* .51*

WAISl V/P R.20 
C/L 1M4

#0082-
.53*

(o) Hypothesis 3: that the correlations betwew the EFT and the TCAIS. and
between the EFT and the Matrices, would be aubst|mt^^:^Y 
higher than those between the EPT and the RFT

This is the corrollary of hypothesis 2 and can also be tested by 
reference to table 17# Again, though the evidence is not wholly 
supportive, the hypothesis is substantially borne out by the pattern of 
intercorrelations# The most striking case is the much higher correlation 
between the EFT and the MIS (for the U/P sample) than between the EFT and 
the HIT; this diffwenoe, however, is not sigpifioant (s « 1 #68)# Also, 
while, as already noted, the correlation of the EFT with the RFT reiaaina

 ̂♦ P<#05 ♦♦ p<r#01 ♦♦♦ pc#001
2 Unfortunately WAIS data are available for 12 C/L Ss only#
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intact for tlie C/L group, the ETT-TI/ilS correlation is even higher - and 
massively significant - for this group also* Thus the general prediction 
that the EFT would behave much more as a function of genwal Intelligence 
tiian as a function of e personalit̂ r-perceptual dimension is verified# 
Furtha:', it cannot be objected that the hi^ correlation of the EFT with 
the WAI3 in the M/P group &# a product of its relationship with test# of 
the performance scale, for instance Kohs Blocks % for if separate 
correlation coefficients are computed with the VAIS Verbal and Performance 
Scales they are found to be 0#5B and 0*37 respectively# This raises a 
point sadly glossed over by Witldn et al# (1962)# Though they maintain 
that their perceptual (field-depcndence*) index is more closely related 
to spatial (•intellectual*) than to verbal tests, occasionally the reverse 
is the case: witness their correlation of 0#56 (p<#Ol) between •field-

dependenoe* and Stanford-Binet vocabulary scores with 24 8s (P#190) ; or 
the not infrequently close relationship between verbal scores and the 
personality correlates of *fleld-indspendense* #

These findings constitute a cogent criticism of the *differ#ntiation* 
hypothesis of Witkin et el# (1962) and suggest that the determination of 
scores on such a test as the EFT ere a conqplex funotiemic^ many variables, 
and cannot be subsumed under a theory which relates their genesis to 
socialisation processes or child-rearing praetioes# As the most clear- 
cut and well-established so far to emerge, they will be discussed more 
fully in Chapter 3 where their full significance can be taken into account#

(d) Hypothesis 4i that while differences between the U/P and C/L sroups
would be slgnifieant on the RFT (C/l> making more errors) # 
no such differences would be found on the EFT.
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This b̂ ypothcsic reflects a complex set of considerations* First of 
ell, it is plausible that, given that the EFT la a much more purely 
visual task than the HIT, Cs who are exposed to the "disembedding" task 

of reading Chinese characters are likely to perform better on the EFT 
than on the HPT* Secondly the EFT scores of the group would be 
boosted by their higher level of general intelligence, whereas those of 
the C/L group miglit be higher because of their relatively greater 
familiarity with Chinese characters* On the other hand, I would expect 
the KFT performance of the group to be signifioantly superior to that 
of the C/L group, since this test involves a spatial (possible genetic 
in origin) component end involves the postural medium*

However, as Table 18 shows, in faot the findings were almost the 
reverse of this, and the hypothesis was not supported* The most obvious 
explanation is in terms of Intelligence* For both groups, the EFT was 
highly correlated with the WâlE; whereas the EFT was not, and cdily in the

TABIÆ 18; GROUP DIFFERENCES W KPT AND RFT SCQHES

M 8.D* t p

eft'*
t/P Ifa20 20,23 1 5.03 2.57 *=̂.01
C/L N.14 37.63 24.46

&20 2.43 2.06 1.69 <^05
C/L H.14 4.475 4.7

Kean time (in seconds) per figure for the group as a whole.
2 Mean de^yees of e®for per trial for the group as a idiole*
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C/L croup did it chow a n j connection with the 3CT* Also, the VAIS mean 
was Mgher for the group than for the c/L group; Physicists and 
I'athersaticians normally perform better on intellectual and spatial- 
perceptual tests than Arts groups; and the significant group difference 
in PJT score in Table 18 is probably due to differences in spatial ability. 
.iVll of this points to the final conclusion; timt the idea that familiarity 
v/ith the Chinese language might enhance performance on a test of over
coming embeddedness in either untestable or inaccurate# , The "embeddedness" 
factor is probably only present during tiie initial learning of the 
language, but not later, due to the nature of the ideograms. Thus these 
results have failed to show any effects of such a specific perceptual skill 
as reading Chinese on performance on a perceptual test. It is most 
probably the case that the skills are too dissimilar for any transfer 
effects, even if they were to occur, to be detected.

(e) Hypothesis 5% that analyses of questionnaire responses in terms of
* socialisation* variables (â  punishment and Cb) ratine 
scales would have no predictive value in terms of EFT 
and RFT scores.

(a) Punishment. The method used to test the first part of this hypo
thesis was identical to that used in section 4(f) (l) in Chapter 2 above, 
except that in this case the •punishment categories* and responses to then 
were provided by Ss themselves and not by their parents. However, the 
categorisation was the same; one item on the Ss* questionnaire asked him 

how often. In infancy, his parents had been likely to punish him; and the 
cat eyries - very often, often, sometimes, seldom, and very seldom - were 
organised in the same way, according to the numbers of Ss allocating
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themselves to each* However, in this sample, 3s confined themselves for 
the most part to categories 3 (sometimes) and 5 (very seldom) of the 
scaleo In order to obtain extreme groups, it had been hoped that Ss 
would spread themselves out much more, but this did not occur» A 
significance test was therefore carried out on the mean EFT and RFT scores 
of the Ss in the relatively extreme categories 3 and 3°

TABIF FRFQUFRCY OF FUTISfRUTT AID 'FIFID-DEÎ EIDERChH :
UHIViFSITY SAÎ,IPL3.

EFT (’) RFÏ (°)
X S.D» t̂  p X 3.D. R P

I.ATHS/PHY31CS
'sometimes* 

Hr: 3 3.89 4.7 1.30 .10̂ p<»13 2i»87 16.62 0.81 ,2Ckp<.23
’very seldom’ 

H=4 2»72 0,91 14.62 6,6

CHUISS LIT.
’ sometimes’ 

H=6 8. G 6ol3 0.40 »30̂ p<.33 33,23 27,66 0.30 .33<p<.40
’very seldom’r:=6 7,38 4,03 41,73 17,21

From the table it can be seen that the standard deviations of üha two 
gi'oups under comparison are in several cases quite disparate. This was in 
the event unavoidable and occurs in a few of the significance tests to 
follow. However, as Edwards (l96y) points out, the t-test is fairly 
robust, i,e» it is relatively insensitive to even quite marked violations 
of its statistical assumptions»
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This procedure dees not unforbjinately permit a really aatisfactory 
testing of the hypothesis. The results, presented in Table 19» do not 
show any significant differences between the two groups. The hypothesis 
is verified, in that Wltkln*s prediction of a relationship between 
frequency of punishment and level of "fleld-dependenoe" foils to find 
support. However, Wltkin mi^t argue that it is unlikely that results in 
support of his predictions would emerge in these circumstances, in view of 
the small numbers and the nature of the comparison made (between criterion 
groups of no great "rearing" difference).

(b) Rating Scales. Seven of these, relevant to the testing of this 
hypothesis, were used in an attempt to make a more thorough examination 
of the possible role of socialisation factors in determining "field- 
dependence" scores. The method adopted was as follows. The position of 
each S was recorded on each rating scale during the administration of the 
questionnaire. Since each scale represents a dimension in some way 
related to the development of "differentiation", Witkin*s own (l962) 
terminology was adopted. One end of each 7-point rating scale was to 
represent "indicators fostering differentiation", e.g. MORE permissive, 
MORE encouraging, MORE independent, and so onĵ  while the opposite end was 
to represent the maximum level of "indicators inhibiting differentiation", 
e.g. WORE strict, MORE protective, MORE dep«adent, etc. The various 
points on the rating scales were thus scored nominally from +2 (maximum 
level of "indicators fostering differentiation") to -3 (maximum level of 
"ii^oators inhibiting differentiation").

Ss were then categorised, according to this ranking system, on each 
of the seven rating scales thoû it to be most clearly related to the



concept of "dlfferentleticn", and the numbers of Ss in each category were 
summed together. Table 20 presents these results.

4̂3 4̂2 ♦1 0 -2 -3

Pcrent Aspirations ¥/P 3 8 2 4 1 1
C/L 1 5 4 1 2

Home Stimulation M/P 2 5 5 1 5 2
C/L 2 2 4 2 1 1 2

Protective-encouraging V P 1 4 2 6 1 6
C/L 1 2 1 3 2 2 1

Permis sive-severe V ? 3 4 2 3 6 - —
C/L 2 6 5 1 1 -

Independence Eating V ? 2 6 3 3 4 2
C/L 2 5 3 1 1 2

Father Strictness V p 2 6 2 1 2 3 1
C/L 3 6 2 i 2 -

Mother Strictness V p 3 5 5 3 3 1
C/L 3 3 3 3 2

In order to test hypothesis 5, a series of comparisons were made, on 
KFT and EFT scores, between those groups of Ss at opposite ends of each 
scale. Any effects of "socialisation" or "field-dcpendenoe" scores would 
then be reflected in differences between the means of the two groups in 
each oomparison. That is, if the "psychological differentiation" theory 
has any predictive value, I would expect that those Ss who rated them
selves as coming from •more strict*, *more protective* family backgrounds 
would be relatively more "field-dependent" on the EFT and RFT than those 
who rated themselves in the opposite manner# Should such differ^ces fail
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to appear in the majority of comparisons, I would claim that the 
"psychological differentiation" theory of Witkin et al# (l%2) is an 
inadequate formulation of the relationship between socialisation processes 
and field-dependence scores, and that an explanation of individual 
differences in •field-dependence* tests must be sou^t smoewhere other than 

in childhood#
A major difficulty which emerged in this analysis, however, was the 

fact that Ss were rather unevenly distributed on many of the seales, and 

in many cases the categories at the ends of the scale were either empty 
(a not uncommon finding) or had too few members# Aocordlngpy, each scale 
was treated independently and g. sinqple congparison of those in the * higher* 
indicator areas with those in the * lower* was carried out# Individuals 
from adjacent categories, for example -2 and -3$ were classed together and 
compared with individuals from 4-2 and 4̂3# A possible testing of the sig
nificance of the differences between the means (on EFT and RFT) of groups 
of Ss tending towards the 4̂3 and the -3 ends of each scale was carried out,
for all relevant scales except that of Parent Aspirations for the C/L 

igroup.'
Table 21 presents the results of this analysis. Of 26 coagparisons 

only two are significant in the direction which would be predicted by 
v/itkin# Of the remainder, approximately half are in the expected 
direction but insignificant, and the other half are in the opposite 
direction.

1
Tliis comparison could not be made owing to the distribution of the 
responses.
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TALLH 21 : IRDICATORC OP *DIPr'?Z:mATICN* ART) »FIEl^-DPPEimETCE*^

t or
E5T

P t or 0
EFT

P

MATHl/PHXSICSl
Parent Aspirations 1.64+ .03<p<#10 2.63+ C.01
Home Stimulation 1.004- .13<P<#20 0.23- #40<p c#43
Protective-encouraging 0.274 .35<P'=#40 0.13- .40<p<#43
Permissive-severe 0.75+ •20-==P'̂  #23 0.39- #23<p<#30
Independence rating 0.63- #23<P"=: #30 0.47+ #23cp< #30
Father Strictness 0.30- #35< #40 3.15+ C.01
Mother Strictness 0.50- ♦30-cp^ .33 1.21- #l0*<p<#i5
CEIKS5S IJTSHATUnE
Home Stimulation* 7- #44 6- #34
Protectlve-enoouraging* 7- .27 5̂ - #14
Permisaive-severe 0.03- MS 0.09+ m

Independence Hating 1.084 #15-=p <#30 0.63+ #23<p <#30
Father Strictnes# 17+ m 18- m

Ifother Strictness 0.12+ ÎB 0.11 + m

On the whole, the evidence does not support the Witkln hypothesis, 
and I^othesis, 3, that analyses of questionnaire responses would have no 
predictive value in term of "field-dependenee" scores, is confirmed, 
though not stronglyt it oanact be proved true but remains tenable#

 ̂4* Indicates tîiat the difference is in the direction wliich would be 
predicted by Witkln.

- Indicates that the difference is in the direction opposite to that 
which would be predicted by Wit kin#

 ̂T/here possible, t-tests were used# However, in a number of oases (those 
marked <* ), in which the numbers were small and the variances were some
what heterogeneous, Menn-T.’hitney U-tests were cazried out instead# The 
probability value# were obtained from tables in Siegel (1936) #
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It mj.ght be objected that no really searching test of the tteory h&s 
been carried out; the groups were rather small and often they did not 
really represent * extremes* of a distribution* Further, two of the 

comparisons do support the Witlcin theory; but a closer look will show that 
each of these is problematical. Firstly, that "father strictness" and 
not "mother strictness" should be significant in the case of RFT 
ccores, is not exactly what would be demanded by Utkin*s theojy, in wMoh 
the role of the mother is held to be crucial; thou^ adventurous 
anthropological theorising mi^t postulate a reversal of the pattern of 
parental influence in Chinese culture* secondly, the fact that "parent 
aspiration level" discriminâtes between high and low RFT scores in the 
!'/P group may well reflect the role of motivational factors (acldevement 
motivation, test orientation etc.) rather than the role of parents in 
helping S to develop a differentiated self-concept* This may also help 
to eüqplain why this comparison approaches significance 3n the case of the 
1ÜT also.

(f) Hypothesis 6t tliat levels of parental education would have predictive
value in terms of EFT scores: Se whose parents had had 
more years of scbooling would show lowep mean disoovery 

times.

Using the data gathered in Questionnaire II on the edueatlonal level 
of Ss* parents, two groups of Ss were sorted according to the following 
pattern: (a) those whose father had had three or n<Mre years of secondary
schooling, and whose mother had had primary schooling - designated the 
•high* group; end (b) those whose father had had some primary schooling, 
but whose mother had had no schooling at all - designated the 'low' group.
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T/TJZ 22: TPlITÎ/TIOP Aim *FTr:II)-DnîmPHCP*

EFT̂  EPT^
8 *D# t p M S#D# t

PATIS/PKÏSICS

liigh Group IT=6 4.33 1.39 1.87^05 12.33 5.72 1.28 .10-p<.l$
Low Group ffcé 7.14 3.38 24.75 23.05
CHIHISE LITER/,Tim

Group Nt=5 5.13 2.01 1.07 .15<P<.20 1 8.87 1 2.64 0.65 .25-p<̂ .30
Low Group K*4 9.21 7.25 35.4 48.73

These two groups, both In the %/P end C/L samples, were then coBpaz*ed in 
terms of EFT end RFT scores. The results presented in Table 22, are in 
accord with the hypothesis: those Ss whose parents have had a higher level
of schooling have lower EFT discovery times and RFT scores, thou^ only the 
result with the EFT for the lH/P group reaches statistical significance.

This significant result cannot be attributed solely to intellectual 
factors r a comparison between the n«an WAIS scores of the •high* and 
•low* groups was nonsignificant (t « 0.80, .20<p<.25). Nor, it seems
to me, can it be attributed to differences in the extent to which t lie se 
parents have "fostered differentiation" in tlie 8s; it does not se«a 
plausible to argue that these few years of schooling wcoild alter mother- 
child Interaction pattwns of the kind with which Witkln is concerned.
But it is plausible, 1 think, to argue in terms of the idea that the home

 ̂Mean total discovery time (*) for the group.

 ̂Mean total error (°) for the group.
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environment is different to the two groups of Csj different in the amount 
end idlnds of stimulation available, in activity level, and in the degree 
of motivation to succeed which is inculcated in the child. It is 
unfortunate that only a much larger scale of study would enable us to 
decide between these alternative possibilities.

In summing, it now sec;mj tliat the objections to V.itkin’s -theory 
outlined in Chapter 1 ere in a scach stronger position. Of the six hypo
theses tested in Chapter 4» five have been substantially supported by the 
evidence. The implications of this are discussed 1# detail in Chapter 5 
which follows.



CHAPTER 5% GEMEHAL DISCUSSION
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CHAPTMt 5.

The alas of this final chapter are; (l) to briefly met out Witkln*a 
theoretical position and my own; (2) to review the results of Chapters 3 
and 4 and relate then to these theoretical positions ; (3) to criticise 
some defects of the present thesis; and (4) to suggest some future 
research#

1. The Theories#

(a) Outline of the basic tenets of Witkln*s theoretical position

The work of Witkln et al. (1954# 1962} led to the formulation of a 
theory with a number of basic propositions. First, that individuals* 
performances on perceptual teste, like the EFT and the RFT, could be 
characterised as varying along a dimension of "field-dependence-independenee", 
idiich z^ferred to the individual*s capacity to isolate elements of his 
experience from the * field* in which they were embedded. Second, that 
individuals are relatively stable in their capacity on this dimension, and 
that males* performance is superior to that of females (I.e. they are more 
* field-independent* ). Third, that the principal determinant of an
individual's capacity in this respect (his "cognitive style") is the 
socialisation process to which he has been exposed, and in particular the 
degree to idiioh he has developed a sense of Identity separate from that of 
his mother in early infancy.

Witkln acknowledges in addition (l) that an S*s level of performance 
on *field-dependenoe* tests improves slowly with development, but that his 
position relative to other Ss remains the same; (2) that there is a 
certain (perhaps heredltaiy) intellectual component involved in 'field-
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dependenee-lndepenàence*, but that the personality ('differentiation*) 
factors are the most basic# This, though brief, is a roû  outline of 
his position#
(b) Basic tenets of «y own theoretical position#

In view of the literature considered in Chapter 1, ay own 
contentions are that (1) performance on the various teats of the 'field- 
dependenoe-lndependence* dimension is not stable, but susceptible to the 
effects of practice, motivation, the nature of materials, etc#, and that 
the various tests may not be related to each other on a single dimension; 
(2) intellectual factors, and specialised kinds of eoqperience (education, 
reading Chinese, familiarity with geometrical forms) will account for a 
much larger proportion of the variance in EFT or RFT scores than will 
socialisation# Thus I am objecting to the Witkln hypotheses on two 
levels: the descriptive (his dimension of individual differences is 
liable to fragment) and the 'causal* (intelligence and "peripheral" 
experiences are the principal determinants of so-called 'field-dependenoe* 
scores)•
2. Ovei*view of the present findings#

The findings of my own research with Hong Kong Chinese presented in 
Chapters 3 and 4 may be summarised in a number of statements as follows:

(1) Significant correlations between the various * field-dependenoe * 
tests were found amongst both male and female 9-year-olds, and 
amongst Chinese Literature students, but not maongst Mathematics 
and Physics students;

(2) The correlation between the EFT and intelligence was much 
higgler than that between the EFT and the RFT in the University 
samples;
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(3) Very little evidence waa found In favour of the view that 
familiarity with Chineee charaetere mi|̂t enhance performance 
on the EFT, in either sample;

(4) Both sanq)les proved more * fieM-indepeodent * than their 
American counterparts;

(5) Little evidence was found of any effects of Socialisation 
experiences on * field-dependenoe * scores.

These, I think, are the important net results of this research# Let us 
look at them in more detail in the light of the two theoretical positions 
just described#
3#. Criticism of Witkin#

In general, amongst some of the results above, Witkin*s theory has 
met with a moderate degree of success# I want to suggest, however, that 
in several important respects it has failed to deal adequately with the 
evidence# This failure emerges first of all on a purely descriptive level#
(a) on the descriptive level#

Thouf̂ the EFT-RFT correlations amongst the 9-year-olds and Arts 
students are in line with "psycholôdoal differentiation" theory, the 
figure of 0#095 for this correlation in the Scienoe student group is dis
crepant with it# This result was obtained with m gpoxsp of Ss whose 
abilities would be regarded by psychologists as relatively easily deline
ated; whose spatial ability was high; and who mî t be expected to 
produce clear supporting evidence for Witkin* s theory# Yet in the event 
the EFT and the RFT have broken away from each other, and the *fieldm* 
dependence* dimension has failed to appear in one of tl» places where 
Witkin would have anticipated finding it.
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In addition, while the EFT eignifieantiy eerrelnted with ether 
testa of the battery, the BIT shows evideno# of sey strong relatlwehip 
to any other test amongst these seienoe Ss# two *fieldmdepeademee*
tests seem, at any rate in these vesry iatelligsnt admits, to be measuring 
abilities which are distinct from each other#

Though the results obtained with the C/L Ss do not support ey 
theoretical position, I would argue that they do mot glwe very elear 
support to Witkin*s either# The EFT-BIT eerrelatien is high and signifi
cant, but the KFT-1AI3 correlation is even hiĝmri the same pattern, 
bassioally, as that found amongst the U/P Ss#

In other words, the thecsy of Witkin et al# (1962) has failed to 
provide a consistent DESCRIPTION of individual differmees «1 its two 
fundamental measuring instruments# The idea at the eentre of this theory, 
ziamely that indiviAials vary along a unitary dimmosion labelled "global- 
artioulatOd" w "less differentlated-more diffmrwitiated* dees not seem 
tenable in the light of these findings# Individual diffOrenoes, evw& cm 
a relatively simple task like the BIT, may be governed by many fbetors, 
hardly capable of being described by a single dimension of *cegpitive 
style*# The alternative to recognition of Wa fact is what Wall&ch 
(1962) has called "#,#a kind of 'imperialism* whiWi leads one to view all 
phenomena as exeB̂lars of a single conceptual dichotomy* (P#209)# I 
agree with WaUach that theories such as Witkin* s ought to be moving 
towards greater specificity of meaning, rather than towards grwkter 
generality#

Remaining on a purely descriptive level, once the idea of a sin̂ e 
dimension or distribution has been discarded, a wide range of alternatives 
preswt themselves# It may be, for instance, that there jjg a 'cognitive
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stylé* called * field-dependenoe', Wt wee called 'fleld-independenee*, 
since the latter involves different degrees of cognitive AevslepmeBt in 
different directions# This ni#%t be a particularly #qpt way of thiiddng 
about cross-cultural differences#

In any case, both 'field-depwadent* and 'field-independent*
may be Amotions of other footers which have not been investi

gated by WiWLn# Errors in the testa may be made, for emmmple, because 
of test anxiety (RueWsh, I960; Oltman, 1964} or of failure to understand 
the instructions (Lester, 1966, 197t)# On the other hand, a 'field#» 
independent* score may be obtained by "##.minimally scanning the RFT 
configuration" (Silverman and King, 1970, P#12l} and producing a low- 
error score without necessarily having eaqxloyed an "analytic" attitude#
So Witkln*s account may be failing to desoz*ibe the actual processes 
involved in achieving a particular RF? or EFT socre#

The criticism, then, seems a valid one: Individual differences in 
EFT and RFT scores may not fit a unitary pattern which can be described by 
one "pwsonality" dimension#
(b)

Based on the results of Chapters 3 and 4, I would criticise Vitkin's 
formulation on a "causal" level also# Its proposal, that ̂  principal 
"causal" variable responsible far the detwmination of EFT and RFT scores 
must be aooialisati<m, receives very little support from the Hong Kong 
data# Findings amongst the 9-year-olds on occasion approach significance, 
and there are one or two clear-cut effects amongst the questionnaire 
results with the University sasqile, neither of whtdh, however, applies to 
a prediction to which the theory would give priority# The tendency is for 
little evidence of a convincing kind to appear#
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It seems reasonable to ask, in any ease, bow one would formulate 
the relationship between socialisation and a paroeptual-oognitive 
"dimension" which is itself fTagaentazy and unstable. Until the theory 
is on firm desoriptive grounds it cannot be expected to deal with the 
quBsticm of the origin of individual differences in test scores#

Socialisation cannot, on the basis of the present results at least, 
be invoked as a reliable determinant of an individual's level of 
"perceptual differentiation" • One primary difficulty mgr be the problem 
of relativisai as Kagan (1967) has pointed out, the meeaîags of words 
like "rejection" and "strictness" may not be interpreted in the same way 
by parent and psycholô st, or by diffSrmit parentŝ or by different 
cultures# The notion that fsmilies can be classified and ocmpared with 
one another mî t he wholly misinterpreting the naWre of mother-child 
interaction#

Evwi if this difficulty were not present, it still remains t%%ie that 
a considerable amount of evidence points to the inadequacy of the 
'socialisation' model of Witkin et al# (1962)# It seems net only tenuous 
on a priori gyounds, and stretched to cover too wide a range of variablw; 
but also the methods used to resear<di it, including the present ones, are 
of doubtful validity; and finally, when put to the (albeit limited) test, 
it did not produce much evidence of predietive reliahility#
4. Tb» pwltton.

Sevwal of the results of Chapters 3 and 4 are, I think, in aeoerd 
with sy own theoretloal position concerning the roles of Ihctors OTHER 
than socialisation in the determination of 'fleld-depend#cce' scores#
Two main sets of results seem to support this position#
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(«) rim role of '
At nearly every stage of Investigation I, fairly oonaistent 

relationahip# were foimd between the EFT, HIT, and measures of general 
iatelligenoe, and the possibility was raised that hi#& EFT-HFT eorrelatiens 
might be a produot of a eommon relationship to In addition to the
discovery of the instability of the 'fleld-dependenooiimdiqmndenoe* 
dimension, the results of Investigation H also sappliod considerable 
backing tar the suggestion that intelligence may be a key factor in 
influencing performance on the EFT. Lô dng bâ  at Table 17 (P#136),
<me oaa see that the BIT is much more closely related to WAIS scores them 
to HFT error scores, both amongst the Science and the Arts faculty grow»* 
Even when a signlfioaxxt EFT-RFT correlation exists, as with the C/L 
sample, the BIT-WAIS correlation is impressively hîier# For the C/L 
group, to recap, the HIT is significantly (but not strikingly) related to 
WAIS and Matrioes scores; while for the Vf/P group it is related to 
Mither of these#

For both groups in the tMversity saagple, the EFT certainly seems to 
vary much more closely with intelligence than with any underlying 
personalily dimw3sion which "cuts across the boundaries of pwoeptual and 
intellectual Amctioning"# Hather it is WAIS performance vAich seems to 
interact with the patterns of BIT and HFT performance#

Thus the role of *j* in EFT score, fOr trm being of secondary 
iaportanoe, may well have played a dominant part in influencing an S's 
performance: probably not only in terms of ability itself but also in 
increased awareness of, and reaction to, the test situation* The direction 
of influence cannot be established by correlations alone, of course (Cf# 
section 5(d) below); but it is certainly the ease that the EFT is tied 
more closely 'J|*-tests than to the HFT#
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In th» absenoe of my oonvlnolng «vidmoe of the Ispmt of 
oooiollmticm on BIT oooroo, and in the ooxxtmt of the findings of Bony 
(1966) (Cf. Chapter 1, Pp. 42-45), it is surely more plausible to argue 
that intelligenoe must be a BRING IPAL ooeponent of the ability to find 
embedded figures. Lô dng at all the evidenoe, t^ seems to me a mere 
visible position than that ehioh maintains that soolalisatien is the 
fundamental variable#
(b) .’aft.xsaft.ac

in additional set of factors idiose effects may be superimposed on 
those of intelligaoce are those involved in the proeess of éducation#
This is clearly a cluster of factors rather than a single one# The most 
likely channels through which I would expect education to influence EFT 
and H3? scores would be the following: by inereaaing S's motivation to 
suoeeed; by providing visual stimulation whioh will boost S's performance 
on analytical tasks, and provide him with 'strategies'; and by Influencing 
his approach to task situations - facilitating control of his own activity, 
his relations with E, his degree of self-possession, and sc on#

A zsaaMr of the effects of education can cwt̂ inly be detected in 
Investigation II# First, the performance of these Ss (and of those in 
saâle 1) is mperior to that of a roûily owpsrsble Amarioan sample (Cf# 
Table 7# P#107, and Table 16, P.155)# While both American and Chinese 
'college' groups are at roughly the same levels of their respective 
educational systems, the fSct that the Chinese sample performed mere 
effioiently may be a reflection of the higher prwiium placed on succeeding 
on tests (and in school generally) in Hong Kong# This is a result 
associated with the relative 'scarcity' of education# Those Ss who have
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succeeded in getting to Hong Kong University are likely to be very well 
praotioed in the art of taking tests,

Second, the fbct that the H/P group proved supariw to the C/L group 
on BIT and RFT pwformanoe may be a reflection not only of higher spatial 
or intellectual ability, but also of their ability # deal with *pn̂ le»* 
solving* test situations. The exaainaticas idiioh the Ss of the Scienoe 
gro%:QP have had to face may have nurtured in them an approach, prSblem- 
solving set', or capacity for Intellectual 'distancing', which greatly 
improves all test performances, especially W&ere these involve a time
limit, This any eiqplain wty their BIT performances are even more 'field- 
independent' (compared to the Arts group) than their RFT performances.

Third, it was ftaind in Investigation II that level of ĵurental 
education had some marked effect on Ss* KFT score# In the face of the 
apparent absence of 'socialisation* effects in this sample, it seoM likely 
that Ss may have been influenced hwe by the nature of their home environ
ment in some other respects, as suggested by Vernon (1969).

Thus, the available evidence on this question does sigxport the hypc- 
thetioal position, that the educational environment of an individual plays 
an isgportant part in influencing bis performance on 'field-dependenee* tests#
(e) A wmible anttbMia of tb» tm hifBOttwtiftil pwAtto»..

Concerning the cross-cultural evidence, then, it seems to me that 
these two ioqicrtant factors, intelligence and education, W8T be 
accommodated in any theory concerning the origin of individual differences 
in 'fleld-dependence* scores# It mi^, however, be possible to combine 
these factors with seme aspects of the hypothetical position of Witkin et 
al* (1962) to produce a more coẑ êhensive, if less simple, theory about 
* field-dependence-independenoe* •
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crux of this argument resta on the inoreaslng role played by 
intelligi&oe in the genesis of BIT scores throuĝhout individual develop
ment# As Bus oh and didder (1971) disoovered, it is net neeessary to 
owtrol for Intelligenoe in studies o f 'fleld-depsmdsnoe' with 8s between 

the ages of 4 end 6 years; in ny own 9-year-old greiqis and Ss of 
approximately that age in the sasqjlss of Witkin, Goodenmigh, and Karp (l%?), 
high EFT-HIT correlations were still found (thoû  sliP^Lfleant EfT- 
Matrices correlations were also in evidence) ; whereas in  a cross-cultural 

study such as Berry's (1966), his Teens and Eakine differed both in  EFT 

and Matrices scores, a probable effect of 'jg'i and finally, in the 
present study, with a highty intelligent University sample, EFT̂IFT 
correlations have brokm down and the most algsifisant positive correlations 

are between the BIT and the UAIS#
Taken together, these facts suggest the foUowingi that whatever the 

effects of socialisation, as development proceeds intelligence becomes a 
much more isgportant determinant of EFT score than azy other single factor# 
Also, the higher the intelligence level of the group, the more clearly 
will this relationship emerge# Further, As Ss get older, EFT and HFT 
scares become less and less related to each other| each acts more.as a 
Amotion of particular skills developed during the course of eduoation 
(in the broadest sense of that word)» Indeed, if the lamerisa (1948) 
orthogenetic principle is taken in its fullest swme, this is sacaetly 
what we would expects that 'differentiation* in one sphere might not 
necessarily involve 'differentiation' in another# This account Is such 
more flexible than that of Witkin (1967) for dealing with the cross- 
cultural evidezM^; it leaves open the possibility that different sets of 
factors may play spioial parts in 'fcstoring differeKtiation' of different
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kinüs; eduoationaX factors In otm culture, eoologlo&l In another, 
TOtivEtlmiaX In a third#

Coneeming the HIT, it is much less obvious what the fseters are whioh 
underlie perlbnoanoe# Special training will probably play a part (Groan, 
1955; Wober, 1967); but intelligenoe is probably not related in any 
stable way to soores. Thus I would think it unlikely that the diaenai<m 
of 'field-dependenoe-indepandmioe' has any real nemdng cross-culturallyi 
and ought really to be excluded from Vernon's (1969) sohaoe t» 
describing differmit societies according to the mode of intelleotuaX 
functioning they typically et̂loy#

This rather simple account assîmes that some of the difficulties 
inherent in the presentation of tests like the EFT and the HIT can be over
come# Particnilariy, it implies that a proper understanding is reqiired. 
of changes in 2FT and RFT perfCmanoe due to praotioe or extranaeus 
factors# For instance, though as Goldstein and Chance (1965) deaonstyate, 
sex-related differences in performance on the EFT disappear after a large 
number of trials, end performance is unstable, the question still remains 
as to idy males and females do per Am: differently during the initial sets 
of trials# Once problems like this are more fully understood, the EFT 
may still be useAil in cross-cultural research, provided its form is 
modified (Cf# Siann, 1972); and with tbs proviso that the whole pattern 
of performance over a long sequence of trials la described in full#

A few other possible ideas for dmCLing with same of Witkin's 
findings are dealt with below; in view of their tentative nature, I would 
think it is more appropriate to describe them under the heading of 
"suggestions for Axture research" *
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A #  Ê#Ar

In the light of the failtnge of the present stugy, whioh are 
mimerous, if I were to osacwy out this or a similar projeet again many 
changes «quH he made* In this seotion thay are outlined, together with 
the moat obvioua errors made in the present reaearoh, and their 
inplioationa for the findings*
(«) of th* »a»pto«.

Naturally it would he heat if one could conduct research of this kind 
on a world-wide haaia with trained research teams working with large, 
carefully matched and fUUy documented sasgplea of Ss* Such a prospect is 
obviously unlikely; however, in the present study a number of improve
ments could certainly have heen made. The Chinme-apeakigg 9-year-old 
sample should have heen larger, for instance, hut mas restricted due to 
the limited amount of flinds availahle for an interpreter* More serious, 
the Na of 20 and 14 respectively in the two University grceqps wtre rather 
small; hut since only second-year studwts from the two classes chosen 
were really suited to the demands of the researeh, and only the shove 
numbers agreed to cooperate, it is difficult to see what alterations could 
have heen made in the situatimi* Had the scope of my research heen 
greater, a large number of other students might have heen tested; hut 
siagply to administer tests for their own sake, without the guidance of 
research hypotheses, seemed rather arhitrary and illogical as a procedure.

One weakness of the university samples which was also unavoidable was 
the fact that the groiq* had significantly hishsr IQ scores than the 
c/L group (ts2»76, p<#Ol), In a sense the groups are not therefore 
strictly ccmparehle, and their relative levels of performanoe on the £FT
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CBjmot be lAelly dieentamgled Arom the effeota of intelligenoe* This 
means that Spécifié ̂rpothesis 4 of Chapter 4, ooneeming the groiQ>a* 
relative EFT and RFT aoorea, could not really be clearly tested* For 
moat purpcaea, however, I was interested in factors operating the
groups rathmr than between them. It is unlikely that an Arts and a 
Scienoe group can be properly mstchsd on an IQ test in say case, and still 
be r̂ resentative of their jMMpeotlve gpwqps, as Hudson's (l966) work 
Indicates I the type of test at whioh the members of each excel is 
different, and Science atudmits ere typically better on tests of 
'convergent* thinking, of which the #18 is an example. This assumes, 
of course, that similar types of inter-faculty differences occur in Hong 
Kong as those which occur in Britain: a likely prospect, in view of the 
similarities between the educational systems (partioularly the curricula) 
of each#
(b) Socialisation: Confhoian?

Perhaps the major weakness of the preset thesis stems Arcm the 
problem of whether or not ihe socialisation practices new prevalent in 
Hong Kong are really significantly différât from those now prevalent in 
the United States or Great Britain* Was this study really carried out in 
a society vdaich, if we momentarily accept Witlda's ideas, "inhibited 
differentiation"?

A mmher of points may be raised in response to this. First, it is 
certain, as Wong (1970) indicates, that the past twenty year# or sc have 
seen a considerable degree of Westernisation take place in Hong Kong*
The society is caught between two sets of mwest the 'traditional* and 
the 'Western* or 'modem'* Thw# who came to Hong Kong tram mainland 
China, and who place a hi|ji premium on the education of their children, are
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less likely to have been Chinese 'traditional#* in the first place; and 
two decades of industrialisation end social change which have taken place 
since thm are likely to have had a considerable iaqpaet on them* Thus, 
Witkln mi^ argie, the Very *field-indepmdent * EFT and RFT scores of 
these Ss ml̂ t really be due to child-rearing practices "fostering 
differentiation"*

Beside tWLs, however, we must mote that in terms of chUd-rearing 
amongst the present saziçle, we must really discuss what wgs prevalent in 
two periods 1961-64 (for the school sample) and apprcacimately 1950(for 
the students). Now it is widely agreed that the most rapid steps 
towards Westernisation have come to Hong Kong since i960: and have beesi 
accelerating in their impact only since then. Though a British Crown 
Colony since the last century, Hong Kong waa in the 1950*s still markedly 
Chinese In character. It seems unlikely, therefore, that *Westemisation* 
of child-rearing practices could explain the large dlffwences between the 
present sample and their American counterparts.

The proper way to look at this question would of course be to obtain 
cosparativ# information on child-rearing in the two cultures; no such 
information exists at present. Certainly the ratings which Ss gave their 
family experiences in th» present study rarely mentioned harsh discipline, 
extreme striotness or authoritarianism, thou|̂ a proportion of the 9̂year- 
olds had slept togethw with their parenta for l<mg periods of time; but 
the interpretation of this evidence is open to the problmss of relativism. 
Only a study like that of Caudill and Weinstein (1949) mould help to 
answer these questions today#

It is, however, mlikely that the traditional 'ConfUoian* type of 
family life exists in any form in China or Hoẑ Kong today, though traces
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of it may survive in Taî irn* Nevertheless the findings of the present 
study still standi oonvinoing evidence of a relationship hetveen 
* socialisation* ax̂ *field«-dependenoe* scores Is  hard to find; and even 

if the 8s had hecm siibjeeted to thoroughly American ohlldmfearlng 
experiences this mould hardly explain# mere the * sodaliaa^on* hypothesis 

true, their extremely • field-independent * patterns of scoring.
(o) Th.

The problems surrounding the unreliahility of guestionxmire methods# 
particularly ohen administered to parents about their methods of treating 
their children# have already been discussed in Chapter l(Pp* 21 «23}* Were 
I to conduct further research on child-rearing# I mould try to avoid the 
use of questionnaires for eitĥ  parents or their <d%ildren* It seems to 
me that obserfational research, like that of Caudill and Weinstein (196$) 
provides a much more reliable source of information. This too# however, 
is not without Its difficulties % merely being observed must change a 
mother*s behaviour considerably; and in any case, as Kagan as#si
how can it be decided idiether a particular act of a parent is regarded in 
a particular way by a child? To quote Kagant "...different theoretical 
words are necessary for the following three classes of phenomenal (a) 

an attitude on the part of the parent]̂ (b) the quality and frequency of 
acts of parental care and social stimulation directed toward the infant# 
and (o) a child*s assessment of his value in the ̂ ea of another. All 
these classes are currently viewed as of the same doth" (l̂d?# F«133}«

For the purposes of the present study# however# I thought that an 
effective test of Witkin*s theozy could be made using methods similar to 
his own; and really thorough investigations of * socialisation* were not
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might argue# are that it is unlikely that the theory* s predietions# sv#m 
is  valid# will «merge with small Ns in the criterion groups; psriioularly 
when the net result of carrying out a large nuaber of statistical tests 
means that different sets of individuals are being included each time.
X would a^pee with these criticisms. Yet the procedures involved here 
are scarcely less reliable than those of Berzy (1966)# which have never*» 
theless met with Witkin’s approval. A glance at Berry*s (1966) paper 
will show that in a mudber of cases# the sises of his criterion groups 
were artremely discrepanti in one instance 4 Sa are ooapared with 86. 
Surely the fact that the four 'fairly strict* Ss differed sigoifloantly 
in BF7 score from the 86 'not so strict* cannot really be taken as 
particularly robust evidence in favour of the 'socialisation* hypothesis.

X would maintain# therefore# that despite the methodologloal draw
backs involved# the Witkin ' socialisation* hypothesis has been given a 
reasonable test on its own terms in the present study# and that the 
absence of supporting evidence is due to inadequacies in the theory rather 
than in the methods ei%)loyed.

(A )  rim p p Q t lw i  o f  ' A i w o t w  l a  t b »  W W m
«4 ««.Xa-Awiwaenw*.
A weakness of this and of all studies on *field-d^endenoe* which 

attempt to examine its relationship to *j* is the problem of interpretation 
of test interoorrelat ions. For although * intelligence * is a ùaaovpt of
greater generality# and has been more thorous^Oy researched# it is not 
obvious that it is the mere 'basic* of the two variables# in asy deter
ministic sense. Even if oozrelation in this case did imply some 'causal*
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causation# and whether it operated in a direct or indirect way,

Thos we. are beset with the problem of deciding which# if any# of the 
two variables (in this case WS and WilS scores) is the more fundamental# 
ths a etielogieally significant*. The standard psychometric approach 
would of course assume it to be intelligmicej while Witkin et al, (1962) 
would regard *fleld-depcndenoe* as cutting across the standard categories 
of mental testing. In my own view# faced with th» present findings of a 
hi|^ BIT-ims correlation in the absence of a stable BIT-HFT relationship# 
it seems that the first of these inWrpretations is the more acceptable t 
intelligence seems to play the dominant role. This is consonant with 
the view that the influence of intelligenoe on 'field- dependence'scores 
increases during development# as discussed in section 2 (o) of this 
chapter, She probable routes through which intelligence has this impact 
on perfomanoe may be several in number: for example# through a 
process of intelleotual 'distancing' by whioh 8 conaoiwisly adopts a more 
analytical# problem-solving approach to the situation; the more efficient 
development of strategies of systematic search; and perhaps also via 
greater ciypacities in short-term memory,

(e) fajOiirc «towtely to W t  th,

The most re@retahle failing of the preswt study was the lack of any 
demonstration of the predicted enhancing effects of reading Chinese on 
EFT performance. This was probably# on reflection# due sisply to the 

fact that no such 'transfer' effects exist; but it may be# on the other 
hand# that the hypothesis was not adequately tbcted. In both samples# 
effects were predicted: with the 9ryear-old Ss# that the EFT would
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correlate more hlggbly with Chinese lemgoage soores then with the AFT; and 

with the Ihiiversity Ss# that the difPsrenoes between the h/P and C/L 
groups would be mueh less marked on the EFT than on the HIT, Neither of 
these hypotheses was in any way supported.

Failure to test the hypothesis with staple 1 was due primarily to 
the fast# diseossed in Chapter 3 110-111)# that the Chinese Téàt didn't
really act as a measure of Ss* Ohility to deal with written Chinese, It 
was a test of the oonoeptual a^peets of language funotioningj a pure 
reading test would have been a muoh more ueefhl tool# But it now seems 
unlikely# even had suoh a test been used# that it would have oorrelated 
hi^ily with the EFT: the basic idea of transfer Ikon reading Chinese 
ohsmmeters to flnfllng embedded figures is rather too large a stretch of 
the imagination. Further# it is doubtfil# despite what Chinese 
etymologists say# that the reading of ideograms rmlly does involve any 
process analogous to 'dis-en&edding* ; and even if a high correlation had 
been found# it mig# have been due to the faot that more 'fields 
independent* Ss were better at reading Chinese# rather than vioe-ver&a.

With sample 2# again no effect could really have been eaqpeoted since 
the group were hi|jber in both gsneral intelligence and spatial scores 
than the C/L Even were a small effeot there# it could soaroely
be expected to show in the face of suoh marked group diffsrenoes; and 
since the patterns of test inter correlations in the two groups are some
what different# it is likely that different processes are# work in each,

6. for iUtare ranweh

Bwrieg la mlnA Veth (l) th* ln«a#qu«ey of Vitkia's tbeoqr, u 4  (2) 
the failings of the present study# an attempt will now be made to outline 
what X think are the most promising point# vhioh fUtvnre research might 

illuminate.
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(a) In the laboratory

A a W W r  of the aswmptlona of the Witkin e^u>ol met be dropped 
ftpm the outset# and rephrased in the form of geestionsf ooneeming the 
stability of EFT and HIT perfOraanoes and the relationship bsteien them; 
conoeming e#m differenoes; ooneeming the degree to whioh perfOrmanoe on 
*field-dep#idenoe' tests sen be said to relate to aay enduring aepeets of 
pwsonality; and owoeming the possibility that# at different age-levels# 
all these factors may opwate differmitly: there may not be any value in 
assuming processes of rê nilar growth in cognitive development.

Before research proceeds# therefore# the baaio tests eu#xt to be 
examined more thorouidûy# over a wide range of age-levels# for both sexes; 
with Es of the same and opposite sex; and for longer testing sessions than 
used hitherto. ' Close attention sWuld be paid to the effeots of 
instruotions (Lemter# 1971 )» of noise (Oltman# 1964)# of the type of 
materials used (Fitsgibbons and Goldberger# 1971) and of the change of 
performance with praotloe (Goldstein and Chance# 1965). A more thorough 
understanding of these tests might thus be gained.

One area which cug^t certainly to be investigated is that of arousal 
and anxiety# It is probable that# to some extent# emotional arousal even 
of a very mild varied influences the processes of seleotive attention 
(Basterbrock# 1959); and it has been argued that anxiety# far more than 
Intelligence# is a crucial element in perforsanee on tests of many 

diffarmit kinds (Cf. Wallaoh and Kogan# 1965# Pp* 192 If*)# those of 
' field-dependence ' included. Suoh research mif^t help to resolve the 

problem of initial sex differences in test perfcrmaneet whether a product 
of differences in physiological arousal (Broveman et al.# I960) or of sex- 
role and "cultural reward" prooessea (Vaught# 1965# l97l)«
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A second major arec. which requires investigation is that of 
Embedded Figares Test materials* It could well be# for instai»## that 
an EFT involving geometrical shapes is easier for American male Ss not 
because of a%y underlying differences in "differentiation"# but because 
of its relation to male-dominated areas of behaviour; and that the 
failure to find sex differences amongst the EWcim) (Berry# 1966;
McArthur# 196?) was due simply to the faot that# in their culture# its 
sex bias (in materials and format) was eliminated* The 'field-dependenee- 
independenee* dimension# if it exists# may revolve not around degrees of 
"differentiation" but simply around differences in motivational 
orientation (Fitmgibbons and Goldberger# 1971 )# reflected in the types 
of materials to which Ss will attend in a taai^like situation*

These are areas which can probably be most satisfaotwily esplcred 
in the laboratory; further research in the cross-cultural field is 
inevitably much more complex*

(b) In the field

The most worrying prospect# given the considerations of the present 
thesis# is whether DIRECT cross-cultural cos^arisons with a test like the 
EFT really do tell us anything at present* Given the multiplicity of 
factors known to influence test performance# is it possible# even where 
we are faodd with quite marked inter-cultural differmices in p&ttwns of 
scoring# to attribute these wholly or partly to the two or three 
'independent* variables which our own research has highlis^ted? The 
differences that are obtained by manipulating the micro-cultures of the 
laboratory are sufficient to demonstrate that# when the larger differex^s 
that are found in the field emerge# they may be due to intelligenoe# or
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éducation# or linguistic or eoologioal "training"; or even to 
socialisation# operating not via a process of "differentiation"# but via 
the fluotucting processes of response to the test situation# perception of 
the task requirements# and reactions to the tester# I WioUy reject the 
idea that because we can find differences between cultures in EFT score# 
end these cultures can also be shown to differ in their encouragment of 
independence# we have substantiated a theory about the development of the 
personality idiloh seemed to be valid for selected groups in the U#S#A*

Given these difficulties# it seems to me that the most fruitful lines 
for cross-cultural study of ' field-dependence ' lie in investigations of 
the patterns of relationships between the EFT# and HPT# and other tests 
within particular cultures# In conducting such research# both tests 
should be used; and they should form part of a larger battery employing# 
where possible# local equivalents of each test# Where possible# too# 
local testers ou^t to be trained I socialisation processes# whether or 
not they 'inhibit* or 'foster* psyohologioal growth# must certainly 
influence reactions to an alien tester# The background of subject groups# 
both social and educational# should be investigated in as muoh detail as 
possible# I would advocate# in faot# obswAtional studies of mother- 
child interaction# supplemented# if possible# by longitudinal follow-up 
studies# wing perceptual and other tests# of the children in questi^#
The basic problem# of course# lies in finding groups of Ss amongst whcm# 
when a given pattern of performance appears# we can pinpoint the specific 
"cultural aids" idiioh gave rise to it# Thus ws might try testing# for 
example# a hlŝ ily educated Temne group* "Field-inAepeadenoe" may be the 
product of many things# It is unfortunate# that in the complexity of 
human cultures# the controlled experiment is extremely elusive#
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APPENDIX l(#)$ Test Scores for the fr-ytr-eli smmele# 
Beys: N#33#
Subject Age in VX8C Msttiees m  OTt cm X̂ s Chimes#No# Years 8 Months (Seeled) Total TetelTime(mim)
I 9-2 75 44 51 17,34 21 29
2 9-4 74 44 15 9.05 24 29
5 9*8 73 39 15 8.24 24 34 123
4 9-7 72 47 48 11,44 23 28 127
5 9-5 48 39 18 14,9 21 33 111
4 9-7 48 32 35 17,2 19 29
7 9-9 44 29 187 19,43 19 24 13-
8 9-3 45 44 48.5 18,41 22 25
9 9-7 45 41 105 28,08 19 24 11710 9-3 42 39 44,5 10,93 19 33
11 9-1 42 43 14,5 11,35 21 29 129
12 9-4 40 53 74,5 14.13 20 35 134
13 9-3 59 34 11 7,08 18 41 107
14 9-5 58 44 102,5 22,87 21 24 114
13 9-4 58 40 21,5 13.8 19 24
14 9-4 58 51 27,5 8,28 23 41
27 9-5 57 29 104.5 22.31 18 25
18 9-5 57 22 84,5 9.84 15 24
19 9-4 57 34 71,5 24.24 21 24
20 9-8 57 34 19.5 11.73 23 39 113
21 9-3 57 40 10,5 14 55 20 32 110
22 9-5 57 43 111 22,14 20 33 129
23 9-4 54 22 50 20,33 18 24 110
24 9-0 55 38 14.5 14,83 18 28 110
25 9-8 55 29 %),5 19,14 23 30 127
24 9-2 53 22 100,5 28,5 19 8 114
27 9-10 53 45 14,5 18,28 22 28 125
28 9-4 52 24 17 15,1 22 24
29 9-4 50 45 25 4,48 23 35 129
30 9-3 50 28 140 23,33 14 20
31 9-4 48 18 44,5 29,9 19 24 92
32 9-0 43 32 50 22,18 22 37 104
33 9-4 27 31 85 24,78 17 20 98
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Girlii N"21.
SubjectNo# Age in Year# 8 Meatbe

Vise(Sealed) Mitvieea mTotal
'K

xrrtTotalTime(#ie)
C29T meb# Chieei

34 9-1 77 33 29 13.26 24 32
35 9-6 66 45 14 8.53 25 42 125
36 9-5 64 47 21 22.83 22 30 129
37 9-1 64 50 17 14.16 21 25 131
38 9-3 62 41 11.5 13.65 24 30 123
39 9-1 61 46 19.5 10.55 23 44 127
40 9-5 59 41 61.5 9.0 22 29 121
41 9-10 59 36 77 23.88 18 20 123
42 9-3 59 25 176 33.93 16 12 117
43 9-7 57 44 165.5 22.4 30 20
44 9-4 55 33 63 14.33 23 36 110
45 9-7 53 43 114 26.95 23 28 108
46 9-6 52 32 107.5 27.08 17 20 117
47 9-4 49 35 80.5 17.11 18 36 110
48 9—6 48 40 118 16.28 23 33 125
49 9-6 46 40 26 28.61 19 17 129
50 9-7 46 35 55.5 18.75 23 16 117
51 9-4 45 28 114 27.96 21 16 123
52 9-4 42 49 20 5.83 25 32 117
53 9-1 38 19 124 23.81 18 18 114
54 9-9 35 37 156 18.9 23 25 114
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APWHPIX 1(b)# Test Seer— for the Umlversitv — pie. 
Pbyelee/Metbemetiee# N*30#
SubjectHe. Âge la Teem 8 Moaths Verbal «418#Ferfer-aaaca VailScale

mTotalT
IVTtteuiTie*(#1*)

Hitri<

55 20-3 135 116 129 10 2.85 58
56 22-4 122 121 123 8 4.53 57
57 22-8 132 132 134 15 1.25 59
58 20-11 1% 110 117 19 1.80 55
59 23-8 115 132 124 12 3.93 59
60 21-5 119 131 126 18.5 2.86 54
61 22-5 115 120 118 45 8.43 57
62 21-0 124 114 121 17.5 4.68 38
63 22-1 828 132 131 14 4.06 55
64 20-9 121 104 115 70.5 8.58 46
65 22-6 120 125 124 7 1.80 52
66 22-7 129 127 130 10 2.25 57
67 20-8 121 119 121 21 5.25 58
68 21-1 114 112 114 #8.5 5.82 44
69 21-10 135 131 135 20 3.31 45
70 22-0 113 102 109 13.5 7.23 42
71 20-10 109 134 121 19.5 5.42 50
72 22-8 115 100 109 6 16.43 53
73 21-5 124 116 122 11.5 2.06 47
74 20-4 127 119 125 50.5 1.95 51
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Subject
No.

Age la Yeere A
Moatb#

Verbal HAlSt
ferlov-aam# fellSeale

»FTTotal
7 »

IVTtTotal
Time
W * )

Matri

2S-0 2>0 108 116 112 26 13.4 45
74 21-0 127 116 124 15 5.35 56
77 21-0 115 116 115 21 5.58 51
78 24-4 114 98 109 121.5 28.00 30
79 21-7 115 116 117 6 3.46 41
80 22-1 #8 111 116 4.5 6.0 51
81 22-1 125 111 120 34.5 2.65 42
82 21-4 111 117 115 22 7.36 41
83 22-7 125 112 121 14.5 4.54 44
84 21-0 114 99 110 25 13.82 30
65 24-5 118 107 114 31.5 6.6 50
86 20-8 #e 117 18 73 42
87 21-8 m w 54.5 11.52 34
88 24-11 119 114 118 8.5 3.86 51
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APPENDIX 11(a); Modifications to the WISC.
The items of the WISC were modified as follows:
In the INFORMATION subtest:
Item 7: How many cents are there in a Hong Kong Dollar?
" 16: From which book is "(a well-known quotation from a famous Chinese

novel)" taken?
" 17: What is celebrated on October 1st, or on October lOth? (National

Days of Communist and Nationalist China respectively; the mark 
was given if the child got either one correct.)

" 18: What is a registered letter?
" 19: What is the height of the average Chinese man?
" 24: How far is it from Hong Kong to Shanghai?
" 25: Which day of the year is labour day?
In the COMPREHENSION subtest:
Item 9: Why is it good to put money in the bank?
In the SIMILARITIES subtest:
No actual changes were made in any of the items; but extra care was 
taken to ensure that each child clearly understood the nature of the task, 
in view of its rather 'Western* flavour. As it turned out, however, none 
of the Ss seemed to experience any difficulty due to the 'strangeness' 
of the test.
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APPENDIX 11(b)# The Wechsltr Adult Imtelllgcuc# Scmit*
The eleven eebteet# ef the Xetellltenee Seeie eve ee fellemt
(1) The Verbal Seelet Xefotaetloa# tike the Imfermetlem eubteet of the 

WX8C# this is e series ef 29 items coneemieg gemerel kmevledge# eeeh 
scored 1 or 0 eceording to whether correct or imeorreet es directed 
in the meeuei» This ves the omly sub test in which msdifleetioms were 
imtroduced# end these were mlnimeli Questioe 11 beceme **Whet Is the 
height of the sverege ChineseT"; Questiom 17 "Bow fer is It from 
Hoag Kong to Sbaghelff end Question 20 "Whet is the populetloa of 
Chiaet".

(2) Comprehensioat A test of the individuel*s understeadiag of Ae world 
erouad him# coatsiniag items such ss "Why do we pey texesf"# 14 ia ell* 
Scored 2# 1# or 0 eccordiag to the level of uadersteadiag shewn ia
the response,

(3) Arithmetic# 14 items# eeeh with e time limit# with bonus marks for 
rapid response#

(4) Similarities# 13 items#designed to elicit iaformetioa eoaceraiag S's 
uadersteadiag of the common properties of objects# end the degree of 
abstractness of his system of categories* Each item scored 2# 1# or 0*

(5) Digit Spent Almost identical to that la the WISC.
(6) Vocabulary# A 40-item test# each item scored 2# 1# or 0 according to 

the level of precision of the response.
(7) Performaace Scale# Digit Symbol# A perceptual-motor task ia which 8 

is asked to copy out into a series of boxes a muaber of symbols 
representing the digits 1-9* S's score is the nmAor of boxes conpleted 
la 90".
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(8) Picture Completion# K sttlte of 21 cards# sack eontsialas # line
drawing in which some crucial part of an object is missing; S is
asked to name it. Scored I or 0«

(9) Block Designs# This is the Xoha Block Designs Test# described in
Chapter 3 (Section 2(e)). Administered in this case# with the student# 
exactly as described la the manual.

(10) Picture Arrantenentt Here# S is presented with a series of cards# 
cm each of which is a drawing representing part of a story; S is 
asked to order then In the appropriate way. There are 8 series in 
all; the test is timed# with speed bonuses on the last two series.

(11) Object Assewbly# In this test# 8 Is presented with a series of 
flat wooden shapes# idiich when put together can be made into a 
familiar object. Scoring is based both on the total time taken to 
make the required and on the nmeber of correctly juxtaposed parts.
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APPENDIX lllMt Smwle 1 Quettlemmlre.
This Qiiestiottttsirs was seat to th# parants of tha ahilAraa in Sampla 1,
It was traaslatad lato Chinas# and hath again into English by two 
different interpreters to prodnee the version below#
" Notice#
The following is concerned with an investigation of education in 
Hong Kong#-

tour child has received some educational and psychological tests* In order to understand them more fully# it is desiinble to obtain more information concerning his/her role in the family and his/her relationship with you. I would be very grateful if you could answer the following questions in the attached form» end send it beCk through your child to the school within a week.
To the child's parents. Dniversity of Bong Kong#
(1) In the eyes of the parents# most children do some naughty things# therefore parents will often punish them* Do you use the seme method# or different methods of punishment in all instances! Please state some of the methods you use# and the methods you would use under special conditions.
<2> Inyour opinion# what is a harsh method of punishmentf
(3) When your child was still young# which of the above-mentioned methods did you adopt!

Did you use them-
<l) very often!(2> often!(3) sometimes!(4) eeldW(5) very seldom!

(4) Have you ever adopted a method of threat# without putting it into practice afterwards?
(5) Does Wm child know that some behaviour will certainly lead to punishment! And will he still go on with it when you are in a good mood!
(6) If both you and your wife are present# who would normally execute the punishnmnt!
(7) In preparing for a celebration, does the child work most of the time with you, or with your wife?
<8) Bow does he (or she) get along with his (or her) brothers and sisters!
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(9) Host children will have fights and rows with their brothers and 
sisters, or with their peers. Some parents think they should try
to investigate the matter and arbitrate; others will pay no attention 
and let the children solve the matter among themselves,
VIhac is the attitude you commonly adopt?

(10) Some children like to do things by thasselves and make their own 
decisions, others would like their parents to decide for them.
To which type does this child belong?

(11) Some children will get angry with their parents or other elders, 
and would even argue back. Has your child ever done this?
(If YES) What do you do?
(If NO) And unfortunately it happens, what would you feel?

(%2) What is it about your child that pleases you most?
(13) What is it about him (or her) that makes you angry, or displeases 

you particularly?
(14) How does your child behave it everything is arranged in perfect 

order?
(15) Some children like to do things well, and if the result is not

satisfactory, they will feel unhappy. Others are careless and 
would feel indifferent even if somekhing went wrong. Row does 
this child behave in this respect?

(16) What is the thing you most expect your child to succeed in?
(e.g. school work, dancing, physical education, etc.)

(17) In your opinion, in what grades should your child's results in
school be classified? Would C grade or B grade be alright?

(18) Is it necessary for you to remind your child from time to time 
about the tilings he is working on, and to encourage him to
work hard?

(19) l^en your child was young, did he (or she) sleep alone or with 
other people? If so, with whom? Did he sleep beside you? If so, 
for how long?

(20) If his (or her) bed was kept in the same roo# as yours, how 
long did this last?"

The questions were, of course, so arranged as to leave room for written 
answers after each* The responses were translated back into English 
by another interpreter.
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APPENDIX lll(b). Sample II Questionnaire.

"Name Date of Birth
University Course A-levels and grades
Estimated ability in Chinese

How long have you been in Hong Kong?
Hov many years of schooling have you had?
How many brothers and sisters have you?
When a child, were you cared for by your parents or by someone else?
What is the highest standard of education reached by your father?
What is the highest standard of education reached by your mother?
In which of the following categories would you place your 
father's occupation?

(1) unskilled sianual
(2) semi-skilled manual
(3) skilled manual
(4) lower clerical
(5) lower professional
(6) upper professional

In which of the following categories does your family's income lie?
(H.K.$ per month)
(1) below 300
U) 300-600
(3) 600-900
(4) 900-1200
(5) above 1200

The following questions consist of scales on which you are asked to 
rate yourself accoeding to the degree to which something is true or 
untrue of you; the two ends of each scale represent opposite extremes
with regard to the variable in question.
Do you think your parents have high or low aspirations for your future?

L O W __________________ HIGH
Would you say that your home is a very stimulating one (are there books, 
etc.)?

VERT DULL VEKÏ STIMULATING
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Some parents are very protective, aau won't allow tUalr children to 
make décidions for themselves; others are vary encouraging, and want 
their children to be a& independent as possible. T̂hat do you think 
is more true of yours?

VERY PROTECTIVE_______________ _ VERY ENCOURAGING
Who makes most of the decisions in your family, your mother or your
father?
When you were young, were you ever naughty?
When you were naughty, did your parents punish %ou?
Did they use a variety of methods or always the same method?
How often were they likely to punish you?

(1) very often
(2) often
(3 ) sometimes 
(A) seldom
(5) very seldom

Did they often make threats and then not follow through?
Would you say that their methods of treating you were very severe or 
very permissive?

PERMISSIVE__________________SEVERE
Who was mainly responsible for punishing you, your mother or your 
father?
When doing things for pleasure, did you spend more time with your mother 
or with your father?
Host children will fight with their brothers and sisters or with other 
children. When you did so, did your parents usually stop you or allow 
you to continue?
Would you say that you are a more independent,or a less independent 
kind of person?

MORE INDEPENDENT  _________________ LESS INDEPENDENT
When you were young, did you ever talk back to your parents?
Do you tend to be an easy-going, carefree sort of person, or are you 
more inclined to worry and feel a sense of urgency about things?

EASY-GOING WORRIED
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Are yoixr parente eager for you to be successful?
Do you think they ere satisfied with your progress?
Do they ever remind you that you should do well or better then you 
ere doing?

(1) very often
(2) often
(3) sonetires
(4) seldom
(5) very seldom

Would you say that your father le very strict or not at ell strict?
VERY STRICT  _____ NOT AT ALL STRICT

Would you say that your mother is very strict or not at ell strict?
VERY STRICT__________________NOT AT ALL STRICT

Do you usually make up your mind for yourself about things?
ALWAYS NEVER"
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